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In Our 99th Year

HONORARY DEGREES—Dr.
Hugh L Oakley, bottom, and
Richard W. Farrell, left, were
awarded honorary doctoral
degrees during the 55th annual
spring commencement exercises on Saturday, May 13. Both
men retired from Murray State
in 1977—Oakley as dean of
College of Indu,stry and
Technology and Farrell as
chairman of the Department of
Musk. Oakley is shown as he
accepts a doctor of science
degree from Dr. Constantine
Curris, university president
Farrell, upon whom a doctor of
humanities degree was conferred, has his hood adjusted
by Dr. William G. Read, vicepresident for
academic
programs.

Fiscal Court Creates Housing Authority

County Voters Could Face
Refuse Tax Preference Poll
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By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Calloway County Fiscal Court may he
polling voters as early as November on
whether countians want to pay a refuse
tax.
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker said today that he'll be
researching two issues for fiscal court
members- how to puli voter opinion
poll on the November ballot, and what a
three, four or five cent tax would cost
the average county taxpayer.
The county currently,has no countywide system of _refuse pickup,_
although $3,600 is budgeted annually for
the land fill that the city of Murray
operates. Countians can dump at the
landfill, but have to pay a fee.
Fiscal court members Gil Hopson,
Tommy Bogard, Billy Erwin and Dan
Bazzell talked about refuse pickup
during a fiscal court session Tuesday
afternoon, but took no formal action on
the issue.
Calloway County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller said Tennessee Valley
Authority personnel have agreed to
come and survey the county and make
recommendations ork possible refuse
pickup.
Miler told magistrates, "We had
anticipated garbage pickup next fiscal
year but we need to get these roads
fixed up first." The county executive
estimated that it will cost close to
$500,000 to bring county roads back to

the condition they were in two years
ago.
Parker said if magistrates put a
question on the ballot in November, it
will probably ..not be an actual tax
question but a voter preference poll.
The county attorney estimated that
under the present county assessment of
over $166,000,000, a four cent per each
$100 assessed could raise over $66,000.
But, Miller said Tuesday that $66,000
would not be enough to start a service.
He said Kentucky statutes provide that
the county can impose the refuse tax
and charge for using the service. He
also indicated the county can subsidize
private collectors.
Hopson said he favors placing a voter
prefeitence poll on the November ballot.
Other 'magistrates said they favored
some type of refuse pickup. The opinion
that surfaced Tuesday, however, is that
magistrates favor repairing' county
roads over starting a county refuse
pickup service.
Marshall County currently collects a
refuse tax. countywide and operates
-green box system" with garbage
dumpsters placed at assorted locations
throughout that neighboring county.
Magistrates said that they do not like
that system.
Budget Amendment
Magistrates have voted a second time
this fiscal year to amend the county
budget. The amendment okayed
Tuesday allows the county treasurer to
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put $16,402 funds received but not
budgeted for into the general fund, and
$83,127 unbudgeted and cash carryover
from the previous fiscal year, into the
county road fund.
In other action Tuesday:
- Magistrates okayed an estimated
$1,100 worth of electrical work in the
county courthouse in partial compliance with a list of potential fire
hazards from the state fire marshal's
office.
- Fiscal court members approved
sending a letter to the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, Farmers Home
Administration, asking for emergency
loan assistance to 25 county farmers.
FHA is providing the low cost loans for
farmers affected by the severe winter
of 1977-'78.
- Magistrateit -Pained a resolution
Tuesday creating i"Calloway County
Housing Commission" which will
eventually operate with a five member
board. Effective immediltely, the
resolution puts the county into the
position for applying for low rent public
housing through the U. S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development.
Local public housing agencies
develop and operate low rent housing
projects, financing them through the
sale of bonds or notes. HUD entersinta__ _
an annual contributions contract with
the housing authority to pay off the
bonds and notes. Some 184 units of the
low ost housing was available in
Western Kentucky this year.

House Panel Votes To Retain Higher Social Security Tax
By EDMOND Le BRETON
Associated Press Writer
# WASHINGTON (AP) - The House
Ways and Means Committee today
voted

le retain the

higher

Social

much
stituente complaining about
smaller tax increase that went into
effect on Jan. 1.
The December increases are to.take
effect starting next Jan. 1, and will be
teemed by periodic increates over the
next several decades.

Security taxes enacted last year,
rejecting an effort to roll back part of
the tax increase.
The 21-16 committee vote reversed a
At least for the time being, the
tentative decision of the panel last week
committee's decision indicates that
when it voted 19-18 to recommend a
those increases are likely to take effect
$14.5-billion reduction in the scheduled
tax increases that Congress had
enacted only last December.
Rep. Al Ullman, D-Ore., chairman of
the committee, joined in the panel's
flip-flop. He voted last week for the rollback but today urged that the higher
taxes be preserved.
Ullman said he considers the rollback
issue dead for the year. However,
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
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riot changed its recommendation since
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of getting $770,607
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the committee has a responsibility to
The project calls for acquisition,
the Democratic caucus, but he also has
and
clearance
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of
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the
for
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for what he
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provements and drainage, water
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the
The drive to reduce
supply and environmental barriers;
that were enacted last December arose
and disposition of building sites in the
out of what many members of Congress
predominately black area of Murray.
considered a flood of mail from con-

as scheduled.
The proposed rollback would have
affected all covered workers and their
employers, with the greatest benefit, a
$123 reduction, going in 1979 to workers
earning $21,900 a year or more.
The committee's vote against a
rollback came only a day after trustees
of Social Security urged Congress to let
the increases stend for the time being.

The trustees wrote in a report that the
tax increases and other changes which
Congress approved last December "restore the financial soundness of the
(ash benefit (pension) :,rograna
-throughout -the rethalnder of Mg
century and into the early years of the
next one."
They said, however,that the separate
trust fund for Medicare hospitalization
will need additional financing to avoid

going broke about 1990. The principal
reason, they said, is the continued steep
increases in hospital costs- 17 percent
a year.
The trustees. who are the secretaries
tfeaetity,tabor arid health, educatiqn
and welfare, also cautioned that by
about 2015 the pension reserves again
will begin to show deficits because of
the greater proportion of old people to
workers in the population.

HUD Reviewing City Grant Application For
Douglas Community Revitalization Money
Zea called the plan "a very fundable
project." He indicated HUD will,screen
some 120 applications for money from
throughout the state.
The 04' will also be vying for some
812,000 in "701" HUD Local ASsIstance
Funds.
Planning commissioner! Tuesday
endorsed an application for the money,
which will be used to update the city's
comprehensive plan. Murray Gerrunon
Council is also expected to act on the
application.
Planning commissioners are expected to hold two public hearings June
20, one which will deal with what has

1:Protect

If approved, the amendment would
allow businesses locating on 12th Street
between Sycamore and Chestnut to
place a- deposit with the city in lieu of
building sidewalks in front of their
property. The ordinance calls for
sidewalks to be built in front of
businesses locating in thenew "limited
business" zone.
Kentucky Department of Transportation is expected to widen the

street into four lanes, and according to
Zea, state plans are to construct
sidewalks.
Should the state widen the street and
build sidewalks, the initial deposit
would be refunded, the motion stated.
Planning commissioners are also
expected to hold a public hearing on a
zoning request from Harold Glen Doran
to change a lot at the corner of Story
and Whitnell from a residential
classification to a professional office
class. Peripheral Systems Research in
Murray has an option to buy the
property and locate an office there,
according to company representative
Charles Walston.

Foreigners Reported Hostages In Zaire
cluding Americans. But U.S. officials
said in Washington almost all
Americans in the battle zone were
evacuated in a truck and helicopter
rescue operation.
The U.S. officials said the few
remaining Americans were not being
held captive. But a spokesman for the
U.S. construction firm Morrison-Knudsen,
which employs most of the
Darrel A. McFerron, assistant
involved, said three were
Americans
professor of military science at Murray
to
State University. has been promoted
The rebels themselves charged that
the rank of lieutenant colonel.
government troops were
'barbaric"
to
IA Co. McFerron, who came
area
Murray 'State in August, 1976, after an killing foreign civilians in the
Henri
Minister
foreign
Brussels,
In
assignment in the office of the deputy
chief of staff for personnel in the Simonet told the _Belgian Parliament,
Army's European headquarters in "Foreigner are being hunted in
Germany, is a native of Webb City, Mo. Kolwezi."
He said this was the last message
He received his under graduate
degree in mathematics from Southwest received from the rebel-held copperState College at Springfield in 1962, and mining town before the only telephone
earned the master's degree in 1976 at line from Kolwezi to Belgian officials
Altai& .the bottle-area was cot.
1._)iplomats here coulsj not_coafirtp t4he
441VeiThetts/erve-00`
'11Vtbfinelis saktronefils in Korea and .riporl of mass 'hostage-taking. The
Vietnam as well as Germany. His rebels claimed that the pro-West
awards fre_i‘alte the' bronze...Aar, thee government or ZrelicTent1Nobillii Sege
% meritorious service award, the Army Seko was trying to stir foreign outrage
Cofnmendatipri with three oak leaf over alleged atrocities and win Western
clusters, the combat •treantryrorn's -import -tit his battle .to keep ShabaProvince as part of this former Belgian
badge and a parachutist's badge.
,
colony.
the
IA. Col. McFereon is married to
Infonnistion Via sketchy about the
former Karin Fronk of St Louis, and
they have two children) Jehh 11, and military -situation around Kolwezi,
Molly, 6. They live 1701 Johnson Blvd where government ground forces and
paratroopers were trying to dislodge
In Murray.
KINSHASA, 'Zaire (AP) - The
government claimed today that rebel
invaders in southet Zaire were holding
almost 100 foreigners hostage, in-

MSU ROTC Professor Promoted

A NEW RANK: Mrs. Karin McFerron, pins the silver leaf symbolic of the
'rank of lieutenant colonel irrtite U. S. Army upon the collar of her husband,
Darrel, after the assistant professor of military science at Murray Stale
University was promoted to that rank recently.

been a controversial issue in the past12th street.
The planning commission voted
Tuesday night to hold a public hearing
on amending the new B4 zoning or-

the invaders. No Western correspondents have been allowed into the
area
The French government, meanwhile,
denied a crebel claim that French
paratroopers had been dropped into the
area to 'support Mobutu's troops.

Nixon To
Make Rare
Visit To Ky.
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Former
President Richard Nixon will make a
rare visit July 2 when he takes part in
dedication ceremonies for an eastern
Kentucky recreational complex to be
named in his honor.
Rep. Tim Lee Carter confirmed
Nixon's visit Tuesday during a
telephone conversation from his
Tompkinsville, Ky., home.
The Republican congressman said
that Nixon was coming at the invitation
of Leslie County Judge-Executive Allen
Muncy.
The recreational site, which may cost
up to $3 million upon completion, is in
the Hyden, Ky., area.
A Carter aide said that the complex
and the gymnasium would be named
for Nixon, while the community center
building will be named for Carter. The
swimming pool is to be named for Willie
T.-Sandlin, a World War I Medal of
Honor 'winner from Hyden.
Carter said Nixon called him and
"wanted me to telephone Muncy."
Carter informed the judge's mother
when he could not reach Muncy. Carter
spoke with the judge later Tuesday.
"He (Nixon) called me because
Hyden is in my district," Carter said.
Carter, seeking an eighth term in
Kentucky's May 23 primary against token opposition,said he had a pleasant ----chat with Nixon.
He said Nixon told him he expected ,
his wife Pat to "recover quickly" from
acute viral bronchitis. She entered the
hospital for treatment several dayt
ago.
Nixon, who resigned Aug. 9, 1974,
amid the Watergate controversy, has
done little traveling and spends most of
his time at his estate in San Clemente,
Calif. He last visited Kentucky in 1972
when he made a brief campaign stop at
Ashland.
Carter said Nixon is scheduled arrive
at the airport at London, Ky., and
helicopter to the mountainous' Hyden
area.
The recreational complex includes a
$1 million gymnasium and many other
sports facilities, which is unusual for
one of the most poverty stricken
counties in the Appalachian section of
Kentucky.

4 Murrayans
Among U of L
Graduates
Four students from Murray
graduated from the University of
Louisville Saturday, May 14.
Richard Earl Blalock, 1514 Chaucer
Drive, and John Mark Jenkins, 601
Olive St., both received doctor of
medicine degrees from the School of
Medicine; and David Graham Fitch,
1666 Ryan Ave., and Jackie Dale
Nanny, Rural Route 2, both received
doctor of dental medicine degrees from
the School of Dentistry.
Degrees were awarded to more than
1,600 students who.graduated from U of
L's 12 schools and colleges. Another
1.255 students received degrees at the
end of the summer and fall semesters
and were recognized during the
ceremony,
"A`I`thar M. Schlesinger Jr., author,
historian and former presidential
assistant, delivered the commencement address. He was special
assistant to Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson.

inside today
2Section-24 Pages
Annually the Murray Comprehensive Care Center
benefits from proceeds of the Charity Ball, set this year
for June 3. Page five of today's issue is devoted to some of
• the-activitirs of the- center. Future -artiZles-will'fialuie
other aspects of the local institution.
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Wednesday. May n
Annual .senior. citizens
Thursday, May 18
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
luncheon by the Hazel
Baptist Young Women of
:.'.
will bowl at Corvette Lanes at First Baptist Church will meet
Woman's Club will be held at 5:
..
..
,
Center
"::
seven p.
at
the
Hazel
'Community
Travis
with Mrs. David
:s
kr""'•.: '
.43' '
.s
at 11:30 a.m. Any person ,
seven p.m.
6
•S
AT"?-'1
e A'
.1',4-,
4
_ kai4.#1e-Cfs' -I?(2
needing transportation...may
Christian Men's Fellowship
-idiwitard-, 44,-'--gs1;\"v-triavh--'2P" )43,7Y.;;.:i,rtie
- .-:
of the First Christian Church • Temple Hill Chapter No. Sll ., call 492-1876 Of 743-0812.-------g----..
:::;s: by ha& iii,y, WILLIAMS ;S:;:sssssss:-:-:-:•;-:-::::
-.SaaSaS,
%X,
will meet•at six p. m. at the Order of the Eastern Star will
Murray Shrine Club will
church.
meet at the lodge hall at 7:30 '
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
p.m.
Did pas- set out plants ice and snow didn't leave a
Triangle Inn.
Thursday. May 18
during
the las. two weeks and trace of the plants. 1 intend to
•
19
May
East Calloway Elementary
Friday.
Square and round dancing do they just sit there arid look
School Parent-Teacher Club
try again, for they are among
Plant and craft sale by
will be held at the WOW Hall at you''.' Mine do. They
will have a potIpck dinner. the brightest of flowers and so
Coldwater United Methodist
Lai en't put out even one new
welcome when there is so
at 7:30 p.m.
Church Women will be held
lea, es sr' vegetables like
little else. But they don't like
Leader training for the Girl from nine a.m.to
_
peppers They
hot--weather.- The veal moist
Chapter M of P.E.G. ctaH't do a thing and won't
Scout Day Camp will be held the church yard.
mornings of early spring
lunhave
a
will
Sisterhood
.
at the Girl Scout cabin in the
until the sun comes out good
seem to make them thrive. I
Shopping for senior citizens cheon at twelve noon at the and v arm. Here it is almost
park at ten a.m.
am doing something wrong
will be held at 9:30 a.m. and
Holiday Inn with reports from the middle of May and I am
and must find out what it is.
New Concord, Hamlin, and one p.m. Call 753-0929 by 9:15 the state convention to be sti!I cold. I am sure those
As with all plants Papsies
shopping
Quermorning
Mrs.
John
for
by
a.m.
given
Hazel Senior Citizens will
'itile annuals are too. That's
need certain care and soil and
have an outing and potluck and 11:30 a.m. for afternoon termous and Mrs. Alfred why they don't grow. But
moisture. Success in garshopping.
cannot
Lindsey.
surely
the
warm
days
dinner at Pans Landing State
dening is finding out what is
be too far away and after the
Park at 11:30 a.m. For inwrong and correcting it. It
Friday, May 19
An open horse show spon- good rains we have had, gives us a challenge.
formation or transportation
Baptist
and
Women
Baptist
make
up for lost
sored by the Hardin and South things will
call 436-5364 or 436-2185.
Young Women of Blood River Marshall Riding Clubs Will time. I think everybody is an
Association will have a book begin at 6:30 p.m. at the West anxious for summertime as I
Thursday, May 17
at Cherry Corner kentucky Livestock and am. But you might as well see
study
Hazel Woman's Club will
at seven p.m. Exposition Center.-Admission that the lawn mower is good
Church
Baptist
meet at Dees Bank of Hazel at
will be in is one dollar.
and sharp and that yau have a
Taylor
William
Mrs.
seven p.m. with Mrs. C. C..
good hoe for you are going to
study.
the
of
charge
Lowry as guest speaker and to
need it. The grass will -really
middle
projects
of
Exhibit
of
install the new officers.
Day-long, journalism and high sehool students in the lump up and there will be
workshop for high school area will be held from nine weeds galore. But I don't
think I will mind. I will be
The Home Depastrrient of students will be from nine a.m. to noon in the Applied
happy to see anything
the Murray Woman's Club will a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Wilson Science Building, Murray growing
meet at nine a.m at the club Hall, Murray State Univer- • State University: Public inI go through this every'
house to go to Brandon sity. Call 762-2387 for in- vited.
year. I .suppose my ,desires
Springs, Land Between the foramtion.
If you want a certified copy
and thoughts run ahead of the
Lakes.
weather. After • along bleak of a Kentucky birth or death
Kirksey
tryouts
Ball
Club,
19
May
Friday,
for girls, ages-six to twelve, -winter, thoughts• of spring certificate for $2, now is the
This is last day,for parents
Business and Professional
will be 9:30 a.m. and-for bora- flowers run rampant in my time to buy. On July 1, the
theirchildren
to
to register
Women's Club will meet at the
six
to thirteen, will be at 10:30 mind. I wish they wouldn't price is expected to go to $4._
send out Catalogues until
Murray Woman's Club House play summer baseball at East a.m. at the Kirksey, field.
The price change was apCalloway Elementary.
April, instead of January. proved by the Legislative
at6:30p.m.
Maybe the last cool days Research Commission without
Sunday, May 21
.
Friday, May 19
wouldn't seem so important
Murray Women of the
public protest, the increase
Baseball coaches and inTwin Lakes., Good Sam
We can find plenty to'clo in
Moose will meet at the lodge
Camping Club will have their terested parents will meet at our gardens. One thing is to takes effect July 1.
hall at eight p.m.
Officials of the state
Monthly
campout
at _East Calloway Elementary at keep the weeks' pulled out as
Columbus Belmont State Park one
they- come up -instead- -of Department for 'Human
_
_
_
_
-------_XL,Alpha Delta Chapter et
with Bill and Norte Hill as
waiting. tit they begia_ta_go. Resources pP_HRL._the agency
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
and Mrs. E. J. (Jake) to seed. Weeds seem to grow responsible for registering
Wagonmasters. A grin out and
the Ellis Center at 7:39 p.m.
Kentucky births and deaths
supper will be held on Claxton will be honored with a no matter what the weather
. . _
reception in celebration of All they need is a little rain. and isiuing certified copies,
Saturday night.
Ellis tenter- will be open
their 50th wedding an- So before our plants begin tc are expecting a -.significant
from ten a.m. to three p.m.for
niversary at the Holiday Inn, demand so much attention, is increase" in requests for
activities by the Senior
Murray,from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. a good time to keep the beds copies in the next seven
Saturdas. May 20
Citizens. Call 743-0929 for
clean: For bermuda grass is: weeks. Ornar _Greeman,
Gospel singing featuring the
already starting te send out director • of DHR's -vital
information.
Reception
for
the
Rev.
Dr.
Kinsmen Gospel Group of
its runners to take fresh root.
Auburn. Ala., will be held at Jerrell White and family will By checking your flower statistics branch.' puts it this
way: "We're going to be
Memorial
be
held
at
the
Cumberland
the
Unity
beds, you may be able to head
Thursday. May 18
Presbyterian Church at 7:30 Baptist Church Fellowship off ar inroad of bermuda swamped!"
- Cub Scout meeting for boys
On an average day,
p.m. A.potluck supper will be Hall from two to four p.m. before it gets a foot hold.
and parents will be held at
Greeman's 70-member staff
.Public is invited.
at 6:30 p.m.
This
cool
weatheris
fine
for
Carter School at seven p.m.
one little plant and that is
. answers approximately 800
Kentucky
Little . Miss pansies. A friend brought, in requests for certificate copies.
Pageant, sponsored by Tau such a loveb, bouquet of these BecaOse eadl,Monday's mail
•OUASAR TVS • HOOVER APPLIANCES • COOKWARE • EUREKA
S.
PM Lambda of WOW,--Wilrbe--- delightful blossoms. and f- alone usdally brings in 1,600 to
held at 2:30 p.m. in Lovett envied her -ability to. grow 2,009 requests, there is some
Auditorium, Murray State them. I put some out in the backlogging. A person who
early part of the year, but the requests a copy generally
University.
C.,
receives a response in 10 days_
to two weeks.
"If we get the rush of
requests we expect," said
31*
Greeman,"this response time
may be a little longer." He
•
Olympic Plasa
said the $2 fee will be honored
• 1133110 li31111 • SLIM I MIS INI111311A • 1101111 •
Connie Rogers White will be the First Baptsit Church, and for all requests postmarked on
SIMI.1
installed as president of the they have three sons, Jeremy, or before June 30.
We want everyone to know
Murray
Business
and Jared, and Jwain. She is the
Professional Women's Club at daughter of Mr. and Mrs, about this increase in the fee
the dinner meeting to be held George Rogers; received her so they can order copies at the
•••
at the Murray Woman's Club A.A. degree from Bsthel $2 rate if they want to," said
College, Hopkinsville; Greeman."We have even sent
•••••••i:Alle:•••••••••
received her B.A. with a birth certificate applications
major
in
elememntary to school districts for
education from Murray State distribution to parents preUniversity; and has attended registering their children for
the M.R.E. School at the first grade."
Southern
Theological
Persons desiring a copy of
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
Seminary, Louisville. She their certificate should send
taught kindergarten
at their name, date and place of
Memorial Church for seven birth, and their mother's
years.
INS(lies/nut
maiden name to the Office of
Other new officers to be Vital Statistics, Bureau for
installed will be Janice Mc- Health Services, Department
/4116,
ENDS TON1TE
EON
('lard, vice-president; Dottie for Human Resources, 275
=A!!
Rogers,
corresponding East Main Street, Frankfort,
8:35
SATAIVOUS#
TaGj
secretary; Ola Mae Roberts, Ky. 40601. An application for a
STARTS TOMORROW.'
recording secretary; Billie copy can also be obtained
Waters, treasurer.
from any local health
111
At the last meeting the club department office. Persons
voted to give $100 to the Need who need a copy immediately
Line Service, and plans were can obtain them in person at
II, MARK:AN INTERNATIONAL Release rfir
di
made to attend the state the Vital Statistics office. The
Connie R. White
House on Thursday, May 18, at convention May 19, 20, and 21 waiting time is usually less
at Louisville.
than 'an hour.
6:30 p.m.
Euple Ward, president,
According to Greeman, the
r mommo.
Mrs White is the wife of the
7:20,
1010 "hest•ILit
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of urges all members to attend
the meeting on Thursday.
Thre TRIMS.
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Miss A
GLEN HELM of the little House of Crafts shows a macrame item to be made at one of
the classes to members of the Hazel Woman's Club at a recent meeting, Members pictured, left to right, are Vicki Nance, Carolyn Parks, Pat Latimer, Janie Story, and Patty
Knott

Hazel Woman's Club
Will Honor Seniors

Kentucky BirtPAtidlAath

At the April meeting the
club met at the Little Red
House of Crafts with Mrs.
Opal Hart speaking about
materials to select when
wanting to macrame, and
showing the members diffee increase will cover the cost
fereat. macrame knots andof issuing copies and will
- designs. Glen' Heim also
vital
make Frankfort's
talked about classes members
statistics office almost selfmight take to learn the craft.
supporting. When the $4
The Hazel Club then met at
chargé takes effect, fees for
the Boston Tea Party for the
copies will make up 80 percent
The United Methodist business session with Mrs.
of the office's $1 million Women of Coldwater United
Max
Parks, president,
budget. The remaining 20 Mehtoclist Church met at the presiding. The club voted to
percent will come from church on Tuesday, May 9, at
become a Friend of the Need
general state funds. At the $2 7:30_ p.m.. with Mrs. Lucille Line by contributing $l0-The'
rate,the 'office was recoVerg Potts In charge of the program srhnlorship committee --irra
fatly 40,pen.eatofits upending - -who-read -Corinthians 13:and
appointed to select a student
budget.
had a discussion on "Mother's to receive the club's $100 .
After July 1, Kentucky's fee Love."
scholarship.
_
for birth and death cerMrs. Potts read a poem
Officers elected for 1978-79
tificates will be slightly higher Waled "Our
Mother"
were Mrs. Max Parks,
than the fees in surrounding followed by prayer. A question
president; Mrs. Dale Nance, •
states. "Still most Of us feel and answer session on Luke 3 first vice-president; Mrs.
that Kentuckians are getting a
Steve Knott, second vice-bargain," said -Greeman;
Plans were made for the
president; Mrs. Phil laddle,-Kentucky is the only state in plant and craft sale to be held
recording secretary: Mrs.
this immediate area with a Friday, May 19, from nine
Nancy Simpson, corresponsingle source for "certificates. a.m. to two p.m. in the church
ding secretary: Mrs. James
Only 11 states in the nation yard.
Ronald Latimer, treasurer
have a single certification
Others present were Jane
authority. This adds con- Lamb, Alma Cooper, June
••••••••••••••••6111
•
•
siderably to the acceptability Glass, Lorene Wilson, Linda
•and -the- integrity -of -a-Kerr--- Wilson,- Nancy Haneline,
•
tucky birth of death cer- Patsy Locke, Helen Smith,
tificate."
and Elizabeth Jones.
Because of the single-sOurce
system, he said confidentiality
NEW!
is more certain and fraudulent
A
sauce
made with canned
COMING
certificates are more difficult
to obtain here than in states tomatoes sometimes benefits •
SOON!
•
from a pinch or
which copies available in reduce acidity. two of sugar to .▪....
•OOOOO wobo..•
every county courthouse.
The Hazel Woman's Club
will have its annual Senior
Citizens Day luncheon on
Saturday, May 20, at-the Hazel
Community Center. The club
voted to buy two new tables to
be used at the center.
-

Certificates Avairable

-

We Repair
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Vacuum or Television
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FEVER

Moved

The Baptist Women and
Baptist Young Women of the
Blood River Association will
have a book study on "The
Listening Womam I Am:
Messages From God" by
Josephine Pile, at the Cherry
Corner, Baptist Church on
Friday, May 19, at seven p.m.
Mrs. William B. Taylor of
Cherry Corner will present the
study. All women are urged to
attend, said Mrs, Jerry
Butler; Blood River WMU
director.
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ew Styles
Inside The
Specialty
Shop
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Lonardo Piano Co.
106 S. Market St.
Paris, Tenn.
Across from Rost office

Sit.rN

Has What You Want For

Off On

Everything
frMen's Dress & Casual Slacks
*Men's Shirts .

•

*Qpif Shirts

All

Ladies & Jrs.
-

usbananaosre serving, in an 8-

*Blouses

"rietrEtS

Inch skillet stir together the
suggcbrand) and butter until

bresses

iC01°,19Ei

•

•

Off
Prices •
Claire T. Lonardo

Graduation
/
1 4 To 'A

DINNER FOR FOUR
Lancashire Hot Pot
aiai1Itsayl _ . French Broad
Banana Sundaes
BANANA SUNDAES
For fans of butterscotch flavor.
cup firmly packed dark
brown sugar
2 tablespcions brand,
t0111#9155-6fik-bafrer •

•

50°4
Sugg. Retail

Graduation Sale
The New College Shop

By CECILY BROWNSTONE

theattOr4tasolves and mlattil*
babbles. Peel and quarter bananas and add; cover and cook
_
they
ey 2 am
gently h until
reho
st
rough
about
minutes.
Serve at once over the ice
cream Makes 4 servings

STERLING
SILVER

•:".'

to
Downtown
Murray
Come See,
Us..
__t istrgr,tive

7:15
9:30
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GORHAM'

Plans Book.Study

Associated Pvitto Food Eddoe

Under 17Must FLsve
Written Permission
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To Be Married
Miss Melonie Hutchens,
May 21st bride-elect of
Richard L. Lowe, was complimented with a bridal
shower held at the Community
Boom of the North Branch of
the Peoples Rank on Saturday,
April 29, at 2:30 p.m.
The hostesses • for the occasion were Mrs. /this Jones,
Mrs. Randall Lowe, Mrs.
Rodney Lowe, and Miss Risa
Lowe.

A510 i Vin Buren

The honoree chose to wear a,
yellow eyelet 'dress and was
presented a corsage of mixed
spring flowers.
Refreshments of Lime
punch, individual decorated
cakes with pink rosebuds,
mints,and nuts were served at
the table covered with a white
linen cloth and centered with
an arrangement of mixed
spring flowers.
Forty persons were present
or sent gifts.

.j
Fri

tin4 .ret,
1:,78b
i•are
emar
tPh etiatsednaleons
Outland, bride-elect of
Robert Jason Brelsford,
has selected her pottery.
stainless and crystal
.from,our contpletn
registry.
TaTamm
and Robert
June

I

The ShmOcase
121 lity-Paos

MURRAY

Eva Wall Missiim
Group Holds.4leet

Wis.% Millie Brown and Eddie Dillon
at one of
bers picand Patty

lub
meeting the
e Little Red
with Mrs
aking about
select when
creme, and
embers dife knots and
Helm also
ses members
rn the craft
b then met at
Party for the
with Mrs
president.
ub voted to
of the Need
ing $10. The

The approaching marriage of Miss Millie Brown to Eddie
Dillon,son of Mr. and Mrs. John Dillon Of Dexter, has been announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie D. Brown of Dexter.
Miss Brown and Mr. Dillon plan a private wedding on Thur• sday, June 1.

Hwy. 45 Seek
Lone Oa, Ky.

beach
bound

Verna Mae Stubblefield
DEAR ABBY: I have a 6-year-old daughter III call .
presided at the meeting of the
Mary. My neighbor has a 6-year-old daughter 111 call Lisa.
Well, we took our daughters to the doctor for their shots Eva Wall Mission Group of the
First my neighbor took Lisa in, and she screamed and Memorial Baptist Church held
hollered as if the doctor was cutting off her arm, so Lisa's on Tuesday morning, April 25,
mother said, "I won't let that mean old doctor hurt you. If at the church.
The group decided to
you stop crying I'll buy you a new doll on the way home."
So Lisa turned off the tears like you would turn off a present several pairs of pillow
faucet.
cases and sewing notions to
Whedit was my datighter's turn for her shot, I took her Betty Sledd, missionary, who
Lisa
like
just
on
carrying
in and she sterted yelling and
is returning to Nigeria this
did. I said,"Wait a minute, Doctor," Then I took Mary and summer.
tore up her little bottom. Then I said, "You let the doctor
The call to prayer was given
give you the shot so you won't get sick and die, and I don't
want to see any more scenes." After that, she behaved by Mae Foster with her
scripture from Philippians 8.
herself and didn't shed a tear. Margaret Taylor and Laura
When we got home, Mary said, "Marna, tion't you love
me?" And I said, "Sure I do, with all my heart." And then Jennings, co-chairpersons,
she said, "How come you didn't get me a doll like Lisa's?" introduced the program enAbby, -should I have gotten my little girl a doll, too? titled "Doing It Their Way In
SOFT-HEARTED MAMA Ghana." They were assisted
in the presentation by Lottie
DEAR MAMA: No. If you had, you would'have taught Bowden, Willie Garland,
do
to
has
she
all
something,
wants
she
If
(1)
things:
her two
McKee!, Opal Reeves,
is scretuA for it. (2) A child is entitled to something just Nettie
and Thyra Crawford.
because a friend has one.
Others present were Dorthy
DEAR ABBY: I am a single woman, 43, going with a Danner, Hazel Ahart, Billie
man of 56. Sidney is a widower with three grown children. Farley, Latta Boyd, and
He is very attractive and represents the kind of security a Connie White.
woman my age rarely finds. He was happily married for 30
years, and now he wants to marry me.
The trouble is my mother. We have lived together since
Dad died 10 years ago, and ever since I told her I want to
marry Sidney,_ she hae _cried and „carried on_like_ you
wouldn't believe. She says he's too old for me and it will
never work out. I've told her she could live with us, but she
refuses to move it)the city where we would live.(She and I
presently live in a suburb.)
Two students from Murray
When her friends try to tell her that she should be happy were granted degrees at the
gone,
she's
that I'll have someone to look after me when
May 13th commencement at
she says HE is only 11 years younger than SHE is, and he Western Kentucky University,
longer.
much
won't last that
•
Green.
Abby, I could be very happy with Sidney if it weren't for Bowling
• 4, They were Mary Jane
my mother. What should I do?
MOTHER TROUBLE Buchanan. Bailey Road,
Murray, MPS degree, and
DEAR TROUBLE: Marry Sidney. And ask him if he has Jack Tyler Winchester, 706
a friend for your mother.
Fairland Drive, Murray, BS
-degree.
DEAR ABBY: My husbancris dead and I have two
enlarged pictures of him nicely framed; I keep them in my
Living room. The other day a neighbor came in and saw
them, and she said personal pictures do not belong in th,
living room.
Abby, I haven't had much education, and I would
appreciate it if you would tell me if I am wrong to keep his
pictures there.
I get a lot of pleasure out of looking at his pictures in the
living room, but if they really don't belong there, I suppose
I could put them somewhere else...Thank you.
DON'T KNOW

Receive Degrees

a student
club's ;100
• for 1978-79
•e. Parks,
Dale Nance, •
dent; Mrs.
econd vice-Phil Liddle,tary: Mrs
, corresponMrs James
, treasurer.
sell•1111111
•
•
-"•
•
S •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The special insole conforms
to the curve of your toes.

The gently padded arch
conforms to your arch.

•
I insole
The
cups to the
shape of your heel

Scholl's exclusive insole conforms
to every contour of your foot as you walk.
Slip into The Shadow and enjoy
an incredibly comfortable all-leather
sandal with a gently padded arch
and fulle'adjustableleather straps.
Then wear it for awhile. As you
walk. the unique conforming insole
actually shapes itself to the contours
of your foottiving you a custom,
comfortable fit.
The Shadow. Who but Scholl
would come up with such a unique
and tomfortirus idea?

THic
SHADOW
Another comforting idea
from

Scholl

8

Downtown,
Murray

DEAR DON'T: Personal pictures should be enjoyed.
And they "belong" wherever they afford the most
pleasure.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular:
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $I with a long.
self-addressed, stamped 124 rental envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

At Tea At Community Room
Miss Glenda Mae Jones,
June 10th bride-elect of Henry
Houston Hanied of Frankfort,
was the honoree at the bridal
tea held at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank on Saturday,
May 6, between the hours of
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
The hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion were Mrs.
Eugene Geurin, Mrs. Ewin
Swann, Mrs. Jo Fielder. Mrs.
Ned Wilson, and Mrs. J. B.
Burkeen
The honoree chose to wear a
white street length dress. Her
mother, Mrs. C. W. Jones,
wore a grey street length
dress.
The beautifully appointed
tea table was covered with a
lace cloth over yellow and
centered with an arrangement
of silk flowers designed and
made by the honoree. Dried
mums were used in the
nosegays on the corners and
sides of the table. -Candles
were used on each side of the
central arrangement.
Mrs. Geurin served the
punch and Mrs. Wilson served
the cake, nuts, and mints.
Assisting in the entertaining

Parker, Mrs.
Sharilyn
Wisehart, and Miss Yvonne
Jones.
The register was kept by
Miss Marshal Fielder. About
one huridred person _were
included in the quest list;

The home of Mrs. James
Duiguid was the scene of the
meeting of the Bessie Tucker
Circle of the First United
;it
y 097n
M
9he
e
:30
Methodist
maW
mi
d
o.n
thao
ld
.
Church
Tuesday,
Sparks
Mrs.
Harry
presented the program from
the book,"By Shaker Hands"
written by June Sprigg.
Costume jewelry e,e;
collected for the Westvicw
Nursing Home and a drive for
paper products for a mtSsiefl.
was discussed. '
. Refreshments were sslivld
to the ten members present
The April meeting was held at'
the home of Mrs. r,onrad
Jones with twelve member'
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve-problems -fast. II
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
. Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed envelope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have just turned 65
years old. I draw Social Security
benefits and I am now on Medicare. I
At the heart of the new
live on thenorthern border of New York
Harvard University is the
very close to Canada. Many times I
oldest institution of higher.--,-eurriculum is a new definition
have been treated in Canadian
This
person."
"educated
an
-of
States,
learning in the United
hospitals because it is closer to where I
dating from 1636. Other is one who can think and write •
live. When filing out my Medicare
colleges and universities have clearly, who has an "informed
claim forms, do I use the standard
form, or is there a special claim form
risen to challenge- its pre- acquaintance" with five basic
for out-of-the-country charges? - K. T.
-eminence
., but a "Harvard academic areas, who can put
the
There is a Special form. You may
in
experience
his
or
her
education" still -carries a
obtain
it at your Social Security office.
context of history and other
certain aura.
Medicare is good in „Canada
However,
We can hope, then, that the cultures, who has an unonly if you are ,en route to or from
vote of the Harvard faculty, derstanding of moral and
Algska (direct route), or if you live in
a
has
and
problems,
ethical
United States in an area on the
the
to
recently to move "bad
some
in
of Canada or Mexico at a
knowledge
border
depth
of
basics" in its undergraduate
location where a Canadian or Mexican
field.
specific
encourage
curriculum will
hospital is closer than an American
Suprisingly enough, the
other colleges and universities
hospital, or if an emergency occurs
to press on with their own faculty- vote was 182 to 65 for
while you are in the U. S. and a
adopting the new curriculum
Canadian or Mexican hospital is closer
curriculum reform.
.Aet
‘
111r% ak
It', Hte.laielE.an.- and R.r
than a U. S. hospital.
Those who hold the name of that looks to those ends. Our
For people who are now on the
Harvard in high esteem may faith in Harvard would have
program or will soon be
Medicare
have been surprised to learn benefited if the vote had been
and going on Medicare,
turning
65
that so venerable an institution heavier on the favorable side,
Heartline now has available their brand
had strayed so far from the but without some dissenters,
new 1978 version of "fleartline's Guide
to Medicare:" This book is still written
basics that a ref4rm was what would a university be?
in easy to understand question and
That definition of an educated
necessary. Sad to say, even
answer
form, but the 1978 issue hasall
acceptable
Harvard had been swept up in person should be
information. Included in
more
much
much
the educational revolution of around. We doubt if it is
the new *Pe are the new deductibles
the 1960s, leading • Dr. Henry different from what the young
for part "A' medical insurance, more
items and-conditions Jhat--Medicare
Rosovsky,dean of the faculty of minister John Harvard had in
can be violated. by the Soviet Union _ general to head- the Joint -Chiefs,Adm-..WASHINGTON
Concern within
"covers,
a more concise explanation of
•
arts and sciences, to complain • mind when he bequeathed his defense
detectio-fi:If the agency IS now
James Holloway-, Chief of Naval •
circles over Air Force Gen.
reasonable charges, and detailed infour years ago that the school library and-half his estate to the David Jones as the new chairman of the cut out of the issue, the JCS will lose its Orations, once favored to be the new
structions on how to fill out your
had lost track of what a college being started at Joint Chiefs- of Staff (JCS) was independent source of technical in- JCS chairman, has been fighting the
Medicare claim form.
17th
the
formation.
Significantly, this could
President's reduced shipbuilding.
heightened last week when the Defense
"general education" is sup- Cambridge, Mass., in
_ You-can receive the 1978" Heartline's
scarcely have happened withont at
Jones priirately has eikiressed worryl • Guide to Medicare by sending 81.75 to
Nuclear Agency was quiedjo removed
century.
posed to be.
least
the
acquiescence
of JCS chairman about W.
-Carters proposed' total
Hea,rtline's Guide to Medicare,
Infact,j.is probably_whai_ .• from study of the proposed.1.1,8.-Soviet Jones.. •
. .114
TAgL comiteu-revulution he_
_ oucleae« test -ban: Rut -fellow riffle&
nuclear
test
ban
treaty.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
.
instigated is now bearing fruit. young people enrolling_in_a-_ - The agency had advised that the
Decisions of this nature bother many doubt he will do anything about it. Such
45381. This book is completely
Harvard freshmen beginning in liberal arts college in every treaty banning all underground ex- fellow officers about Davy Jones. While doubts were reinforced by last week's
guaranteed and if you are not satisfied
to,
be—
wanted
nobody questions his executive com- close-out of the Defense Nuclear
plosions t favored by President Carter)
,1979 will find themselves generation have
your money will be cheerfully refunpetence, Jones is criticized for
Agency.
an educated person in those
confronting
a
-core
ded. Please allow six weeks for
swallowing' whole those Carter adThe overriding question involves
delivery,
curriculum" granting less-; terms. It is a sad commentary
ministration initiatives considered
proper conduct by professional military
HEARTLINE: I have beard that
that
the
education
freedom In shop for courses. on American
dubious elsewhere at the Pentagon
men in an administration whose
are certain conditions in which- -there
many
so
of
Doing their own thing will not curricula
After failing to oppose such policies in
policies they believe were wrong.
improvements to a home can be taxLind
:
e
get
coilprivate, he not only embraces but
After Gen. Singlaub was relieved
have -the-Importance that if :distinguished
deductible. Can you tell me under what
energetically applauds them in public. from command in Korea a year ago
universities now mt,14, be
Might. have had when big
circumstances this can-be done?
Decisions to pull troops out of Korea, following his Criticism of the troop
brother or big sister enrolled a - revised to restore such a basie
F.
Miss Phyllis Cunningham is featured cancel the B-1 bomber,suspend neutron
pullout, president Carter wrote a
goal.
Usually, improvements to your home
few years ago.
as Miss Spring 1968 in a special section warhead production and now push a
critical Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah that
are
not tax deductible. However, under
published by the Ledger & Times today. total nuclear test ban have caused deep "we will not stifle dissent" from
certain circumstances where your
Johnnie
Glenn
Tarea
Stockdale
and
dismaY in the officer corps - "military experts." When Singlaub
fr
By John Cannift
Improvements are-a medical-necessity,
June Roach are the two top honor dramatized by the forced retirement resigned under pressure recently after
then a portion( in some cases all of it) of
At-Went-I-of the Eight Grade class at from the Army of Maj. Gen. John K. additional criticism of Carter policies,
your expense is tax-deductible. For
Hazel Elementary School.
Singlaub. But by vigorously supporting
Hatch wrote Mr. Carter that "the adexample: a swimming pool to provide
Deaths reported includes Mrs. Willie such proposals, Jones has reached the
ministration seems to be so thintreatment for a polio victim, a chair
.B. Scruggs, age 71.
too.
skinned about its controversial policies
seat for a heart patient, central airFervent cooperation by Jones did not
Installed as new officers of the
that it must in fact resort to 'stifling'
conditioning
for someone with emadministration.
Murray Business and Professional begin with the Carter
the military leaders of this nation."
physema.
Women's Club were Mrs. Odelle Vance, As Air Force Chief of Staff in'the NixonJones has informed congressional
The amount of this expense that is
Mrs. Margaret Mae Waldrop, Mrs. Ford administration, he stirred mixed
critics that if he ever cannot support the
deductible depends on how much
superiors.
civilian
emotions
his
among
Turner,
Talent,
Mrs.
Nadine
Madelle
administration's policies, he will take
money was spent on the improvement
observed. But he agreed that
While appreciative that Jones carried
NEW YORK 1AP - The nation's
and Mrs. Verline Ezell.
off his uniform and go to the public.
if
the
worst
and how much the property value of the
fears did becomes reality,
purchasing managers met in conThe yard of Mr. and Mrs. Will D. out orders with extraordinary exThat begs the question, however, of
then there might indeed be a recession,
home increased due to this imventim here today, and from the an-,Thornton has been selected as yard of pedition, Pentagon officiate' were
what he does and says in uniforrmt
perhaps
by
provement. For example, if an elevator
midyear
1979.
obedience
to
troubled
that
he
extended
news
reassuring
the
event
came
the
month
for
May
nual
by the Garden
without going to Singlaub's extreme.
cost
But,
he
$7,500 and the property value is
was
reminded,
President
Department of the Murray Women's the point of no longer being, his own
that members fail to see the shadow of
Meantime,the fate of Davy Jones and
Carter
and
increased
by $2,500, the $5,000 excess is
his
aides
have
promised
man.
year.
•
least
this
inflation, at
Club.
John Singlaub, born one day apart
repeatedly
deductible.
If there is no increase in
to
?void
controls.
-And
This tendency is reflected in a highly
Births reported include a boy, Chuck
This is big news indeed, because
nearly 57 years ago, teaches an
Nixon did too," Andrews shot beck.
property
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Playtime is fun for Shannon Eldridge.

Kathleen has a chance to do what mommy does.
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In more ways than not, children are
alike:However, every child has special
needs.To deal with these needs, special
peopk areended.These special people
are working at the Callaway County
--Cornpreltins13ity Crife-Ctinter-.--To the teachers and aides t the Day
Care Center, each day of work is different. One day may be filled with
laughter and excitement as accomplishments soar. The next day may
be painfid if lust one child has not
fulfilled his individual goal for the day.
The teachers and aides at the Day
Care Center adjust their teaching
programs to the individual. In this
way, they can help a child in the areas
where the child needs help, whether it
be physical, emotional, social or intellectual.
Additionally, a school psychologist
and speech therapist visit the day-care
center weekly to provide specialized
assistance to the children.
The day care center is helped greatly
each year by proceeds donated from
the Charity Ball. Everyone who purchases a ticket to the Charity Ball or
gives a cash donation to the Charity
Ball Committee is supporting the work
)f the Calloway County Comprehensive
care Colter.,
To purchase a ticket to the dance or to
a cash donation, contact Mr.
,Iny Housden. 753-0090 or Mrs.
nis Lane. 753-1887.

George Cassity seriously studies the hands of a clock.

layson Mahen, left, and Shannon Eldridge enjoy a snack on the sundeck of the Comprehensive Care Center.
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Two Day Care Centers participants enjoy story time with tearcher's aide, Debbie Garland

goldfish,
Susan'Posey is entranced by the movement of a
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George C. Wallace Ending His Long,
Controversial Political Career

•;
•

eWe

Accept Gov't Food Stomps,

Storeyis
FOOD
ANT

last run for the presidency in moderated on race and was a
MONTGOMERY, Ala.(AP) crowd."
and
1976. By theh, however, his welcome figure in the
state
in
Wallace,
years
Corley,
16
George
During
•
,
.109
mush bur.qal/cracY"-Plingcretic fold. His national
once a feisty syrhbol of national politica.-Wellace was,.
segregationist resistance and called sayioi, devil, ref_91-ma; theme had been pre-empted atar declined.
Wallace said through aides
four times a 'candidate for bigot and buffoon. But hg, was by another southerner, Jimmy
several weeks ago that be
Carter.
president, has ended his lever ignored.
As his presidential hopes would retire if the Legislature
Wallace burst onto the
political career with a surprnin 1976. Wallace came to did not pass a law giving him
in
scene
faded
will
he
political
that
announcement
national
st
not run for the U.S. Senate.
1963. In January he stood on realize the effect his paralysis two state trooper bodyguards
for life.
Mobile,
in
night
On Tuesday
the steps of the state Capitol to had on "the faithful."
"All they see is the spokes "' He got the troopers, who will
after days of reflection at the give his inaugiiral address,
..gubernatorial retreat at crying, "Segregation now! on my wheelchair," he com- also serve as medical aides,
tomorrow! plained. "You've got a man, and Wallace then told
nearby Gulf Shores, the Segregation
standing up. saying, 'Big gov- reporters he definitely wee in
forever!"
/the
told
Segregation
Alabama governor
of
League
In June,, he stood in a school- ernment is eating you up.' And the campaign.. But that
Alabama
house door to block two black you got a man in a wheelchair, •changed Tuesday night.
Municipalities:
Wallace has said in the past
-Having thought all day students from entering the all humped over, saying the
when he ,leaves political
that,
beat."
to
hard
It's
thing.
same
and
University of Alabama.
yesterday. and last night
Wallace, who moderated his life, he might like to teach,
He parlayed that defiance of
today ... I want to make this
announcement to you. I've de- a federal desegregation order segregationist stand in recent write, perhaps return to his
It was
cided ... I will not be a candi- into three terms as governor years, seemed a political old law practice.
efforts
that
recently
revealed
Senate
the
in
mark
in
question
Senand runs for the presidency
date for the United States
1964, 1968, 1972 and 1976. He race because of his paralysis are under way to establish a
ate.
teaching chair for Wallace at
"Although I feel I could win became a symbol of Dixie. 'and his marital problems.
Wallace was first elected a major Alabama university.
the U.S. Senate seat, my con- styled con vervatism.
clusion in the last few days is • Wallace. made his impact on governor in 1962, campaigning
the national political scene — hard as a segregationist. At Hearing Set
to retire," he concluded.
• His stunned audience stood he once campaigned on a vow the time he was unable by law
CUMBERLAND, Ky. ( AP
and applauded. The governor to "shake the eye-teeth" of the to succeed himself, so his first — A preliminary hearing was
smiled slightly as he shook bureaucrats in Washington — wife, Lurleen, ran and won the scheduled today for David
as a symbol of defiance: his governorship in 1966. She died Maggard,a city police officer.
• hands with well-wishers.
-• The announcement shocked own defiance of big govern- of cancer two years later.
and his brother on charges of
Wallace came back and won murder in the shooting death
even some of his closest aides ment, the troubled parent's
for the 59-year-old Wallace defiance of court-ordered the governor's office again in last month ,of Nick Augusta of
had been considered the school busing, the con- 1970, and again, while crip- Cumbend.
Democratic frontrunner in the servative voter's defiance of pled,in.1974. The law had been
A circuit court spAsman
race for the seat being promises made by the two changed to allow a governor to said .Tueiday that the arrest
succeed himself once.
vacated by Sen. John Spark- major political parties.
warrants were dated April 28
In the meantime he made and followed a shooting
In 1968, running under the
man.
The decision, assistant banner of the American Inde- periodic forays onto ,the__ incideht in which Augusta was
press.aide Elvin Stanton said.- pendent Party, he carried five national political scene, a -killed and .Maggard was
means Wallace will retire' states and won 46 electoral barnstorming and defiant''wounded.'
from the political wars when votes. He captured 13.5 per- figure at Brat. Re admonished_
on
officer wes.relea
his current term as chief cent of the popular vote, the -pointy-headed litireaticia6." his own recognizance, the
executive•erids next January. Largest showing by a third He railed at young protesters spokesman aid, adding that
and their demonstrations as there . was no information
By law, he cannot succeed party candidate since 1924.
himself as governor a third
But while campaigning in "acts of treason," He available on the bond status of
straight time.
1972 at a Laurel, Md., shop. criticized federal courts and 4-14e---officeek, bre4her,---4ody
However, one person who ping center, Wallace was cut promised to "get the federal Maggard.
refused to write his political down by a fusillade of bullets _ government out of the
Officer -Maggard said
obituary was his second wife; fired by Arthur Bremer. His basineaS of busing little boys mediaiely after the incident
Cornelia, divorced from wounds left him partially and girls halfway across a that he tried to stop Augusta's
Wallace last year after a paralyzed
.and in constant city- to achieve racial car, which he •said was
.balance. As an independent in - weaving and had no taillights.
widely publicized marital Pain. ..
dispute.
It was the assassination at- 1968, he said 'there is not "a Maggard said he followed
Mrs. Wallace said Tuesday tempt — "the shooting" as dime's worth of difference" Augusta.home,- where Augusta
night that her former husband Wallace now calls it — that between the major party left his car and began firing at
was -not "the-George Witatiee numbered his days as a factor_ candidates. He. drew wild
crowds.
at old." Mit she added:
in presidential politics. ,
The hearing is scheduled
After "the shooting t his betore Circuit- ludge -Charles
"Let's face it. This is a man
Although confined to a
_ He Cornett.' who likes the roar of the ;141selchaiT2 WallacMade one
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Bryan Meat

Bryon Premier.
Country Style

Lbs139 • Franks

Pork Ribs
COUP0t4-4iiiii

-2tOUPON

COUPON

120z

99'

.COUPW
H'r fqr
eir

---

—
Gtctiiy
is ox..,.

-.....
2oo.

.. ,

,

-............
- v,_

'Trash Bags

$1"

Expires 5-23-78
Expires 5-23-78
rimd WI Al lem's
Shires
Al
hod MI

. Expires 5-23-78
NW Oily Al Dorm's
'
,Auxxxxxemeeiseessi...

Beans

. 9,1'n.'"*.:IrrierIller:: ...•
2
J

354
Expires 5-23-78
Ned Only Al Storey's
Annonsh

Flaked Coffee
Richtex

6 Pk $169

Sugar

Lb

Northern
2 Lb

69'

, 13 Oz

$261

42 Oz

5125

Shortening

,th

Vernor

Swiss Steak

$359
25 Lb.

Folger's

Coffee

Pork Sausage

89'

Kroft

Folger's

Lb

Orange Juice
-,unshrmihr-,
Ration
-

Yogurt
Velveeta

Bryan Premier
4 Loin
1
/

Chuck Steak

22 Oz

Scot Lad frozen

Excivaing 'Tobacco & Dairy

S1 39

59'

.

Liquid

3 Lb.
Can

1 Lb

Last Week's
Winner:
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'AMurray High Tennis
Teams Sweep Matches To

4

SuperSonics Have
Something To Prove

done," Scoffed Schulnian.
SEATTLE (Al') — The
Marvin Webster, Sorucs
have
Seattle SuperSonits
said. "Atlanta the first
center,
tonight
prove
to
Something
the season started out
of
part
Denver
when they meet the
Nyggeta in g NatiOna I' winning. It wasn't like. They
came from a deficit."
Associatioq
Basketball
Wally Walker, Sonics
game.
playoff
semifinal
forward, said. "When
reserve
that
They want to show
of the kind of year
think
,
you
best
the
is
Wilkens
Lein)
under Lenny, it
had
we've
coach in the league.
kind of wonder
you
makes
because
riled
are
Sonics
The
the writers are
criteria
what
the
.- Wilkens, who turned
using."
losers
bumbling
from
Sonics
Wilkens said, "The only
to championship contenders,
I want to say is Hubie
thing
the
of
Coach
named
not
was
year and I'm happy
fine
a
had
for
Year by the media voting
"
:
him
for
award.
the
The media voted for Coach
For the Nuggets, a victory
the Year at the end of the
of
Sonics
The
must.
a
is
tonight
season, about five
regular
3series
lead the best-of-seven
The results were
ago.
weeks
tie
wbuld
victory
Denver
2. A
Monday.
announced
seventh
the series and force a
At least one Denver player
game Friday • night. A Seattle
USIDENEATIO SEASON — The Merrier Aliddis Schaelillifil Trick Tema has eampieted another season es undefeated. Pictured,
the pressure- will be..orn___
feels
series
the
victory would end
4bl
to right, are first row, Melanie IMPS, Harriet Heed, lesonne Pitman, Brea& Colley, Twenty Campbell, Donna Rousse, Jill
left
-terand send the Sonics into the Seattle
up
win
to
has
.
eon, aild Melinda Johnson; second row,Lovett lbssigssit, Lisa Morrison, Chwietfe %rest,Lori Schools/Idler, Roysite Roberlurk
-Seattle
against
championship series
,
Thompson
David
said
ts, Stacey Mobley, Missy Mohliry, Elm Tharge,tanif Ilenimn, brio Ressitli, Monica Nam,and Wendy Lovett. Throat will comWashington. The Sonics never there,"
leading
in
points
35
scored
pete in the high school Mete track meet on the 440 veiny time from Murray High School. Rousse was fifth in the regional high
who
round
final
have reached the
Sunday's
to
Nuggets
school meet, running the SRO yard dash.
in their 11-year history. The the
Denver.
at
victory
mime hy Ram Peal...
begins
series
championship
"I'm sure they don't want to
Sunday at the home of the
come back here (to Denver)
Viestern Conference winner.
game. We can
The SODICS have a home for the seventh
y and be
Wednesda
there
go
victories,
19
court streak of
loose, just play our game."
The game is a sellout.
But Nuggets 'center Dan
The teams split the first two
Esse( thinks Seattle still has
games in Denver and
winning
Sonics won both gameirlft- the upper hand Incr
"is a pretty
Seattle. Denver, down 3-1 in the sixth game
But even Nicklaus — the was forecast for today's Hubert Green._ Those three.
By BOB GREEN
nd size hill to climb..."
. tp
the series, then won at home )o
greatest player, the practice round for the select, plus Nicklaiis, have won more
game's
Writer
Golf
AP
Sunday. 123-114. Butindy_two_._
man who promotes silence Invitational field of 102 pros than half the tournaments this
—
(AP)
Ohio
DUBLIN,
teams in NBA playoff history.
There's this one little item from rowdy pros when he who will be chasing about year. They have a combined
have overcome 3-1 deficits.
prizes---wittr total
victories
J,ck Nicklaus couldn't control enters a locker room,irtio is $225,000 -in totalThe 1968 Boston Celticoll@._
t. held in awe by his, fellow further improvement for the each brWatson and Player,
Tournamen
Memorial
the
at
it. against Philadelphia in the,
touring pros — even he Thursdaythrough-Sunday two each by Green and Watson
He's done everything else.'
Eastern Division final, while
— -in, the 19.events that have
tournament dates-.
nt • couldn't handle the weather.
tourname
the
-created
He
•
the 1970.Los Angeles Lakers
is
he
though
even
And,
played.
been
t
got
tournamen
His
pro-am
it.
won
he
Then
won their opening round series
concerned - and
vitally
the
built
Tim-out.
—
rained
and
ATI
(AP)
'CINCINN
slesigned
He
Other major standouts
against Phoenix after dropWith former President somewhat distracted by the %chide Tom Weiskopf, Hale
,Cincinnati Reds have signed golf course. He shaped the
ping three of the first four.
a
g
conductin
of
firstdetails
myriad
the
Gerald Ford and Bob Hope
Wayne Guinn, their
format. He arranged
Irwin, Ray- Floyd, Ben
Sonics President Sam
round choice in the secondary financing and the tournament ready to play, tournament tournament, Nicklaus Crenshaw, Australian David
that
angry
was
Schulman
favorite.
the
remains
agent
free
officials announced Tuesday
phase of the recent
dates.
Graham, Johnny Miller and
Wilkens, who took over as
He kept his mind on the
supervised every detail. that the proam was off. A
baseball draft.
.He's
record
Jerry Pate.
team's
the
coach when
the
win
to
enough
well
game
-2,
- The Reds said the 6-foot
— selecting the type of sand night-long rain made unwas 5-17, placed second in the
The major absentees are
ound right-handed . pit- for the bunkers,the placement playable Nicklaus' pride and second Memorial last year.
190-p
balloting
Year
the
Coach of
Lanny
champion
He's won twice this year and PGA
to of trees and mounds, the joy, his dream course, the
assigned
be
would
cher
behind Atlanta's Hubie
minor team at Billings, moving of hundreds of tons of tough, 7,101-yard,• par 72 ranks second on the money- Wadkins and Lee. Trevino,
their
Brown.
who failed to meet the entry
Mont.
earth, even selected the type Muiffield Village Golf Club winning list.
"No -- one . in history has
conprior to his victory in
The
leading
deadline
other
7-2
the
a
had
during
Guinn
sold
s
season,
layout.
sandwiche
Last
of
stepped in whena learn was in
tenders for the title are Tom the last week's Colonial
was
weather,
ambitious
however,
The
(Ga.)
the
DeKalb
for
of
days
record
four
-worst
the depths, the second
expected to improve. Clearing Watson, Gary Player and National Invitation.
Junior College.
event that begins Thursday.
team, and done what he's

The Murray High boys and
girls tennis teams swept
matches over Christian
County played here Tuesday
afternoon.
—The MHSteem both blanked
Christian County by the score
of 9-0 in the doubles and
singles matches.
In girls play, Candy Jackson
beat Lillian Boric 8-1; Robyn
Burke defeated LuAnn Duguid
8-1; Carol Dick outscored
Marsha Fort 8-5, Cathy
Outland shutout Mancy Boyd
8-0; Starr Jones stepped
Teresa. Tooley 8-1; and
Catherine Dick won over
Tammy Hancock 8-4. •
The MHS girls doubles team
of Jackson and Outland
defeated Rorie-Diuguid 8-1;
Carol Dick and Jones beat
Fort and Hancock 8-3; and
Susan Stripling and Ann Clark
teamed up to win over Carolyn
Ledford and Mary Garner 8-5.
The MHS boys won all their
matches and the results in
singles were as follows:
Ashley Smock beat Will
Hancock 8-1; Mickey Cochran
beat Mike Quarles 8-2; Mark
Overbey beat Rob Fears 8-0;
Paul Austin beati. Tim
Newsome 8-5; Mark Austin

Nicklaus Can t Control Weather
Murray High
y
rse
rne
Cou
al
Tou
ori
s
Mem
'Ni
On
Basketball

Reds Sign
Wayne Guinn

Banquet Set
The basketball • banquet for
&fltearni, both boys and girls,
01 Murray High School will be
held Monday, May 22, at 6:30
p. m. at the high school
cafeteria.
An invitation to the public
has been extended to attend
the banquet and for reservations at four dollars per
person call the high school
office, 753-5202, by noon on
Monday-.
Cary Miller is coach for the
boys teams with Mark Brady
as his assistant and John Hina
as coach for the freshman
team. Coach for the girls team
is Rick Fisher with Jane Fitch
as his assistant.

beat Al Cravens 8-2; and Mike
Cappock beat Doug Diuguid 8-

In doubles, Murray High's
Smock and Cochran defeated
Hancock -Quarles 8-2:
Overbey and P. Austin beat
Cravens-Newsome 8-2; and
the team of Russell EdwardsAndy Harrell beat Diuguid
and Fears 8-3.
The girls team will play
their next match today at
Caldwell County while the
boys travel to Lone Oak this
afternoon.

Basketball
Player Arrested
For Shoplifting
°LEW --FEY. (AP) Delmar Harrod, a St.
Bonaventure University
basketba,11 player, was
for
Tuesday
arrested
shoplifting.
The 20-year-old Baltimore
resident is the second member'
of the St. Bona-venture team to
be arrested on a petty larceny
charge in the last two months Harrod posted $50 bail on
-the misdemeanor charge and
was scheduled for arraign-.
melt May 24 in Olean Clio -,
Court.
Police said Harrod, a 6-footforivard who started for the,
Bonnies last season, allegedly
took two containers of car
wash worth .a total of $3.86
from a department storibithe
•;
Olean Center Mall.
Team co-captain'Greg
Sanders,23, a 6-6 forward, was
arrested March 1 in Rochester
and pleaded guilty to a
reduced charge of disorderly
conduct.
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gal
Jot Flow

faces the

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til
Sunday 1-6

84
a

gal
Jot Spood
film 30 4F,

Prices Good May 18th thru May 24th

168

SPORTING GOODS

6-Ft. Alum
use indoors

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

16-ft exte

88
gal

r

Full Gloss '
for
Oil

base
priming. ao-

Pigat.7

r

Liquid Plea
tenor tater
30 440

NO.

;4$13

5520

244

2

sturdy worrner0Ot trays now 12
roomy compartments bottom hold.
bait and TincsstIng ,,.it

3M

" "
Piano

Prost

specially de
"Sand

sir.

Tackle Box

'10953 /

.47

Plastic pain
metal bail

7 rip
.
7
1

Tough, nigh-impact plastic 'exterior resists (Writs,
sit cri.
chips, rust. Soat-top lid is strong enough to
Imps, eiece,usd
Swing-up handier* With tie-down
interior.
nylon drain piug. Stain and odor-proof
tOOd tray. Polyurethane trliuletion„

SS

4-Inch bru
polyester br
for smooth
' to 914

Reel Features
• uigeopoi

.88

• GOlif Raba 4-..4 to 1
•Weight:6 ot
• Boll Bowing Drive 2 stainless WM
beseIngs on pinion and handle.
se
• Oiplate
ser
Owners Kenya how SS toand care for the Minim*. System and
twipful untehoht is

Rod Features
, Lana Sght hest/welter spinning mod
• 4",
Trappist' Flisisguides with tip-top
Anodised alurninurn reel seat with
concision rewstentioriung hood

reg. 1.37
save 49

Bog of woforproof

abrasion resistant rod
home size 31s15 irt ; cavity size
2
1
211E15x6/
lbs 10 or

,,
r ; weight.2

-171:0.loaorrod WA% bodies of* sturdy, keevy
Arty W.frocauol la colorful motel eltiold
.
•
I

*Hal

2 Inch tuft
brush 30 Rn

44
Kutrit pal
liquid 1 gal
ilVirtrinitrA

gel t
• 88
4
Fiborod Alu
seals Insula
Latex white

^

•
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Tryouts Set
For Kirksey Club
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By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writers
To Tom Seaver, it looked.
like the same old storY7'three .
batters, three singles, -and 1
started thinking that maybe
the roof was falling in again."
The building in which
Seaver fashioned his second
victory of the season is still
standing, however.
After giving up a run in the
inning on threolli
first
consecutive singles, the
Cincinnati Reds -ace" held
the Montreal Expos scoreless
on seven hits, one walk and 13
strikeouts for his first complete game iii nine starts and a
- 5-1 victory Tuesday night.
'!It's a ,step in the right
direction," said Seaver, who's
now 2-4. "I've had a history of
having trouble in .the first
inning. No matter how long I
warm up, I have trouble.
•
Joe Morgan drove in four of
Cincinnati's runs with a threerun homer in the fifth and an
RBI double in the first. Ken
Griffey drove in Seaver, who
had walked to lead off the
fifth, with the other Reds'run.
Pete Rose had three hits two of them doubles - and
scored twice.
In other Nationa• l LeagUe
contests, Houston _, beat
Philadelphia 6-1-, San Francisco nipped Chicago 4-3, San
Diego downed St. Louis 7-5 and
LO5 Angeles edgedPittiburgh
3-2. Atlanta at New York was
rained out.
Astros 6,Phils 1
Terry Puhl scored one run

the winning rim in the eighth
inning with a bloop double,
and Bob Knepper, 4-1, scattered six hits as Western
Division-leading San Francisco wen its sixth straight.
Cubs outfielder Dave
Kingman had tied the game in
the top of the eighth with a
booming home run, his fifth in
three games.
Padres 7, Cards 5
Gene Tenace drove in three_

after tripling in the Astros'
three-run first inning and hit a
solo ,homer in the eiglA,
giving Houston its fourth
straight victory.
Steve Carlton, 4-4, absorbed
the loss, only his ninth in 31
career decisions against
Houston,
and
Mark
Lemongello, 3-4, got the win
after working 51-3 innings.
Giants 4, Cubs 3
Larry Herndon drove home

Murray Middle Wins
Track Meet After All
The Murray Middle School Shroat, 440 yard dash;
Girls' track 'team recently Suzanne Pitman, 60 yard low
won the Paducah Junior High hurdle; Donna 'Rousse, 880
Invitational track meet. Due yard dash; Campbell, Rousse,
to an error in'the score it was Jones, Shroat, 880 medley
previously announced that relay.
Brazelton Jr. High of Paducah
Third Place: Charlotte
was the victor. Ten teams Shroat, 7th grade 50; Harriet
from Western Kentucky and Hood, long jump; Brenda
Southern Illinois participated. Conley, 60 yard low hurdles;
Murray led the field with a Schanbacher, Rousse,
total of 65 two-third points Burkeen, Roos, 7th grade 440
foal:ivied by Brazelton with 60 relay,
points. Third was North
Marshall with 4042 Points and
Fourth Place: Wendy
Jetton had 26 points for fourth Lovett, shot put; Starr Jones,
place.
100 yard dash; Kathy Walston,
Girls placing frorn-Murray:-440-yard dash; Carol Bearnan,
1st Place: Tonya Alexander, 880 yard dash; Thompson,
high -jump; Charlotte Shroat, Mobley, Jones Hood 880
100-yard dash; Jones, Camp- retak.-7
bell, Areander, • Hood,, 440
Place: Tammy
Fifth
relay. Campbell,220 yard dash; Lisa
Lynette
Second Place: Stacey Harrison
and
Mobley, shot put; Harriet Thompson, tie for 50 yard
Hood, high jump; -Charlotte dash.

runs with a triple and a basesloaded walk off reliever Mark
Littell to pace San Diego. The
Padres scored four runs in the
first, highlighted by Tenace's
two-run triple off the left field
fence. Left-hander Bob
Owchinkco, 3-2, got the win
while John Urrea, 2-5, took the
loss.
Dodgers 3, Pirates 2
Don Sutton, 3-4, got his first
victory in three weeks, and
Los Angeles scored all its runs
in the first inning to beat
Pittsburgh.
One of the Dodgers' runs
scored on a bases-loaded balk
by Pirates starter John
Candelaria, 2-6. The others
came home on Steve Garvey's
ground out and Dusty Baker's
single.
Sutton gave up five hits
before getting relief help from
Terry Forster in the ninth.

•
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'Be A'
Winner...Go
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A.1. Foyt.
Four-Time
Winner of th.
/'
Indianapolis 5,,

301661,
•

~Aka*
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Deadline Set On
Baseball Sign-Up
Friday, May 19, will be the
last day for parents to sign up
their children to play in the
summer baseball program at
East Calloway Elementary
School, according to baseball
program spokesmen. - -The baseball coaches for
and all interested
East
Partinta will .meet at East
Calloway School on Sunday,
May 21, at one p.m.
Tryouts for all children in
the baseball program will be
held at the East Eield at 4:30
p.m. on Monday, May 22.

rt4

FrO

SAVE 20%
Save OnTolyglas'
Double Belted Whitewalls

•

Custom Power
Cushion .Polyglas

•

A Goodyear best-seller thanks to double, fiberglass
belts 'for handling and long
wear, polyester cord body for
cushioned ride. Buy this week
and save a lull 20%!

'
Whitewatt
Size

smear
Price

$39.80

G78-t4
G78-15

$57.05
$58.55
$62.90

$45.60
$46.10
$50.30

$67.45

$53.95

•

RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of yoursizaawe,will issue you a ram

'
4

$1.97
$2.07
$2.47

ibmase.

$2.55

$2.77
$3.05 '

1
/5'

check, assuring future.delivery at the athertiSeerPflce

How AboutThese Low Prices
For Goodyear Polyester Quality!

1111114b*
.

Feature For Feature,Price For Price,tkrec A Perfect
Budget Buy!
All-Weathee 78
•AU polyester cord body iiiicialeala
•
el. MY

1,.:Its

• Reliable bias-ply
E2-14
construction
'178-14
•5 or 7 rib tread design
G78-14
• Depenctable Goodyear....
G78-I5

873-13 blackwall
plus $1.72 F.E.T.
and old tire

,_ reg. 21.47 save 4.80
"
18

;2.03
$2.04
$2.19
$2.38

1211.00
$27.00
625.00
$30.00

qualify

SALE

1184
-11. gal. reg. 5.99 save 1.15
Jet Speed latex flat wall paint dries fast odor
free 30-461 167 3

PLUSIMIP

'Get57w-b 51025 OffPer Tire ForLight Trucks,Vans&RV's

5-Ft. Aluminum step ladder. Lightweight, safe;

indoors or out

29.97

Rib Hi-Mijer

88

9

•

_

•

7

,

Heavy duty construction for heavy
duty performance !Load Range C or.
EI). Bias-ply, nylon cord, beefy rib

•

gel. reg. 12.99 save 3.1.1 •,
Full Glees Premium House Paint. Snow white,
Oil base formula. non-staining and selfpriming 30-501

_plus $2.115 F.E.T.
No trade needed.
Reg price $43.10.

La

bsp

OUR
PRICE

Nes F.E.T.
Naas*
$3.41
$3.64

Negri

.4

ribs-wide. A greai hey at
regular prices . . . an even greater

7.%-16177.5d-1611

15020

$42.58

$5&75

$50.56

value now Tire-up today'

800-16,5 11
8.00-16.5 TI,
675-16.5 TI

$49.75

$44.50
$325
$58.35 . $49.50
$3.42
$6925 $59.00
$3.92
SAVE ON OTHER SIZES TOO!

Sale Ends Saturday

gel. rag. 8.99 *aim 1.12,
8
7
Liquid Plastic Interior. Our finest one-coat in
tenor latex, choice of popular decorator color.
304401/4563
.

RAIN CHECK -11 we sell out of your sire we vell issue you a rain
check, assuring future delivery .t the advertised price

Light !ruck 1.tot Priced Bargain

244

•

3M Press 'n sand Kit 5-in Disc pad
specially designed for use with 5 Press
n sand sticky back sanding discs
30 853 1

•

.47
177

Plastic paint pail 5 qt size
--f metal bail 30 goy
c

•

•

.1411cilitriV
1 3
=
No trade needed

Sale Fads Saturday

Was '71.65.-Nae

Ns 412.35...swei

$5900

$6700

8 00-16 5

Lube& Oil Change

reg 2.99
save 1.22

4-Inch brush, tufted
polyester bristles
for smooth coverage
'Jo 810

reg. 77
save .29
Caulking Compound. Oil
Base white 11 fluid Or
cartridge 30 885
Caulking gun 30-887
I 48

.48

.88

each

3M Masking tape
'4 in x 60-yd roll

•

(lied thele Plies Oa hack,
LE.78's(k I4ide tread

Enjoy the Savings Enjoy.the
Ride V%ith Thump-Free
ushion Miler'

•

•

reg 1 37
save 49
2 Inch tutted polyester
brush 30 501 4

needed

$38.45

$48.10
$49.75

H78-15
L78-15

FPlus..E.T.

IN trade

Sale Ends May 27 •

gal
Jet Flow exterior latex white Use on all surfaces dries fast 30 500-1

16-1r

20% OFF
PRICE

C78-14°
078-14

SW7
‘ip reg. 7.99 says 2.02

30 951
extension ladger 30-960

vew

7,

•
A/8-13 whitewall
plus $1.11 F.E.T.
No trade needed.

,

use

•

A• FC6ri
SOS'

OUR 60" ANINNERSARY
DIAMOND JUMLEE

be Paint
ore

sports

The Kirksey Ball Club will
have tryouts for the annual
summer program on Saturday, May 20, according to a
club spokesman.
Girls, ages six to -twelve,
will tryout at 9:30 a:nr;-and
boys, ages six to thirteen, will
tryout at 10:30 a.m.
All interested boys and girls
and their parents are urged to
attend.

$588

8426°

8 ?5 16 r,

•
•

0 Complete chassis lubrication
and oil change • Helps protect

•

parts-l'ensures smooth, quiet
performance • lrtrludes light
trucks • Plelise phone for appointmenL-go

Lied
INN

1•17015 IT
US 15 It

611-15 T1 Dianna,
'
toad Name C Plus 1258
F T and eirriire

800-1653'1.

C.

OTHER SIZES LOW
PRICED TOO!

8.00-16.5 it.
8 75-16 5 TS

El

NM
NICE
$54.18_,
151.35
$51.113
$62.3111
$N.S5

$3.20
$325
$3.42
13 92

Engine Tune-Up

E.T. IV Mag

$3688

!
$3382

UP TO
5 QUARTS MAJOR
BRAND 10/30 GRADE OIL

Nada/fall
Sift

6-cyl

13 x 5 5
14 *675 - $al .118 fa.
$411.1111 es.
is a 75

• Lightweight aluminum • Deep
dish styling • Bright glossy finish

• Chrome lugs extra • Complete .
wtseel mounting service available

Price includes
harts and tabor
$4 less for
electronic ignition

540.811
- 4-cyl,
SAVES CAS, IMPROVES
STARTS IN AN WEATHER..
• Fl,ctronic engine, starting, and
charging system analysis ii‘install
new pOuntS, plugs, condenser • Bet
dwell and time engine to specifications • Adlust carburetor flu fuel
economy • No extra charge for air
conditioned cars.• Includes Daleim,
VW, Toyota, and light trucks:

•
•
•

in 560 9

JustSay'Charge It'

4
•
reg. 2.88 save .44
pint reg. 2.89 save .72
Majic Enamel. High gloss scuff resistant, on- 6'/i ' Pad Painter for faster painting inside
and out Re_placeable Pett 344.12
doors or out 30 281 2.301 6
,
R011ei 30 810
9-Pin
-11••••.-•
/ 44
-

_stat_404,.
_ Sita-sama
Kuisit paint remover Fast acting stripping
liquid 1 -gal can 30 407 3
7.••---Pronritrom

-

er7-ori6ii6i

choice of colors 30 ),,T5 1 7114

-Iii••••40, •
,
4.. 9
4488

.
got
-77 saVe:1 89
Filtered Aluminum Rcicif Coating Savell energy
Weals insulates • 30 5/0 8
Latex whit. roof coaling 30.510 0
7 99
P.c.'{pod

Friendly Folks Friendly 9,0 vca
tor 00 Years

•

al II

8

-

oi ASA- 0 itt,•., •,,d

ill"r75343Center

OW,

1 114.10,*
.

Mon. Thee's.04"
1-5 Sufi.

Fri. & Sat. 94

ryas-

•

.•

inn

WiOe

44 ,_PIPmr.f.r.4049.1..,44b.b.a*,1ifs' reg. 7.47t 14,v4i 1.03
.

Majestic latex Redwciod stain and
Sealer Restores and protects exterior
wood 30 521 I

Goodyear Revolving Change Account

-

13-oa
406-1-13 sem* .40
1atous__1psev-4144•Nr-tasr-driNrrg.

••••••••••i.I•1••

MEOW

Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Ows Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmericard • American Express Card
• Carte Blanche • 0inery(45p • Cash

..2.33 -

.PNeileWaissibribliirerivaarssivtre INNS tr11
usseesimesteeetektar nit Arcs asis COW
Services Not Avail/Ate 611 Shirred Locations

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Mgr. R. Carterigld

721 S. 12th St.,
Murray, Ky.
753-0695

Store Wars: 7:3111.M. until 8:00 P.M. Daily-Open Friday until 1:011 p. m.
Mgr. L S. Name
Mgr.I Witte
Mgr. T. Teenkie

315W. Broadway
Mayfield,Ky.
247-3711 '
lib

600 Jefferson
Paducah,Ky.
442-5464

100 S. Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000

•
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• Tragedy Of Modern Baseball Is Construction Of Modern Ballparks
By HAL BOCK
day-to-day way of life.
AP Sports Writer
In Chicago's Wrigley Field,
The tragedy of modern ' the bleachers survive and so
baseball has been the con- do .the fans, thanks to the
struction of modern ballparks. innovative Organic Theater
Architecta who obviously Company, which conceived
never speat a hot summer's and produced "Bleacher
day _in the sun, sitting in the Bums," an. off-Broadway
cheap seats, visiting with the show. that studies the citizens
outfielders, have done away in the deep center fieldseats.
with bleachers. .
•'The bleachers are the most
That is a crime of enormous
proportions
committed democratic place on the face
against baseball's common of the earth," said Stuart
folk. F'or it is in the bleachers Gordon, a founder of the
where the real fans live. And it company and director of the
production.
is in the bleachers that current
baseball becomes a religion, a -Everybody is equal in the

Clyde Turns
In Bonny
Performance

bleachers."
Gordon and his group
learned that first-hand. To
research their play, they spent
last summer on location,
watching.' about 25 -Cubs',
games with the fans, who
gained baseball-wide notice in
1969 when their team made an
exciting season-long run for
the National League pennant.
Those original bleacher
bbms wore identifying yellow
hard hats which now hang on
the walls in their section of the
park as monuments to their
heritage. "They are museum
pieces," said Richard Fire,.
who plays a slick bettor whose
only interest in the game is

how much money he can make an outfielder "climb the
betting against the Cubs with vines"
that
decorate
the loyalists.
Wrigley's outfield walls. The
Fire, thus, is the heavy in target in the show is. Mike
this nine-inning comedy. At Anderson, an innocent player
one noint, he laughs at Dennis whose misfortune it was to be
Franz, whose raspy voice is playing right field for the St.
straight out of every bleacher Louis Cardinals much of the
ever built. -You never learn," tune when Gordon's troupe
sneers Fire after taking some showed up at the ball park
more of Franz' money. with tape recorders, pads and
"Nobody can teach me pencils, trying to capture the
nothin," replies Franz, flavor of the bleachers.
sounding properly indignant.
•'Mike - Anderson," jeers
'I been here 30 years. You got Jack Wallace, one of the Cubs'
to be here a long time to teach loyalists, -With a name like
me."
that, he ought to be on Father
The bleacher bums delight Knows Best."
in their ability to upset the
-Hey Anderson," yells
opposition. The aim is to make ,cheerleader Keith Szarabajka

deliyers the post-game speech
that says it all_for Cubs fans,
who haven't seen their team in
the World Series since 1945.
win
-They're • gonna
tomorrow," said Saad,
"They're gonqa take this
series and the next one and the
one after that. And they're
gonna go on to the pennant.
Then in the World Series,
they're gonna play the White
Sox. And it's gonna go seven
games. And the seventh game
is gonna go 27 innings. And the
Cubs are gonna bring Ernie
Banks back and he'll hit a
home run to win it for us."
Wouldn't the real bleacher
bums love that ending?

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

• By HERSCHEL N1SSE.NSON
•
AP Sports Writer
• Tuesday's crowd of 3,737 in
Cleveland was almost 32,000
less than the one that witnessed his heralded major
..ague debut in Texas five
years ago, but they saw
'another bonny performance
by David Clyde.
Clyde was_only 18 years old,
!.ithe-nation'S NO.1 draft choice
and le= than a month out of
"liouston's Westchester High
(Scheel when he took the
‘Inound for 'the Texas Rangers
against the Minnesota Twins

on June 27, 1973.
The ballyhooed bonus baby
walked the first two batters he
faced but fanned the next
three, went five innings,
allowed one hit - a two-run
homer - and emerged a 4-3
winner in a game that has
been voted the big moment in
Rangers' history.
That was the best of times.
After that,things deteriorated
to the worst of times and Clyde
spent the last three years in
the • minor!,- untlergoing
shoulder surgery two years
ago to relieve an entrapped
nerve. The Rangers finally
gave up and traded him and
his 7-18 major league record to
By The Associated Press
Cleveland this spring, where
AMERICAN LEAGUE '
he became the personal
EAST
_reclamation
project
of
•.Wtt, Pet, . GB
Detr
20
IN
- Manager Jeff Torborg and
coach
;
Harvey
.Bcist
23 12
457 - pitching
Hadclix.
2
•-••14Y
19 12
.613
On Tuesday, Clyde made his
;Clev • 15 16
-.484
-eas- first 1974 start after three solid
Milw ---1
I% relief appearances and 7-18
Balt
13 15
.406
-Toro - --13---- 19 ---•.406
ate --became 8-18 when the leftbander fired a four-hitter and
WEST
Oakl
72 11
.667 ..- ...struck out seven as the
.Cal
Mr 13
2%. Indians turned back the
.594
• KC
- IS 14
3% Oakland A's 3-2
.563
Tex
15 15
Red Sox 3, Royals 2
.500
4%.
Minn
Dwight Evans belted a tie12 23
.343 11
-Seat
12
324 12 breaking home run in the
I to
seventh inning and unbeaten
310 11
j.cw
Bill Lee scattered nine hits for
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 3, Oakland 2
his sixth victory. Loser Paul'
Splittorff nursed a 2-0 lead into
Toronto 5, California 4
. Detroit 4, Seattle 2, 16 innings the fifth but the Red Sox tied it
on a walk, a single by Evans,
New York 8, Chicago 3
7
Bob Bailey's sacrifice fly, a
Minnesota 8. Baltimore 1
sacrifice bunt and a single by
Boston 3. Kansas City 2
Rick Burleson. The Royals got Milwaukee 4, Texas 3
two men on in the ninth but
•
Wednesday's Games
New York (Guidry 4-01 at Lee retired the next three
hitters.
Cleveland (Waits 3-21,(n)
Toronto(Clancy 2-2) at BahlYankees 8, White Sox 3
more I McGregor 2-3), In )
Seldom-used Ken Holtzman,
Detroit (Billingham 3-1) at with perfect 114iut relief from
Milwaukee(Augustine 4-5),(n) Rich Gossage and backed by a
California (Ryan 2-2) at Chi- I4-hit attack, gained his first
cago (Stone 1-1), In)
victory since May 1.1977. The
Oakland (Johnson 3-1, at veteran left-hander, making
'exas (Matlack 3-4 ), n )
only his third appearanre of
4 Only games scheduled
the season and-lkilt since
el
Thursday's Games
April 19,gave up eight hits and
._•• California at Chicago
three runs in 51-3 innings.
Detroit at Mara ukee
. Chris Chambliss drove in
New York at Cleveland, f n
three runs for the winners.
Toronto at Baltimore, n
Bobby Bonds hOmered for the
.1; Minnesota at Kansas City, losers and was traded to
Texas after the game.
4z)
Tigers 4,- Mariners z .
' Oakland at Texas, f n
• Lance Parrish blasted a
Only games scheduled
twoout, two-rurr homer in the
NATIONAL Lf,..AGL7E
bottom of _tbe 16th inning off
EAST
Shane Rawley to 'end a 4E•2W
L
Pet. GB
_hot* marathon.
Steve
17 13
.567
Phil
Foucault and John Hiller
Mont
17 15
.531
1
combined to pitch 92-3 innings
Chi
16 16
.500
2
of shutout relief for the Tigers,
Pitt
14 It - .438
4
who sent the game into extra
NY
14 20
.412
5
innings with a run in the
SLou
14 21
.400
5`1
bottom of the ninth on Jason
WEST
Thompson's double, a wild
SFra
21 12
.636
pitch and a sacrifice fly by
Chic
2,0 14
.588
1 17 Steve Kemp.
LA
20 14
.588
1'7
Blue Jays 5, Angels!
Films
15' • 16
.444
5
Dave McKay tripled home
SDie
15, 18
.455
6
the tying run in the eighth
7½ inning and scored on Otto
.400
12 18
VA
Tuesday's Games
•
Velez' pinch double. The rally
Atlanta at New York, Ppd., started when Tommy Hutton
rain
drew a one-out walk off loser
Cincinnati.5, Montreal 1
Don Aase Velez' blow came
.tiouston 6, Philadelphia 1
off Daveta Roche
San Diego 7, St. Louis 5
Brewers 4, Rangers 3
:Los Angeles 3, Pittsburgh 2
Sal Bando drove in a pair of
an Francisco 4, Chicago 3
runs with a grounder and a
Wednesday's Games
double and scored the winner
4k. Louis (Rasmussen 2-4 ) at on Sixto Lezcano's Oight)-•
Sin Diego (Shirley 0-4
inning sacrifice fly as Lary
Chicago (Burris 2-21 at San Sorensen outdueled Doyle
Feancisco (Blue 5-11
Alexander.
Atlanta (Boggs 1-3 and
• Twins 8,orioles
„
N10106-741 -if "New-itotk
Minnesota's Da ve(ioltz *on
--4414mieman2.3-fraffmt#0015-797turitrIhmurt
ftinruoseo
2, f n
•
and rookie Hosken Powell
Owl:watt (Bonham
'444 at drfrvetn-fivvronwsvittrhts first
tr**141:sisualay4-14..4.a4 —rneyer-tregtiv-ttorripf-frnit
iadelphia Lerch 3-2) at single
Goltz, a 21)-game
(4-,Neekro3,44v4fai,t'rreinner-MeV-smikronristrrt
ttsburgh I Rooker 2-1) at pitched since April 21 after
rips Angeles (John 5-1),(n)
. suffering cracked ribs in an
Thursday's Gum*
.•
April 22 brawl with the Angels
incinnati at Montreal, fl)
in Avheim. He pitched six
-Atlanta at New York,(n)OPhiladelphia at Houston, fril
Butch Wynegar hit a two.
scheduled
run homer for the Twins.

at the invisible outfielder, beats Chicago in the ninth
"Dr. Bloom is looking for you. inni4. It ka the routine ending
You know Dr. Bloom, your for ttie bums, who are acdentist. He says you've got customed to seeing the Cubs
root canals like East St. lose.
"Every character in our
Louis."
Finally, the
pressure play is real," said Gordon.
becomes too intense and the "They're all right there, in the
bums recoil in horror as their bleachers at Wrigley Field."
target starts up the vines.
That would include Michael
"Look what he did to the Saad's blind fan who follows
foliage down there," notes the game on radio and serves.
Carolyn Purdy-Gordon, who as the bleachers' play-by-play
plays Franz' wife and in- man, and the buxom blonde,
furiates her husband by played by Roberta Custer,
making balancing bets each who uses the bleachers for her
time he starts wagering with daily sun bath.
the other bums.
Saad, who studied at the
Anderson gets his revenge Lighthouse for the Blind to
with a grand slam homer that perfect some of his actions,

HARDWARE STORES

EDD
Justice
has a
renoval
the foo(
Eddyvi
State
nussior
told i•
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securit!
•Kentucl
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by up
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Cro

ACRO
1 Region
5 Jog
9 Likely
12 Wheel
13 City in
vada
14 Falsehi
15 King of
Bashar
4 16 Snare
18 Period
time
20 Symbol
erbium
22 Hebrevs
rnea
24 Transgresse
27 Superci
Ous,pe,
29 Cut
31 Encoun
tered
32 Cures
34 Ripped
36 Note of
scale.
37.Darts.,
39 Waver
41 Sun got
42 Makes I
44 Tip
-4S•Greekli
47 Whip
49 Seines
50 Profoun
52 Weary
54 Roman
number
55 Soak up
57 Unit of I
an curri
59 Spanish
cte
61 Greek le
63 King of.
beasts
65 Flower
67 VentilalE
68 Time Ion
since pa
69 Tablelan

Be Sue
And
r
Take
Advantage
Of Our
Complete

753-2571

Bridal
Registry

Standings

of the Month
5-hp 25-in. RIDING MOWER

•

21T63

Dependable 5-hp engine has recoil start, safety key
shut-oft. Fully baffled deck follows ground contours.
_raises and lowers to desired cutting level. 3 forward
speeds. 1 reverse Heavy duty differential Single clutch
and brake pedal Easy-to-reach controls 0314-525R7

CAREY-WNW.

Hang-A-Tool
QUANTITIES LIMITED
tools not included

The perfect portable Compact and lightweight - Performs
beautifully everywhere Offers super solid-state reliability
• VHF and UHF detent tuners Click into onannel
•.Keyed automatic gain control for stab,e picture
.• Super bright. aluminized 'quick start picture tube.
• Earphone lack for private listening
"
• Built in telescoping antenna
• Power miser - uses-about the powe, 3f 40 watt bulb

DECORATIVE
SECURITY
LIGHT

I CAN
qOU L
50 m

bill.."
--1-r1....!M

Electric eye photo control cell automat.tally turns light on at dusk, off at dawn.
Long life. easy installation. 22/11304

C

An Luminum
Use in garage, storage shed, basement or closet
to hold up to 6 large tools- rakes, shovels, mops,
brooms, etc. Fifty-inch, heavy-gauge steel rack has
bonderized chip-resistant finish. Installs in minutes
with 4 mounting brackets.
8850

DO IT YOURSELF

O

• PROFESSIONAL

RESULTS
• GUARANTEED TO KILL

SAVE 8100 ELIMINATE THE
EXTERMINATOR RIO YOUR
HOUSE OF ROACHES & ANTS
FOR 6 MONTHS IN
1.
30 MINUTES'
41/
1
4

A GIFT TO
MEASURE BY
FOR FATHER'S DAY

JaiVaiae
RDWARE

STORES

FriT.:0-vv
IS IT?

(R) LOUNGER
Adiusts to 36 positions.
Sealed tubing creates 1000
cushions.
L455

8

WITHOUT
HANDLE

- sureoisek"
Sornply p,OSS
COunter
button to
Set In
Start

005u1son
ROTARUL makes easy work
of short, long, 'high or low
measurements. Precision engiWITH 32"
neered. Measures any area up
TELESCOPING
to 1,000 feet.
HANDLE
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

"66"
5-H.P.
TILLER

,7
‘.1
1fr

0

HAVING
TfrOl I E4-/ARS.
TOMER?

Is amiable
An easy -to-handle gardeh tiller for all your yard end
garden preparation. Real- digging stability -engine
weight is directly over 16 tines-chews up hard tirourid
fast. Controls on handle. T66-7

24/30'TSRN/4OT5?4/OF4OT SIN,

.-DF50S101.K. Mak waist beaters transfer hest'
directly with immersion elements. 52-01. 14/52360'.

CHECK OUR LOW PRICES

coven 5 times faster than
Ordinary spreaders Micro"
-dial controls broadcast
rate, feathered edge pattern
Plirninates streaks.
ST-1
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State Justice Officials Announce
Major Renovation At Eddyville

ks
-game speech
or Cubs fans,
their team in

EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) Justice Secretary Jaha-Saiitli
has announced a major
renovation to a cellhouse and
the food service facility at the
Eddyville State Penitentiary.
State Corrections Commissioner David Bland also
told a news conference
Tuesday at the maximum
security prison in western
-Kentucky that the prison
population could be reduced
by up to 300 men to accommodate the renovation to

since 1945.
•line
win
Saad,
said
take .this
'
it one and the
And they're
the pennant.
odd Series,
ay the White
nna go seven
eventh game
ings. And the
bring Ernie
• he'll hit a
t for us."
eal bleacher
ding?

not
potential,
planned,
transfers. At this time we
expect the Timber who will be
reassigned to LaGrange
Reformatory won't exceed
Bland said.
Bland said the facilities
have undergone only minor
repair work since they were
constructed in 1937-38 and are
in a state of disrepair._
Estimated cost of the work
is approximately $4 million,

IA"
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with the preliminary target
date for starting corstructioff
set as next January.
Money for the project will
come from capital construction funds allocated the
Bureau of Correction's.
Bland said a classification
team has been evaluating the
case histories of many of the
men at Eddyville. In addition
to those facing transfer to LaGrange, Bla,nd said the
have
teams
evaluation
identified 53 Eddyville inmates who will be transferred
to one of the state's eight
security
minimum

ir

the food service facility is,an
uiiporIazit step
of Corrections meeting the
recommendations of the blue

the-Bureau

Mil
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tentative settlement.
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Company officialS7would not
describe the terms of the
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Graduation Sale
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Please request each tape by its number
PERSONAL
What is Bible Call/
Facing an Operation
Living With Illness
Facing Death
t nnelinexii..and-What -le .
DO About It
10 Racial Prejudice
11. Temptations and How To
. Face Them
12. Overcoming Worry
13., Overcoming Depression
OGOdAD
- '
15. The Clanger of Rash
DedisiOni
157, Revenge Is NOT So Sweet
161. Christians Under
Persecution
184 Courage To Overcome
Trouble
188 Facing The Storms 01 Life
Igo 'Accepting the Death of A
Loved One
,91 Facing Persecution ,
,95 How To Help Those Who
.
Are Suffering
196 God's 'Answer For Guth
199. How To Hell) Yourself
Become Better
'S9A You're A Good Man?
203 The Devil Made Me Do It
204 The Power of Satan in
Your Life
209. Take A Look At Your
Honesty
210. Strength Through WM*
230 Destrassed: Life Can Be
Meaningful
231 The Secret of
Contentment
1.
4.
6.
7.

49. Is The Bible God's Only
Inspired Revelation/
50. How To Study the Bible
50A. What Guides You?
. 51. lieipful Aids In Studying__
-11-011311516
51A. Theme of the Bible
53. Is Ite.fleally Possible to
_"Prove Anything-by the
Bible?"
53A Can We All see the Bible
eTIldrr
129 .PurPOes .0t_the Old and
New Testaments
129A Are We Under the Ten
Commandments?
135 Is Doctrine _Important?
159 The Bible and Claims of
Later Revelation
197 Do We Really Have the
Bible Today?
219 Did the Bible Come From
God or From Man?
220 Does God Really Exist?
229 Fasting and the Christian

82 Love
83 When Your Son Takes a
Wife
84. Eight Causes of Divorce
80, Divorce and . Flemarriage

History as Seen Through
the Bible
Snake Handling
The Blessing of Not
Knowing
What About Smoking?
The Virgin Birth
Early Christian
Persecution
What is Satan Realty Lase?
Christian Recreation ZPI. Freedom at Whet Price-? -

142.
156.
In.
178
181
'
„
211.

ea The Home Responsibilities of Parents
87 Divorce - Is it Really the
Answer?
88. Authority in the Home
-trt-taiiv-Tfoolge
90. ,Juvenile Delinquency
Part 1

Juvenile Delinquency
Part ?I
136 Juvenile Delinquency
Part III
91. Heip,for Troubled
Marriages
„
108, sex in Marriage
146 Teenage Dating - Parents
153. Key Words in Producing
A Happy Home
182. Keys to Understanding
Our Children
185. Discipline - Alternative To
WORSHIP
Tragedy
55 The Sabbath Or the Loris
186. Effective Discipline
Day - Which?
Part
55A Acceptable Worship
206 Effective Discipline 57 Acceptable Prayer
Part 11
57A How To Pray
192. Being A Stepmother
58 Instrumental Music in '193. Solving Family Problems
Worship
201 Training Your Child in the
58A Music in the Church
Bible
60 Acceptable Giving
-er
61 The trielsorterieerel--------495,-Tosehme--My--43110d
Work
Preaching
your
For
Wife
Take
Don't
206.
166 Should the Lord's Supper
Granted
be Observed Every
212 How To Show Your ChilSunday?
dren You Love Thorn
194 Ten Practical Suggestions
on Prayer
CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES
92 EvidenceotGod: Fulfilled
'ESPECIALLY FOR
Prophecy
TEENAGERS
93 Evidence of God.
43 It's Your Bag
Scientific Foreknowledge
ge Going Steady
94 Evidence of God. Effects
66. Cheating in School
of the Bible
67 Planning for Marriage
95' Evidence of God Design
68 Teenage Dating
and Order
Teenagers
97. The Tragedy of
69 Making the,Most of Your
-Disbelieving
'Life
98 Was Christ Actually
164 Early Marriage pen
Raised From the Dear
180 Early Marriage - Part il
99 Jesus in History
Marijuana/
About
179 What
100 The Testimony of the
187 Facirig the Problems on A
Early Martyrs
College Campus
101 Strengthening Out Faith
211 Whet Youth Can Do
101A God's Word/
218 When Young People
10113 Through Faith
Horne
Leave
102 Christ to Prophecy
227 You Can Go Home - Part
101 A List of Recent Books end
228 You Gen Go Horne Part If
Attires* on Christian

BIBLE STORIES FOR
CHILDREN
601. Getting to Know God
602. How Our World Began
603. Living Creatures Appear
604. The First People
605. The First Horne
606. Adam and Eve Disobey
607 The First Two Brothers
608. More People On Earth
609 The Great Flood
810. The Rainbow Promise
811. The Tower of Babel
812 Job Is Tested
613. Job Passes the Test
814 God Calls Abram
615, Some Servants Quarrel
616. The Battle of Kings
6177' Now Names
618. Visitors From Heaven
619. The
ticmsi
Fire
Day It
620. Two Boys-in Abraham's.

141

-

,821. Abraham's Greatest Test
622. Rebekah, An Answer To
AlaWlte for Isaac
62.3. F
624 Twins Who Made A
and
ai:01in
625,J
Trick

-

SALVATION
16 What Must I Do To Be
Saved?
17 Why Be Baptized/
18 What Is Baptism?
18A The SpirilLial Meen,nO of
EvidanCea
THE CHURCH
Baphsrn
140 ArchliOtOtay and Recent
Testament
New
The
19 Who Should Be Baptized'
30
Old Testament DiscovChurch It's Organization
19A Bapbsm and Forgiveness
eries
32 The New Testament
140A Who Wrote the Bible?
20 Examples of Conversion
Church - It's Names
21. Grace
176 Why Christianity in
33 The New Testament
22. Faith and Works
Preference to Other Creeds
It's
Church
Religions?
23 Jesus the Center or Our
73 Are All Religious People
Hope
189 Is Christ Really the Son
Headed for the Same
of God?
23A Looking To Jesus
Place/
24 What If I Have Been
73A Why So Many Churches/
SCIENCE AND RELIGION
Baptized Unscraturally?
74
The Ouaitfic.stions of
25 The Importance of
101. Evolution and the Bible
belaiorti
and
t•Wrii
Obedience
105. .Theistic Evolution
77 When and Where Did the
26 Are We Saved By Faith
106. A List of Books and
New Testament Church
Only?
Articles on Evolution arid
Begin?
26A Are All Believers Saved?
the Bible
is
Church
78 The
27 Repentance
224 God or Matter - Which?
Attendance Essential7
28 Confession of Faith in
225 Evolution, What Do the
A Source of
123 Creeds
Christ
Fossils Say?
Disunity
29 Is Sincerity Enough'
501 The Arta Tern
144 Why are There So Many
31 How Do You Know You
502 The Kangaroo - God's
Different Churches?
Have Been Saved?
Design
145 The Government of the
31A From Heaven or From
503 Was the Earth Crested by
Men?
New Testament , Church
Chance'
34 What About The Thief On
504 What is God,
150 What Does the Bible Say
The Cross"
505 Caveman and the Bible
About the Clergy and
506 -The Fossil Record
Laity?
36. is Conscience A Safe
507 How Wes the Creation
154 Is Everyone Entitled to his
Guide?
Crested"
Own Belief'
Alien
an
39 For What Should
. .508 Chariot pf the Gods
Choosing A Church
Sinner Pray/
509 Why- Jesos'Cririst7
Are You Looking for the
40, Almost Persuaded To Be
Church of Christ's
510 Evolution's Greet
A Christian
Choice/
Weakness
41.' The Holy Spirit - Part I
We
What
168 Does It Matter
MORALITY
-42. The Holy Spirit - Part 11
as it is
Lbrig
as
Believe
107 Sex Before Marriage
44 Why Be A C.hristian?
Honest/
109 Homosexuality
44A. Who Is A Christian?
171 That's Just Your
110 The Sin of Adulter,
45. The Crucifixion
Interpretation
112 Situation Ethics - Does
46 How Can Man Be
172 You Can be a Christian
Love , Make Our Wrongs
God?
With
Justified
an,
Joining
Without
Become Right/
52 The Promisee of God
Denomination
121 What is Gambling? '
54 Who Can Go To -Heaven'
The
Yes°
Christ
183
207 What Is Wrong With
56 Why Should You Plan to
Church - No'
Gambling?
.90 to Heaven?
Church Necessary?
the
Is
183A,
Are You Thinking About
221
of
59 The Bible Description
Where
The
Did
and
216. When
Having an Affair?
•
Heaven
New Testament Church
62 Can A Christian Sin and
Begin? - Part It
ETERNITY
Become Lost?
216A Why Not Restore
37 Heaven
78 Is Church Membership
Christianny/
Day
The
115
Judgetnent
Eseentialr
217 Becoming A Member of
117 What It Mein, To Bs Lost
143 The New Birth
Testament
New
the
116 Hell - a It A Reality/
160 Repent or Perish
Church
119 What Is Heil Like?
189 Shan I Have My Bahr
Rapticed'
120 The Final Resurrection
FAMILY LIFE
121 The End of the World
1698. Why Baptism Insteed of
2 Strengthening Your
Sprinkling/
300 Sowing and Reaping
falsk=t2m1 Strengthening Your
GENERAL INTEREST
tselves
Marriage ,
174 Can You Recommend
31S. Siseettetiebrie
NNW%
tesirilar4I419
MO
f
• 7-111
75 A Way That Is Right and
.'tour Poirms.
--115 Wee and Foolish Builders
Aae ciatti
9 Tested ideas for A 000d
,
tin
y
126 Beverage Alcohol
Ow lag.
Conversion
221
Inehjihrietime Vogt:79 The Home Reecionsibia;
125 . Is It Right to Dance?
mos of Husbands
112. Have Miracles Ceased?'
ResponsibiliHorn4r.
The
BO
113 The Kingdom and the
STUDY
BIBLE
ties of Wives
I .(010 Year Reign
47 Inspiration of, the Bible
St The Hernia' Responsibi47A What is Truth, '
139 Exorcism and bemon
Children
of
lities
48 Authority in Religion
Possession

626
627
529
629
630
631
832
633
634
635
636
637
6.38
639
640
641

Wit•TCHIN
P.KENNY:
.41

Rebekah's

Esau Loses the Birthright
Japoty's Wonderful Dream
Jacob it Footed
Jacob Runs Away
Jacob Wrestles With art
Angel
Joseph the Dreamer
How A Brother Was Sold
Joseph Works As A Slave
Joseph In Prison
Joseph Meets the King of
Egypt
The Hungry Brothers
Benjamin Goes .to Egypt
"I Am Joseph"
All Together Aaiun
The Death of Jacob
The Princess- Adopts a

2 8."
rs For
60
64
is 14le lt
rGtersic ine
Leader
644 "Let My People Go!"
645 Water Turned To Blood
846 Frogs in the Palace 647 Flies Cover the Ground
648 Three Black .Days
649 Saved by the Blood
650 Free At Last
851 Walking Through A See
652 Victory Song
653 Thirsty Travelers
654 Food in the Desert
655 Help for A Tired Leader
SONGS OF INSPIRATION
S-1 ''Night With Ebon Pinion'
8.2: "Never Grow OW"
5-3 "0 For A Closer Wale
With God"
S-4 "Psalm of Praise"
S-5 "0 Morn of Beauty
5.6 "0 Love That Wilt Not Let
Me Go"
S.7. •'I Will Arise and Go To
To Jesus"
5-8. -When I Can Read My
Title Clear
S-9 "All Praise To Thee"
5-10 "Praise To God, Immortal
Praise"
6-11 "Glorious Things of Thee
Are Spoken'•
S-12 ''Lel Every Heel Reaioe
and Sing"
S-13 "Early My God Without
Delay"
Lord for Thy Mercier'
S-14
Sake"
5-15 ''Love For All"
S-16 "0 How Kindly Thou Haft
Led Me"
S-17 -I Bring My Sins To

4:

"Naomi
5- t 7

T1-415 IS OuR
WORLD-FAMOUS
(10410

\\,
This service is operated on a request basis from 9 A. M.- 1030 P. M. Mon.- Sat.,
and Sun. from Noon until 1030 P.M.

CONOUEFIING LIFE'S
PROBLEMS
14A The Temptation of Suicide
, 14B The PrOblem of Loneliness
14C 'The Deadening Effect of
Frustration
140. The Conouest of Fear
14E. The Escape from Guilt
14F. The Reality of Pain
140, The Blight of Alcohol
14H. The Golden Years
144. This &Arden of Grief
14K The FInaiity of Death
--141. -The Resurrection
145sf The Deeper Purpose of
Life
11P Is Happiness Just A
Word/

7I1/5 ALSO A REAL
TEAM GAME...PUTTING

c

OW

759-4444

needs.

capacity fOr 200 more, Bland health and safety grietances.
stopped
strike
said.
The
Renovation work at the production of parts used in
penitentiary was one of the manufacturing farm equiprecommendations of a blue ment at several other Harribbon commission appointed vester plants, and caused of
by Gov. Julian Carroll in 1975 the layoffs of workers at three
to study Kentucky's correc- plants in Illinois.
Those layoffs, in turn,
tions system.
Smith, who did not. attend__ eliminated -demand -for-parts
the conference, said in his made in the r,ouisville- foun"The dry, leading to a layoff of most
that
statement,
renovation of Cellhouse 5 and -of the 1,250 foundry workers

11 la al al ill
i
11unauill " sm. an
a
ill
ulnae 111
iii ai ai a
an
mos

CAN SEE WHY
YOU LIKE SOCCER
50 MUCH, LUCY...

Telephone Tape Librari

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API Some 1,400 striking members
Local
of United Auto Workers
vote
to
scheduled
were
1336
institutions.
contract
Bland said he also expects today on a tentative
Haranother 100 men to be leaving with the International
the penitentiary by July 1, vester factory and foundry
either - through parole, conThe tentative agreement
ditional release or because of
Court
Supreme
reached reached late
U.S.
recent
was
a
ruling that allows time spent Monday in a strike that has
in a county jail to count -idled more than 2,600*orkers.
toward a term's expiration
The union went on strike in
the co(npany's factory April 13
date.
Cellhoilse 5 currently houses in a dispute over production
about 300 inmates but has the changes, piecework pay and

der
ir au
.....
am
,
6
,-........... .ri.........

ii

ible Cal-

ribbon commission report, as
wefl as the needs orthe -17V
mates housed in the facility."
Bland said the renovation
work will include a new roof,
new
kitchen equipment,
renovation, cell
window
modification, redesign of the
heating
and
plumbing
facilities', along with general
maintenance
repair and

9-18. "All Things praise Thee
S-19 "Revive Us Again"
5-20 "I Wilt Sing The
410/Ondrous Story"
5.21 'Rock of Ages"
S-22 "Wonderful Story of
Love"
S-23 "Bring Them In''
5-24 ''Jesus, Lover-of My
Sou

S-25 "I Know That Ty
' Redeemer Lives '
5-28 "We'll Work Till

5-27 "In The Hour of Trial"
,5-20 Jesus is
-

cTling

thseeii- 6PWRke45ORMAT1CIPS,
What is Bible Call'
183 A List of Sublects Avail
able on Bible Chu
213 A List of New Subletts
Added Since Our Most Recent Brochure Was
Printed

Bible Call is a Service of the Seventh & Poplar Church of Christ

'1

Jesus

Oil of May
Moisturizing
Beauty Lotion

Toot/pooh for cleirsiaii donteres
39 et.

C Os

Wet Ones
Pop-Up
Moist Towelettes
For
Baby
46beets *b- in tarp s•664

Gelusil
Liquid Antacid
use.

Solo

t
129

Lavoris
Sopa 14•41, ootoroi, vitro

Mouthwash and Gargle
24 Oz. Bottle

ooscooted, color treated.

Glow IC oz.

Great Shape
Proportioned Fit '

Jett() Mustang
Electronic

Treasurer
Finder

Panty Hose

AN Sizes
/ Colors
Retail -

Reg.11.19

71$
_ •

Alookese MINN VAL
limesere
Works Ahrough dirt, sond, wood, water evert
rock with no leis c4 power. Detects o penny
to
5 in DINOCIS sflorpfy with -Sound off' otid
speoket Very powerful, comes cornp/***, toady
to 9o. All fronsistot, one tuner corttrol.

Save40%

Ladies' Dressy
Boys

Nylon Braided Cord
160 Wok.13" Arateter.
Swot Street ideal foe oll **taw
Uoo. Model IOW

Shirts
$149
Sole

Reg $5.99 SALE
Reg $3.49 NOW

Girls Pullover

By Wrangler
Polyester & Cotton

009,onbed
t'otton ('rot
Assorted Colors
Bet VII

Sale 97
4

Sizes 5-8

Decorator
Lamps

Perfect for contractors
or for your
lawn & garden work

•

Reg,84.99 - SALE$
3
Size 4-7,8-14
Assorted Styles& Colors

Rakes,Hoes,
Pitch Forks,Shovels
Spades, Etc.

Includes Cut Glass
and Brass

DISCOUNT PRICES
Decorator

Mirrors Float-Plate Glass
Virtually Distortion Free
All Shapes,Sizes,diStyles

Quckway Outside

House Paint
Many Colors $4"

•

Benz-O-Matic
Refillable
Dry Chemical

Fire
Extinguisher
tl L

and Coast Guard

x 75'

'S8
"

Garden Hose
$757
TOMOS

We It
Iti§h
—au

.We
DASOirtif44/vr,

1•
"NI ••ole • al •• ••• am ••••••• al
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Prices Good Thursday, May 18
Through Wednesday, May 24

Family Pack

Given Away Each Week
Register each time you
are in the store for the
MO given away each week

Plastic Squeeze Bottle
1601. — Save 24'

Last Week's
Winner

Sam Summer
103 S. 8th, Murray

*Nothing to Buy •No Cords To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time Yoe Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 800 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Ernployees of Parkers and their Families not eligiblelo %inn .Adults
elilv may register .You do not have to be present to will

%sic
Relish
10 Oz. Jar
Save 47'

Vienna

D For

3 For\Chocolate

Tropic Isle Fresh Grated

Coconut

Field's
An Beef

Field's Sliced

Bologna I Wieners
$1091

7Co.l.gateas

Toothpaste

c

Vlasic Hamburger

Dill Chips
32 or. Save 20'

Fresh Water

Catfish
Steak

TTT

Country Time
Lemonade

Mix
49 41.
with this
coupon

$ 09
Offer F:xpires 5-24-78

We ReSet ve the
1114ht to limit
Quanfifief"

We Accept
Government
Food Stamps

N:

fitsivti
and ----item trperate
Joe 44.
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
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Deaths and funerals

Legal Showdown
On Reporting Of
Fees May Come

I

Mrs. Oakley Dies At The Age Of 90; Rites On Thursday
Mrs Iva Lee Nunn Oakley
of Cadiz Route Two died
Tuesday at 2:40 p.m at the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton. She was 90 years_rit
age..
The deceased was the wife
of Chester A. Oakley who died
in 1955. She was a - member of
the Primitive Baptist Church.
Born Jan. 16. 1888. in Trigg
County, she was the daughter'
of the late Lindsey A. Nunn
and Martha Jones Nunn.

Father Of Murray
Woman Dies With
Funeral Thursday

Mrs. ()Wiley is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Cornelia
Lane, Calvert City, and Mrs.
Mary Littlejohn, Benton; one
ton, Andrew Oakley, Trigg
County; two step daughters,
Mrs. Retha Wells, Hammond,
Ind., and Mrs. Edith Attebury,
Ledbetter; two step sons, Odis
Oakley, Cadiz, and Jessie
Oakley, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Harriet Shaw, Hazel;
half brother, Grundy Turner,
Cadiz; nine grandchildren;
thirteen great grandchildren.
Funeral services will " be
held Thursday at two p.m. at

the chapel of the Goodwin
Funeral Home,Cadiz, with the
Rev Harold Lassiter officiauog. Burial will follow in
the Long Creek Cemetery in
Trigg County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-

,

Industry Fair
To Attract 500

More than 500 students from
junior high and high school in
five states are expected to
participate in the annual
Industry and Technology Fair
and Exhibit at Murray State
University May 19 and 20. .•
Hayden C. Thompson,
Schools in western Kenfather of Mrs. Pattie R. Kurz
tucky, northwestern
of Murray, died Tuesday
Tennessee, southern Indiana,
afternoon at his home on
Hal Mathis of Dexter died southeastern Missouri and
Route Six, Owensboro. He was
82 years of age and a retired suddenly from an apparent southern Illinois are expected
heart attack on Tuesday at to be represented. Each school
farmer.
Survivors include his wife, 1:15 p.m. at his home. He was is permitted three entries on
-each of the 21 levels of comMrs. Sadie Bell. Owensboro 61 years of age.
The deceased was a petition.
Route Six; three' daughters,
Participants will have
Mrs. Kurz of •Murray, Mrs. member of the Dexter Church
Florence M. Lovejoy, St. of Christ and was an Army Friday afternoon, May 19, in
Louis, Mo. and Mrs. Peggy veteran of World War II. Born which to assemble and set up
Indianapolis, Oct. 27, 1916, in Calloway their exhibits, while the
Steinsbe
Ind.; six.
, Thomas . County, he was the son of the judging will begin at 6 p.m.
Charles ., and Albert M. .late Robert Erwin (Bob) that evening. The following
Thompson, all of Owensboro, Mathis and Emma Stewart morning, Saturday, May 20,
.joseph 11. Thompson, St. Mathis.
the exhibits will be available
-Mathis is survived by for public viewing from 9 a.m.
Aw',-Aka A. Thorop..•
son, Chattantiiite,Tn7, and Dr: one.'soh, Hal Mathis, -Jr-, until noon.
Warren, Mich.; two sisters,
Winners will be announced
Richard V. Thompson,
dianapolis, lint;-the step,oto Mrs. Pearl Joyce and Mrs. and the awards presehted
SO four step chiseler's: sixty Mary Haynes, Kennett, Mo.: ribbons, plaques and trophies
-101Findchildreri: twelve great two brothers, Lee Mathis, beginning at 12:30 p.m. on
Alm° Route One, and Paul Saturday in Room S-204 and Sgrandchildren.
.205 of the Applied Science
Mr. Thompson was a Mathis, Centralia. ill.
member of the Precious _Blood--: The-- fenefal will be belci Building.
The 21 categories of comCatholic, Church, Owensboro, Thursday at eleven a.m. at the
tition, representing various
where funeral services will be chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
held at twelve noon on- • Funeral Home with Bro. John areas of work, grade levels
Thursday with burial to follow Dale and Bro. John L.., Hicks and subdivisions for varieties
Thartaryttl-frittavr-In TharerTaTs; m ands
rn the--1WifiF-7156TO
in the Stewart Cemetery.
production and the like, inCemetery there.
Friends may call at the cludes:
Friends may' call at the
Funeral
Glenn
Hope. funeral home after six tonight . Architecture, ceramics,
Wednesday.
drafting, electrical, foundry,
Owensboro.
industrial sequence, jewelry,
leather,. machine .metals,
models, musical.instruments,
photography and plastics.
Also, power mechanics,
printing, recreation, safety,
sheet metal, upholstery,
wrought metal and woods.
G. T. Lilly, chairman of the
Department of Industrial Arts
ALL
Education at the university
and who is retiring after 30
years as a member of the
previously 40' each
faculty, is the campus coorwIll be sold
dinator for the event.

A HELPING HAND-Harice R. Page, center, a 1963 graduate of Murray'State and a
partner in the Ernst And Ernst accounting firm at Atlanta, has presented a contribution
to the Department of Accounting and Finance at Murray State University to be applied
toward its program. Dr. William J. Grasty, left, a professor in the department, accepts
the gift, while Dr. Tim Miller, the departmental chairman, is on thz right. Page, a native
-of Calloway County, was the principal speaker at initiation ceremonies for the university's new Beta Alph.i Psi Chapter recently at Barkley Lodge.

Hal-Mathis Dies
Tuesday At Home;
Services Thursday

Sim* Living Can Be A
Hazard To One's Health

OL
Na

into effect at the beginning of
this year, %moved some of
the local oftRes from the fee
system.
Graves said those officersincluding circuit clerks,
county judge executives and
county. attorneys who no
longer collect fees•- must still
report what they collected
during 1977.
County court clerks,sheriffs
and jailers still collect fees
and must continue to file
reports.
A local official failing to file
reports can be subject to a
fine. Graves said he would
probably wait until the middle
of June to evaluate the success
of the publicity campaign
before deciding whether to
take legal action against
delinquent officials.
State and Local Finance
Officer Robert Purdom said a
list of69 local officials who left
office at the -end of the year
without filing the report was
mailed to local papers last
week. Since then, only four
have submitted reports.
A list of 66 current officials
who have not filed was mailed
Tuesday.
Purdom said 31 . of the
current- officials are circuit
court clerks, Who are no
longer required to file reports.
However, he noted that 25.-of
the 31 sent in. three of their
quarterly reports- last year
and only one .failed to send in
any of the four reports
required during the year.
"So they know about it,"
Purdom said.

State officials hope adverse
publicity will head off a legal
showdown over the reporting
of fees collected by local officials last year.
More than 130 current and
former local officials have
failed to file the required
annual fee report and their
names have been sent to their
local newspapers and radio
stations.
Ralph Ed Graves, commissioner of the Department
of Local Government, said the
publicity move "is a last ef_fart It is one step we hadn't
taken before. If this fails, we
may hate to take legal action
against those who fail to send
in their reports."
Graves said his office has
been getting calls from irrate
officials who claim they were
not informed about the
reports, but 'he said that
"everyone had been contacted
more than once by either
letter, telephone or in person.
But simply, for one reason or
another, they had not complied."
Graves said he put two staff
people in the field to give the
local officials assistance in
preparing the reports, end he
also received assistance from
the local area development
districts.
The fee reports are required
under a uniform accounting
system adopted_ for county
governments by the .1974
General Assembly. The
reports are required quarterly, with an annual summary.
Graves said all,reports were •
received for the first two
years the law was in effect.
However, this year the
number of delinquent reports
has soared, with one •
possibility being confusion
over the implementation of
the new lower court system. :
•
The new system, which went •
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martinis. President Carter the Environmental Protection
By LOUISE COOK
does not approve. Anyway. Agency.
. Associated Press Writer
Warning: Living can be lots of alcohol, over a long
That is one way to reduce.
time, can damage the liver, Another, the liquid protein
hazardous to your health.
Or so it seems. If you believe brain and heart, says the diet, May be dangerous, FDA
everything you read and hear,- National Center on Drug says. It is checking. Watch
it is hard to imagine how Abuse.
artifically sweetened soft
Fast-food. then. Wait _a drinks. Large doses of sac-anyone survives.
Consider just a few of the minute. Just this week, it was charin cause bladder cancer
dangers lurking in a typical suggested that - certain in male rats.
methods of - cooking hamday.
A stroll in the sun should
Wake up with a cup of burur may -- just MAY, take your mind off Your
coffee. But- too'Much Caffeine mind you - be dangerous. stomach. Careful! Ultraviolet
is b,yi for you. It causes birth, Four Canadian doctors say radiation from•the sun is the
defects in animals, says the some people may be allergic main cause of skin cancer.
ingredient
Center'! for . SC•ience in the. to one
There is no refuge at the
in
Public Interest. And who can McDonald's sauce, although beauty parlor.. Preliminary
McDonald's says there is no. data shows that two chemicals
affocdroffee Anyway?
Take . a vitamin. Careful. evidence the ingredient is in permanent hair dyes "are
More than 4,000 cases of -either dangerous or harm- positive cancer-causing
vitamin • poisoning
agents in rats and mice," says
are ful."
•
reported every year, acthe National Cancer Institute.
COMING
3
cording to the National Perhaps a salad. Perhaps.
You might as well go home. *
Clearinghouse for Poison Residues of a pesticide,
More than. half our time is
Control Centers of the Food MCP. sometimes found on spent there, says the
and-Drug Administration: - -carrots, radishes, cabbage --Household Pollutants 'Guide
COMING
:
•
Bacon and - eggs for and cucumbers are -an published by the Center for
•
breakfast? Do not take safety unreasonable risk," claims Science in the Public Interest.
•••••••a••••••••••
for granted. The government
wants to sharply reduce the
OUR Kr' ANNIVERSARY
amount of sodium nitrite ilsed
DIAMOND JUBILEE
to cure bacon- because nitrite
/A\
ca n combine with other
substances to- - form --cancer-causing agents. •'13pcon,"
[OTASCIP
says Michael Jacobson, of the
tri•
EtiOS MAY 31ST, 197$
Center for Science in the
4 A•
CrrlLOCKY8 1D1.111.101
,
712$ /1.1.71NTIATIC15.8.OLFCIr
Public Interest, "is nothing.
e4/
S'2TEZEDSTA
-1-41ZES!
but little strips of fat laced
Noceisary
No Portions*
with nitrosamines. The fat
• FIRST PIM': "'StatBrolor. 510 Datsu'r,
MIMI
.
tend*.
1
•
(16mr
filtCreD
promotes heart disease,
g\I
.Meant I 7M110004. 74 Sawa*. Ms, s
YOU COULD
0.1pssi Woo....100 vow
Prices at stock of local interest at
Tee. a
America's
No.
1
health
.point II 1141101)00 114 S1•eb.6r
WIN
noon. '13)T, lildsy, furnished $1111.
•TNIMID P111071 17 000 Oke....e.,4
Ali
problem... The nitrosamines
Ledger & Times by First otMICMP11.
Corp.of Mwray.are as follows:
promote cancer. the No. 2
Average
vela
health problem."
Pr'ca industrial
Mr Products
OHO
Just eggs, then. Wait. Egg
American Motors
4410.AshlandOil
304s4-%
yolks Contain cholesterol and
American Telephone
high levels of cholesterol are
Ford Motor
51P4-9.
General
Motors.
112%-44
bad for your heart.
or Boy
•Cherry Tomatoes Hmesral Ttre
A quick cigarette before
Boy
•Ronie Gasdrkt
214k-it
theitiala
11%+ki
showering? Remember the
&biles
'Floriamerica DIM
IPA
cancer warnings!
lianalucio
$3+1
*feaderesa Ilitsealds
Penavell..
OK, there is nothing wroog
'Begets
"
12
4044-44----ivith cleanliness, is there?
25-+%
Only sometimes. The FDA
Tappan
144-41
wants warning labels on
Texaco.
STEEL GlASSAMTS • 78 SERIES DESIGN •POLYESTER CORD PLIES
Wal-mart
Wli+
Cayenne
bubble bathsbecause, it says,
"Set Banana Wendys
• TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
34 bid 34AI ask
some who use them get rashes
Jalapa**
• Swint Banana
and itching.
Mahan Sweet
•Sweat Boll
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Outstanding Seniors
Named At Calloway
-

The faculty at Calloway is the son of Rob and Linda Murray
State Univerity next
County High have selected McCallon of Route 2, Murray. year. He is
interested in a
the "Outstanding Senior" and
Randy ranks 24th in his career in agriculture or
"Best All-Around Boy and class of 190 with grade point physical
education. He would
Girl" of the senior class of average 93.31. He has been like to be a
basketball coach or
1978.
active in the Future Farmerk, farmer.
John W. Brinkley III was of America Chapter at
The "Best All Around Girl"
secected as "Outstanding Calloway during- his four is Kim Kemp.
She is an honor
Senior," while the "Best All years in school. .
student and rinks 26 in the
Around Girl" was Kim Kemp
Some honors he has class of 190. She has a grade
and "Best All-Around Boy" is received are: outstanding point average
of 92.83. She is
Randy McCallon. These agriculture student 1976-'77, the 18-year-old
daughter of
students were selected on the district conservation essay Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Kemp,
basis of academic and extra winner, second in region in Route 7, Murray.
curricular activities . and Sec. Book 1977-'78, soil judging
Some of the honors she has
achievements. Brinkley is the winner MSU field day, won are: member
of the
son of Mr. and Mrs. John W. member of state champion champion speech team State
16-'77
Brinkley, Route 2, Hazel. He tobacco grading team, ('77- and '77-'78,
Member, district -ranks second in his class of 190 '78). He was a regional meat cheerleader award
-1977-'78:
with a grade point average of judging winner of the '77-'78, Voted most popular
in senior
97.25. He has received many champion meat judging team - class; October
"Citizen of the
honors, including English, Mid-South Fair. Randy was Month;"
selected
Miss
Spanish,.World History, U. S. named October "Citizen of the Calloway
County High School.
History and Biology II honors. Month" and senior class
She has been active in track
He has received numerous favorite. He was voted "Best and lettered in
ninth, tenth,
speech awards.
Personality" in the 1978 and eleventh grades. She been
• Brinkley was nominated for graduating class.
ANIMAL WATCHING-1-earning to Be An Animal Wata cheerleader for four years
outstanding state speech
cher" was the topic of study for Beryl Whaleys third
McCallon
lettered
in and was captain of varsity
student in 1977-1978. He was
grade dass at Robertson Elementary recently. Above,
basketball four years, and was cheerleaders .1977-'78.
elected govepor of American
She is president of the senior
Elizabeth Oakley likes the softness of the gerbil's fur and
captain of this team 1977-'78.
Legion Blue Grass Boy State
He has also lettered in track in class and served as FBLA
also learns how quickly they can move. In the left, top,
1977. Some of the extra
ninth, tenth and eleven president 1976-'77. She was
photo Shannon Wrye, left, David Overby, Troy Uncurricular activites Brinkley grades.
He holds the school vice-president of her class
derwoo
d and Stephanie Isbell check some of the animals
is engaged in are: speech record
in the two mile. He ninth, tenth and eleventh.which
used for the unit. The students brought herwere
team, member and treasurer, belong
es ain
nidohbewas
wr se
to the following clubs favorietsse
;7
th ti
teed
n:
cla
ut:
ants,
crayfish, pill bugs and snails, In the left
crab,
it
'77-'78, Beta Club member, this year:
president of the .
--"photo, bottom, Mark Wallace enjoys watching gerbils
and student council member
student council, secretary of eleventh grades.
which, along with their home, were loaned by Bob Koch,
four years, 1974-1978, and
Miss Kemp has served on
FFA, and secretary treasurer
owner of Pet World. The students kept a log in which
member of SAE.
of the senior class. He is also a the student council for three
they recorded animals behavior measured by stimulus
His plans are to attend the member
of the church ad- years and has been a speech
and respo nes, and thefood the animal ate.
Wniversity of _ Kentucky or ministrative
board, and Sub- team member for four years:Murray State. He is interested district MYF
Photo By 14ye Peebles
recreation She is also in Beta Club, Pepin law and politics.
Club and SAE.
leader.
The "Best All Around Senior
Her plans for the future are
McCallon- plans to attend
Boy" is Randy McCallon. He
to work in a secretarial or busa.d
in
s. to..
work in a bank and attend
classes in secretarial field to
help her develop skills needed
for proficiency in secretarial
work.

Mtharay Ledger & Times

$27 MillionRepair Bill
Faces State

MOST °UPSTANDING SENIOR—Calloway County
High's faculty has voted 197s graduating senior John
Brinkley "Most Outstanding Senior" for the current class.
Brinkley, this year's salutatorian, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Brinkley Route 2, Hazel.

State
Transportation
Secretary Caly*Grayson has
announced that it will cost in
excess of $27 million to repair
state-maintained
highways
damaged by the 1978 winter.
"This figure indicates the
money necessary to patch the
damaged
areas
with
blacktopping," Grayson said.
Zampletely _res_urface the
roads would increase the cost
of approximately $40 million."
According to Grayson,
"pothole patching, ditching
and minor surface repairs will
cost about $12 million. These
are repairs -which can be
accomplished with state highway personnel and the cost
will be absorbed by the annual
maintenance budget."
It is estimated that $15
million will be needed to make
repairs on severely damaged
highways. Severe damage
includes
errosion
and
breakage which will require
special equipment and
material to repair.
"At the present time, we do
not have $15 million available
for this Work," Grayson said.
"However," he continued, the
1978-79 fiscal budget goes into
effect
July
1
and
modificiations will be made to
the maintenance budget to
include emergency work for
projects which must have
immediate attention."
Winter damage'of 1977 was
estimated at $39 million for $12
million more than the 1978
winter.
Grayson explained that last
year the state had more
localized severe damage but
this year we received ,wide
spread surface damage.
"Surface damage," he said,
"is easier and is less expensive to repair."
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High have named 1978 seniors Kim Kemp
Classified,
Cir
and Randy Mt(anon "Best All Around Senior Girl
hculatkm and the
and Boy" for the
current graduating class. Miss Kemp is the
Business Office may
daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Kemp, Rout 7, Murray, and
be reached on 753McCallon is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob McCallum Route
1916 ond 753-1917
2, Murray.
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hole Frying
Chickens

LETTUCE

43

Pure Vegetable

Ntth
).00
hose
oding
-o and
-oducts

$109

Crisp
Head

Lady Scott
Assored Color
or Prints

CRISCO SHORTENING

2 Roll
Pkg

Apple, Cherry, Grape
Orange or Fruit Punch

O19 ,. .
tvi th
$ /0 00
purchase

FOl

Rot ties

cl
:32

FRUIT DRINKS

aillik
IEE
a
P
Viir

46 Oz

Only

Can

Chicken, Beef,
Turkey or
Nacaroni & Chess

Regular
or
- Extraitipple_

$

•
Potato Chips.

49c

jIMIADAMS COUPON
rI

•

WITH THIS COUPON
LADY SCOTT

--'-ikii51.1ed-roroR.-67Frints

FWO
M US
2 Roll Pkgs. ,

.16'

801
Pies

Only

3-Lb Con
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Pius Deposit

39.

BATH TISSUE

32-0z. Bottles
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For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
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on the purchase of 3 Pkgs
Limit 1 Coupon
21.556
5-23-78
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VOTING MACHINE—Marvin Harris, Coutv Cleric gives Amy Roos instructions for
using the voting machine during the Student Council elections held recently at the
Murray Middle School. Officers elected for the next school year, 1978-79, are Tim
Brown, president Robert Itillington, vice-president joy Hina, secreatary; Bill Glavin,
treasurer.
?bolo by Kaye Peebles

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — varietiesn and said many
The number of acres planted would probably think about
in soybeans should increase as planting beans instead.
a result of the cold, wet spring,
The. number of acte.s
buT there
will be a planted in corn has increased
corresponding decrease in the slightly in recent years, but
corn crop, state Agriculture Harris said he expects it to
Commissioner Thomas Harris decrease this year by close to
has said.
12 percent.
"If the weather stays this
By contrast, the number of
way, more farmers will shift acres planted in soybeans,
every day," Harris said in a which has also shown a steady
telephone interview Tuesday. increase in the last few years,
Only a third of the state's should increase more sharply
corn crop has been planted so if the weather continues cold
far, about half what is nor- and damp for several more
mally in the ground by mid-. days, Harris said.
May,Harris said.
One exception to the
' He advised farmers who -projected decrease in the
haven't yet bought their seeds number .of acres planted in
to
get early maturing corn should be in white corn,

for which there's a good export market. Harris said it
should increase by 10 percent
to about 130,000 acres.
Harris said the damp,
cloudy spring has affected all
Kentucky crops.
"We're
getting
way
behind," he said.
Farmers have been forced
to turn to supplemental
feeding for cattle and some
have turned their herds out to
graze on what would have
been hay fields.
"We haven't had the surfshine to make hay," Harris
said, "and we're using up
what we've got. Let's hope we
don't have a bad winter."
Unfortunately, the moisture

has been a boonlo alfalfa
weevils, he said, who are
"chewing on it pretty good".
Spraying the, alfalfa is ineffective because rains wash
away the chemical coating,
Harris said.
Most of the alfalfa in
Kentucky is ready to cut, but
farmers are putting it off
because the wet weather
hampers curing, he said.
Tobacco plants aren't
nearly as far along as usual,
Harris said.
"They're about the size of a
quarter," he said. "Blue mold
is showing up in some plant
beds, causing problems now.
Sometimes it will kill the
plants, and cut down on the

number available. ,,for planting."However, he said he didn't
think damage to the Kentucky
burley would be lasting.
"As a whole, if we could get
the weather to change, we
could get the crop out." he
said.
In fact, Kentucky aurley
farmers may be more fortunate than their Southern
neighbors, whose .planting
seasons is normally earlier
than in Kentucky and who
have been dealt a a severe
setback by the cold weather.
The advent of warm, sunny
weather will pose another'
problem, Harris said.
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Drownings
Claim 50
In NA Lakes

se' sSave

lidating, swimming and
wading accidents claimed the
lives of 50 people on TVA lakes
in 1977, according to TVA's
Division of_F,oir9gmentel
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Most of these drovrnings
could have been prevented by
following a few basic safety
precautions," said Dr. Harry
G. Moore. Jr., acting director
of the division. "The number
of drOwrungs last year increased from the 42 recorded
in 1976, but considering the
increase
in
steady
recreational visits to TVA
lakes each year, it's an improvement over the 63
recorded in 1975. "Greater
public awardness of water
safety rules, and greater
willingness to practice these
precautions, can reduce this
loss_of lives."
Of the 50 people who
drowned, 23 were boating, 20
swimming, and 7 wading or
playing near the water.
deaths
boating
"The
probably could have been
prevented had the victims
been wearing approved.
personal flotation devices,"
Moore said. "No one expects
his boat to sink or that he will
be thrown overboard during a
sudden sharp turn. but -when it
happens it's too late tp start
looking for the life jackets.
They should be worn at _all
-•
Even good swimmers are
not immune to the threat of
drOWning-if they Violate . Watef
safety rules, Moore warn
"At east 13 of the 20- who
drowned while swimming
apparently
good
were
swimmers whe overestimated
endurance
or
their
capabilities. This could have
been prevented by having a
boat pace them during long
distance attempts or by
swimming parallel to the
. shore in shallow water." -Wading and playing near
water led to drowning of four
people who either stepped into
•holes or off ledges into deep
water, or slipped and fell.
Among the *Orris were two
small children who wandered
into tbe wale, while unattended.
No drownlngs occurred last
year-ia.-the- turbulent waters
near TVA dams, but four
fishermen had to be rescued
during the year when thier
boats were swamped by the
sudden start of generating
turbines. If boaters venture
into these danger areas, they
. should :not.. tie up to any
structure or drop anchor,
because the boat might be
pulled under if it is not free to
float with eisudderiintne
water.
Copies of the brochure
"Some Facts on Drownings in
TVA Lakes-1977" and a
16nun film, "Not by a Dam
Site" are available from the
Division
TVA
of
Environtrientat
Planning,
Chattanooga, Tennessee, or
from any district office of
TVA's Division of Property
and Services
RECYCLED .
MONKEYS
SEATTLE (AP) — Want to
buy a Rhesus monkey, slightly
used: Or perhaps a new one?
If you are a scientist, you
might find an experimental
monkey in a "new and used
monkeys" bulletin published
weekly by the Primate Supply
Information Clearinghouse at
the University of Washington.
Maryeva Terry. manager of
the center, said most of the animals are "used" but some are
"new," haying been bought but*
not included •in experiments.
The clearinghouse does not
physically transfer anneals
from one laboratory to another,
she said. but makes contacts
and follow-up inquiries. Funded by the National Institute of Health, the bulletin,
which goes to about 2.800 subscribers nationally, provides a
way of using available primates rather than going to the
expense of purchasing and importing more. It ship helps conserve the world's Supply of primates used for research, she
said
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Let's Stay Well

4.

By FJL Blasingame M D

ARE MR BEST till

Pap Smear May Not Be Needed Every Year

)es
od
sday
'ugh
day

18

Q: Mrs. D. S. wants to duced by 1970 to 8.8 per
raise the question of 100,000. The figures are
whether more Pap smears probably even lower this
are being made on women year, and screening by the
than are really necessary. Pap test is one of the major
She says that she has been reasons for this improvehaving such a test done ment. Mortality from this
once a year for 10 years, form of cancer has had a
and each test has been similar decline.
negative.
However, some authorities feel that the medical
She asks for comment.
A: First, I should like to profession has now had
commend you on your hav- enough experience to
ing been persistent in get- advise that only certain
ting regular Pap smears to groups of women need to
rule out cancer of the neck be screened by the Pap test
on a yearly basis.
cervix) of the uterus.
According to Emerson
The benefits have been
obvious since the introduc- Day, M.D., Professor of
tion of this test over :40 Medicine, Northwestern
years ago. In 1947, 44 University Medical School,
women per 100,000 devel- and associate director of
oped cancer of the cervix, its cancer prevention cenand the numbers 'as re-"Itrr, as quoted in a recent
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Thurs., Fri & Sat. Only
A

will

-little jobs" could add up to a
very important whole.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar aspects Indicate aday

CRASSFURNITURE

au.A.

of successful moves and plans,
.AFUES
but all will require knoir-how,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 26)
diligence and painstaking care.
Watch expenditures of time
PISCES
and assets. Know why you are
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
doing what you ARE doing, and
Here is a time for
It's consequences. Don't run
reevaluating, "pulling over to
with the crowd.
the side" to 'determine if you
TAURUS
can improve your situation
(Apr. 21-to May 21)
through new ideas or methods.
Fine Venus influences support your best endeavors,
YOU BORN TODAY are
stimulate your talents. Some
endowed with a- fine mind,
excellent opportunities inunusual versatility and exdicated.
traordinary business acumen.
GEMINI
You are extremely ambitious -(May 22 to June 21)
not, as many Taureans, for
There will be nothing dazzling
great causes or for the sake of
about this day, yet it offers you
achievement in itself - but on a
a multitude of benefits if you
more personal and material
look in the right places.
scale. AND, because you have
CANCER
- ink L.4
the tenacity to keep plugging
(June 22 to July 23) lliriej4I,
You may receive several - toward your goals and the
concentration of purpose
unusual suggestions. Accept
needed to attain them, you
only those worth their salt. Be
careful, however, not to --usually succeed - often
acquiring a fortune 'along the
overlook something helpful,
way. With all of this stress on
LEO
material gain you are, however,
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
a most philosophical individual
Happily aspected, this day
-levees the completion of-new _ _and_can take the bad with..the
considerable
with
good
plans,' revising procedures for
equanimity. Along artistic
the 'balance of the week and
lines, you have a• strong affinity
completing all "unfinished
for music and could make an
business."
enviable name for yourself in
VIRGO
np
this field. Other careers which
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 2.1)
you could successfully adopt.
Shrewd analysis before
dramatic -criticism.
beginning day's proKrarn will
playwrighting,
business
prevent errors, wasted time.
counseling, finance. Traits to
Don't just accommodate;
intolerance
and
curb:
reth.ir be choosey, selective in
•'bossiness." Birthdate of: Sir
your endeavors.
Bertrand
Russell,
Eng
LD3RA
philosopher, writer.'
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23; -11-r1
Allow for some delays in
carrying out your program but
don't create them needlessly
yourself. Crisp, consistent
action needed.
SCORPIO
4 Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Keep thingsthings moving, and with
well-planned design. A "wait
and see" attitude could only
stifle enthusiasin on this
somewhat.r4issruitic day.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Continuing good influences
favor original ideas, advanced
methods and clever strategies.
A good period in which to put
over unusual ideas.
CAPRICORN
; Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V6)
To be successful now, ideasand plans need not be on a large
scale. A series of well done
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Workshop For
ROBERT LESLIE PRICE, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Orman Price
1605 Sunset Drive, Murlin
received the master of
divinity degree during the
spring
commencement
An
Adult
Education_ _exercises of the SouthWorkshop for Parents of western Baptist
Theological
Young Children with Hearing Seminary, fort
Worth, Texas,
Problems is scheduled for on May 12.
He is married to
Saturday, May 20, from 830 the
former lanett Ann (sties
a.m. to five p.m. at the Health
and received his B. S. and st
Occupation
Building, S. degrees
from the UniverMadisonville.
sity of Kentucky, Lexington.
The workshop will cover
topics identified by parents of Price is serving as pastor of
young children with hearing the First Baptist Church of
problems as those they feel Chisholm and resides at
most important Several Route Three, Box 442,
persons expert in the fields of Terrell, Texas 75160.
deafness and ways of dealing
with it in young children have
developed informational *
materials and-presantatiarisJor parents, according to Sue
litAARiEL. fentlerw-antr:Min WTI-Fe,
All display ads,
coordinators of the workshop.
classified displays and
This' special workshop
win _ regular-Aliaplay, mar
• 158-117151illitired- by two
be submitted by 12
University of Louisville
noon; the -day- beat*
professors and Is open to all '
publication.
interested persons. A 'lunAll
reader
cheon will be served. Persons
classifieds must be
may call Mrs. Miller at 502submitted by 12 noon
821-7201 or Mrs. Young 502-685the
day
before
3133, or write to Mrs Young at
Publication.

Parents Of Hearing
Impaired S4eduled
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issue of the "Journal of the - sexual activity in their
American Medical Associ- early teens, especially
ation," i JAMA), with cer--- with many sexual part-.
tain important exceptions, ners, have a higher inciMost women could go two dence of positive tests for
or three years between cancer of the cervix when
Pap tests withoot making screened by the Pap
much difference in the di- smear. Therefore, these
women should be given
agnostic yield."
smears at least once a
such
also
The JAMA article
gives the American Cancer year.
Admittedly, even though
Society's position, which is
Pap smear has saved
the
emphasizes:
similar, but
"The Pap test should be many lives and been. a
now
a part of every regular, great blessing, it is
periodic examination • for time to take a look at
women from age 20 on - whether it is cost effective
to carry out the test as
earlier for sexually active frequently
as has been
leaving
women,"
young
advised
last three
in
the
the frequency up to the decades.
woman's physician.
Each woman should disIt has been noted that, cuss this matter with her
for reasons not yet totally
sician and beliuided by
liar, women who stilt—Phy
his or her advice.

349.95
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SS Coverage Explained

THREE YOUTHS attending the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary Flotilla (27-5)"Boating Skills
and Seamanship" course were, left to right, Tommy Page, 14, Richard Page, 12, and
Tommy Whitlow, 12 with Neale B. Mason, course supervisor.

Many people in the Paducah
and Murray areas seem to be
confused about the rules
governing how Social Security
credi4 a person's earnings,
according to a local Social
Security spokesman.
There are two different
involved, the
concepts
spokesmen went on. The first
has to do with how earnings
are credited, and the second
deals with how Social Security
credits, or "quarters of
coverage," are earned.
The earnings of most
workers are covered starting
with the first dollar they are
paid each year. But, there are
special rules that apply to the
earnings of others.
The earnings of people who
work in someone else's home
are covered only if they are
paid $50 cash or motelfilil
month calendar quarter by
one employer. The earnings of

farm workers are covered their covered
earnings anonly if they are paid $150 or nually, at the time
they file,
more in a year or they work their Federal
income tett
for an employer 20 or more return.
days in a year and are paid on
Once a person's .ekruisiss
a time basis
by the Four, are covered, and subsequently
day, week, or month. The reported,
another measure is
earnings of self-employed used to determine
whether the
people are covered only if they person gets Social
Security
have net earnings of $400 or credits, or "quarters
of
more in a year. Cash tips are coverage", based
on the
covered only if they amount to earnings.
$20 or more in a month
These crediteare the basis
working for one employer.
If these rules are met, then of eligibility for monthly
all of the worker's earnings Social Security benefits. For
must be reported to Social example, a worker reaching
Security under his or her 62 in 1978 needs credit for 6%
quarters
of
name and Social Security years-27
number. Starting with 1978, coverage—to be eligible for
the earnings of all employees, retirement checks. By 1991, all
except household workers, are workers will need credit for 10
reported just once, at the end years of work-40 quarters—to
of the year using the familiar be eligible for checks. DifForm -W4 TWage and -T14- -*ring amounts are needed for
Statement). Self-employed survivor or disability benefits,
peopie will Continue teporting depending on the worker's

PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What is Project
Independence?
Project Independence is a demonstration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Puishase.
It
is
desitned to help older
persons remain in
their own homes as an
alternative te entering
institutional facilities.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are 'age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need servites to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health ,
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
other source.
If
you
have
questions
about
Protect independence
call Bonnie' Ashby at
753-5362.

age.
Before 1978, most workers
received credit fol. one
quarter of coverage if they
,were paid $50 in a calendar
quarter. Farm workers
received one quarter for each
$100 of covered annual earnings. Self-employed people
received 4 quarters if their net
earnings were $400 or more
No more than 4 quarters can
be credited in a year.
Starting with 1978 the same
rules apply to all, employed or
self-employed alike. A worker
will receive one quarter of
coverage for each $250 of
annual earnings, up to a total
of 4 quarters if annuanl earnings are $1,000 or more. The
$250 measure will increase
automatically in future years
to keep pace with increases in
average wages covered by
Social Security.
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have vot
Studious"
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Mr. and M

package of 24

DRUG

STORES
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RACHET
CHAISE
tClUNGE
GRADUATES OF the "Boating Skills and Seamenship" course presented by the USCG
Auxiliary Flotilla (27-5) were: left to right, Maryellen Kazenmayer, Victoria Frost, Tommy Whitlow, Neale B. Mason,course superviosr, Norma Frank, Billy Wagoner, Amanda
Nagel, Paul Bittner, Richard Page, Gina Starks, Tommy Page Not present for the picMcGuire.
Erlene
and
McGuire
ture: John

ntal 22na-

SIZZLER GRILL
prited 21!, in sqgsall
with roomy 18',. in*19in sq cooking grid
3 adrustable cooking heiqhts
and full smoker hood
trouble
Health Building. Neale B. and
free
for
Mason was Course Super- recreational boaters, Mason
.Gila? •
visor.
The Flotilla plans oth' er7
taught
course
The
by volunteer local Auxiliary public education classes of one
members and guest lecturers or three lessons with special
used the test and standardized classes designed for children
tests prepared and supplied by to be presented in the near
the Auxiliary in conjunction future. Groups interested- la_
with the Coast Guard. Visual attending or sponsoring these
aids, films, and slide courses can obtain inpvesentations supplemented formation by contacting Neale
B. Mason or Shirley T.
the course material.
Topics presented were: The Johnson.
Safe Way to 'Boating Enjoyment, Boaters' Language
TOP DOG
and Trailering, Sailing, Boat
For Information
COLUMBUS, Ohio ( AP) —
Handling, Legal
Requirements. Rules of the Tramp, a 9-year-old former
Regarding
Road, Aids to Navigation, stray belonging to Patricia
Walters, has been named
Piloting, Marine Engines, Franklin County's No. 1 dog
in
Marlinespike Seamanship, a contest sponsored by the
Dams,
Locks
and
Weather,
County AnirnaI Control__
(Permanent
and Radiotelephone.
Miss Walters was one of
Removal of Hair)
The course is designed to about 350 dog owners who, in 25
awaken new safety awareness words or less, described why
and provide for greater they felt their dogs were tops.
proficiency making .the Her entry read: He snuggles
boating experience mere safe at my feet each night. He's
there when I come home. He
listens to my problems. Thanks
to Tramp, I'm not alone."
Tramp was four months old
when he showed up at an eleFree For The Asking!
mentary school here. Teachers
there found owners for the pup
three times, but due to unforeseen circumstances, each owner brought him back.
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Finally, Miss Walters, a
third-grade teacher, agreed to
adopt him.

• The Murray-Kenlake
_PIMALa (27-5) U.S. Coast
Gaud Auxiliary has completed the 13 week course in
Skills'-'- and
"Boating
Seamanship" offered in
cooperation
with
the
Department of Health and
Recreation, Murray. State
University..
Fourteen persons were
presented certificates for its
successful completion in
recent ceremonies at the Carr

8, in
asst colors
by family products

1.37
BEGLEY'S
SUSAN LEIGH
SKIN CARE
LOTION

Call 753-8856

LW. pet C$

HT.

PH
FII MOM

Disler osossed
.
,

ST. JOSEPH
ASPIRIN
FOR CHILDREN
PACKAGE OF 36

WV"
POLAROID 108
POLACOLOR
FILM ,

REG
OR
sv/IR ON

16 OZ

REG. OR HERBAL

79C

KODACOLOR II

ENFAMIL
INFANT F

Monday Night Men
Monday Night Ladies
Tuesday Night Jr.,,ftiqesliprom
Thursday Night Couples
Friday Morning Ladies
Sunday Night Couples -

For Further
_Infoa_Contact _-_ Corvette Lanes

•

SINEX
KLEENEX
• PACKAGE OF 200
VVHITE Of Asst COLORS

Butternut
Saltines

LONG
A ING

SP AY

May 22, 7:00 p.m.
May 22,7:00 p.m.
June 6,6:30 p.m.
May 25,7:00 p.m.
May 26, 10:00 p.m.
May 21,7:00p.m.

ALLERGY
RELIEF
MEDICINE

13"
Adjustable
Grill

FILM

MULA

A.R.M.
Summer Iftrwling Leagues To
Start Soon. Following is a list of
league meetings:
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0 1978 United Feature Syede.ate

'rea

nt

"WHAT'S THE TROUBLE, GENERALIS IT ON LAND, SEA, IN THE AIR OR
THE HOUSE ARMED SERVICES
COMMITTEE ?"

BEST LOOKING-Calloway County High students have
named Paul Guy and Luana Colson "Best Looking" among
MOST COOPERATIVE-Calloway County High students
graduating seniors at the high school this year. Miss
- Colson is the -daughter at Mr-and Mrs. Willis Co1con, - - have - voted - Mike- Arvin- - -and Lisa -Cleaver- Wotost-Cooperative" for the class of 1978. Miss Cleaver is the
Route 2, Murray, and Guy is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
MOST STUDIOUS-Students at Calloway County High
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver Jr.,- Route 1, Alm°,
CarrolGuy,
Route
6,
Murray.
have voted Darrell Walker and Gail Tucker "Most
and Irvin is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Cullen Irvin, Rothe 4,
Studious" among the graduating class at the high school
Murray.
this year. Miss Tucker is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Tucker, Route 1, IGrksey, and Walker is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Walker,Route 2, Murray.,

2. Notice

2 Notice

If You
Need Them:
Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
, Hospital
Emergency
-Reim

753-1441
753-1621
753-6952
753-9332
1I3-5131

753-3535
"Cemprehensiye
Care.
753-6622
Control . . 753-758E1-Senior Citizens . . . -753-0929
Needline
753-NEED
learn To Read . 753-22111

1.

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
MOST DIGNIFIED-Student at Calloway County High
have named Gina Crabtree and Brad Cook "Most
Dignified" for the class of 1978. Miss Crabtree is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Storge Crabtree, 1013 Story
Ave., Murray, and Cook is the eon of Mrs. and Mrs. L D.
Cook, Route 1, HazeL
1110
...mull •
MOST ATHLETIC-Jimmy Lamb and Felecia Pinner have
been named "Most Athletic"in the Calloway County High
— class of 1974 Miss _Pinner is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.__
William Pinner, Route 2, Hazel,and Lamb is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Lamb, Route 5, Murray.

REFRIGERATORS
(5)
Almond colored 21 cu.
ft., frost free, textured
steel, 2 door side by
side $519.00
Harvest Gold, 20 Cu.
ft., 2 door, side by side'
$486.64
Harvest Gold, 21.8 cu.
ft., 3 door, poa.38
White, 18 Cu. ft., textured steel door,
freezer across top.
;408.79
Harvest Gold, 15 Mi.
ft., 2 door, freezer
across top. $353.18
IN STOCK NOW

Montgomery
Ward

'BEDDING PLANTS'
Shirley's
Garden Center
7531944

MOST POPULAR-Student at Calloway County High
have voted Ifirn Kemp and Marc Darnell "Most Popular'
for the 1978 graduating class at the high school. Miss
BIBLE FACTS INC.- H
Kemp is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Kemp, Route 7,
Timothy 3:16 says; "All
Murray, and Darnell is the son of Mr. and.h.ss. Raymond { scripture is given by
Darnell, Route 7, Murray.
inspiration of Crod._ and
is profitable- for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, for inin
st r uct ion
Why
righteousness;"
not read your -instruction book, The Holy
Bible for God's doctrine! For Bilte answers
or study call 759-4600.

Uncle Jeff,Shopping
Center - 753-1966

FOR
WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.

I

6N.
-Plertteryns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

'WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 763-6333.

wki***********
*_•
* -WATCH FOR *

Mom

It's k
Fact

:
'.
I'
* ALLISON'S
*
*
*
*
*
*,
41***********t
*
*
*

Meow

YOU'LL LOVE
,
IT
soott

'

- We have the right
tool for your job at
Starks Mardwaril;
12th and Poplar.
•

ukcoLoR
FILM

II

.12

MOST TALENTED-Denise Howard and Danny Hutson
have been named "Most Talented" at Calloway County
High for the Class of 1978. Miss Howard is the daughter of
' Mr. anti Mrs. Charles Howard, Route 7, Murray, and Hutson is The son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hutson, Route 6,
Murray.

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED-Calloway County High
students have voted John Brinkley and Susan Imes "Most
eecl." Miss Imes is the valedictorian for the
,Likely to Sucs.
cliss of 1978, while Brinkley is salutatorian. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Richard Imes, Route 1
Almo, and he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Brinkle%
Route 2, HazeL

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service,
Arteraft, 118 South 12th.,
.753-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

MOST LAKER SPIRIT-Students at Calloway -County
High have named Karen Edwards and Everett Hart "Most
Laker Spirit" _for this school year. Miss Edwards is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Edwards, Route 2,
Murray, and Hart is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hart,
Route 7, Murray.

00.

)PEN
EARTH
.LECTION
1AMES
16x20

O

0

0

0

o

o

'TOMATO PLANTS'
Shirley's
Garden Center
753 8944
0
INVITATION TO BID

M

The Mayor and Common Council or the City of
Murray will accept bids to purchase a Wheel
Type Loader-Backhoe Tractor for the Murray
Natural Gas System. Specification may be
picked up at the Murray Natural Gas System,
Andrus Drive, Murray; Kentucky. Bid should be
submitted to the City Clerk, City Hall Building
5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky no
later than 4:00 P. M., May 31, 1978. The City
reserves the right to accept the lowest or best bid
or to reject any or all bids.

NTERCMA FT

i.88

INVITATION TO BID
,•

IhR,C74

07.

—

6
_ 4 of

-41Tbn•trr
. The-14-a- mrlft
l''..-a7mcept
--bids
a-TIcrn :
7-Truck with Utility Body for the use of the Murray .
' SideafirtttiftiS -'a ri
*Matti-rat Gas 'System.
---irrtetailIP at tttP tiffitc0 itif Mtn-fay Nat:16MT Gad
The bids are
Andrus Drive, Mkg-ra

1""r

etr•--

•
BEST PERSONALITY --Sfudents at t alloway County High
have voted Randy Mt Callon and Sheila Morris'West Personality" for the class of 1978. Miss Morris is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Darnell. Route 7, Murray, and Mc,Callon is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob McCallon, Route 2,
Murray.
•.

"-,41141,

•"'`.

.

.
/Itflitrtaltb-grflnirntort -arrifiktiffl VIEfelfgte'NW'r
tLASS abiAr
2
14iiiavikior
6"1";vitiOra
lnwa
iniMetti- --VE571
been named "Best Dressed- among the class ot 1118 at
have been named "Class Clowns"for the 1978 graduating
Calloway County High. Miss Eldridge is the daughter of
class at Calloway County High. Miss Norwood is the
Mr. and Mrs. Aubtey Eldridge, Route 6, Murray and JohnMr.
daughter of
and Mrs. Jim Norwood, Route 2, IGrksey,
and Hudspeth is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Haley Hudspeth, .1' son is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson, Route 7,
Mayfield.
Route I, Kirksey.

ay_stem
.

g., 5th and Poplar streets, Murray, Kentucky, By 4:00 P.M. MAY 31, l9h. The will be
reviewed by the Public Works Committee and
recommended to the council for purchase. The
City Council reserves the right to accept lowest
or best bid or to reject any or all bids.
V
1

116.111.
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PUT IT IN THE
2 Notice

'I

FOR RESULTS

b Help Wanted
6 Help Wanted

V PICK
COLLESIFAJUrd
STRAWBERRIES
7 A. M. daily. One
mile
West
of
Calloway High.
753-4498
3 Card Of Thanks
I WOULD LIKE to express my thanks to all
the kind nurses on the
4th
floor,
Murray
Hospital, the week I was
there. They always had
a smile and a kind word
for me. so thanks to all
of them and God bless:
Fraiikie Ferguson.

15 Articles For Sale

16 Home Furishings

A

Waisvossis Needed
Part-time or Full-time
I

Has opening for new
employees full tune
or part time, male or
female for day and
nights. Must be able
to work weekends, no
others need apply.
No phone calls. Must
be 18 or older. Apply
in person only.

Apply in person to
Jury's
Rostaisnot .
Hazel Hwy.
Contact
.
-Paul
Maggard
10 Business Opportunity
BUSINESS FOR SALE.
Call 753-9900 after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE: Nails - 8, 10,
16 CC Sinkers - 50lb. box
$12.95% Styrofoam Insulation-La" 4 x 8 - $2.40,
1" 4 x 8 - $4.80. Particle
Board - La" 4 843.40.
Plywood - Vs" 4 x
$6.75,
4 x -$8i0,
4 x 8 - $10.00. Exteriot Siding -4 x 8- $6.00
and up. Precut 2 x 4's
$.89 eh. Shingles - No. 1
$18.75 per sq. Shower
stalls $125.00 ea. Cabinet
fronts - $12.00 ea.
Paneling - 80 selections
of 4 x 8 sheets from $2.75
to $11.00. Vanities - from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl floor
covering $2.50 yard in 6
ft widths. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc.,
Hwy.45,1 mi so. Martin,
Tn.. - Phone 587-2420,
Martin, Tn. 38237.

Whoa Too Thiak Of
V811844-flint
4:-

I(
West Ky.

Applioscs Center
Sales & Service
641 N.

7S3-4411

18 Sewing

24 Miscellaneous
APPALOOSA
mare.
wrecked 1973 Datsun,
Black and Decker 8"
radial arm saw. Call 4362118.

34 Houses For Rent
FURNISHED small two
bedroom house for rent.
Close to university. Call
753-5.374,after 5 p.m.
SEVEN ROOM house,
good condition. One mile
off 641. On Hickory
Grove Road. Call 7535618.
36 For Rent Or Lease

16 TV Radio
78 MODEL Pioneer
SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 7533724 aftel• 5.

TWO
COMMERCIAL
buildings,-40 x 40 and 40
x 48. Can be rented
together or separate.
Call 753-0839,

41 Public Sales
GARAGE SALE, riday
8:00-? At 1305.South 16th.
Across
from
Fox
Meadows. Most items
$1.00 or less.
43 Real Estate
THIRTY FIVE
acres
with water front located
at Chandler Park area
of the lake .(Hamlin,
Ky.) Property4ias Tong
blacktop Teed Ky 19181
plus a new road serving
a
portion of the
property. John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray,
753-0101 or 753-7531.

43 Real Estate

111
WILSON
NOME
2 Apirtssonts. Lot
your toronts help pay tie
nortgagril litre nice three
too bulb brick oak rim
blocks rest of StSU canapes.
Apartments nor rotted far
5180 osmobly. Nome otos
rot* low $35,000. Asking
$49,500.
U

USED SINGER SEWING
DON'T BE MISLED.
We
machine, za zag, all
will not be underso
attachments.
regular
ld.
OWN
Your Zentih Dealer for
YOUR
OWN
Sews perfect, fully NEW LISTING - only iniarto
FIVE OFFICES, exMurray
Business! Area Disand Calloway
guatanteecL Full casi?.
from Moray is Ccks Camp
SECRETXRY-BOOKCounty,• Tucker T. V.
tributor for Rand Mccellent condition.
price, $35.50 Payments
Id. Nese has 5 bedrooms. 2
KEEPER needed by
Nally Maps. No selling.
Sales and Service, 11814
Located at 703 South 4th.
blobs, Heise rem with
arrange
may
d.
For
be
local business. No
Call
Service pre-established
753-5287,
Coldwater Rd.
firodscs, diniNg rpm, Myr
free
demon
home
shorth
and
requir
ed.
5 lost And Found
WEN srisli lets
accounts. Investments
inhiseis.
Woklrop Realty
stration write Martha
CURTIS MATHES
Send resume and salary
- stereo,
Mose is tostsfiilly eissesuIed
$2,700 to $15,450 secured
LOSTa„OR STOLEN gas
Hopper, Route
5,. 2.la years old. Call 753•
-in Business
requirements to P 0.
"11-flassiglisul. Nes central bed
Mini
by
inventory Aoind
tank, Saturday morning
Benton, Ky. at* call 354sid sir. Perfect for bogs
0737 after 5 p.m.
Since
.
Box 468, Murray, Ky. All
195
6
equipm
ent. Write, inWarehouse
from 641 North next to
faudy. Ono ore lotl Don't lot
8619.
replies will be kept
753-56
44
clude name, address,
Storage Space
Memorial Gardens. Call
this ono got away.
•
USED MOBIL E home for
confidential.
19 Farm Equipment
telephone and three
For Rent
753-3645 or 753-4454 after
753-3263 Arrytires
sale.
Call
474-235
9.
references to Personnel FOR BEI
753-4758
3:30.
cleaning,
CULTIVATOR, 3 point
Goodby Winter. . .Hello
Directo
r, NAMCO, 3928
to, keep colors gleaming,
1978
hitch, two row. Two 1965 STAR MOBILE
Summer!!! Get ready NEW LISTING Near
Montclair Rd., Bir37 Livestock Supplies
use Blue Lustre carpet
LOST SEIKO watch
TIME FOR
wheel utility trailer,.5
home,
for
summertime with
Kentucky Lake. Large
good
conditi
on.
mingham, Al. 35213 or
cleaner. Rent electric
around
PALAMINO saddle orse
A CRINGE
Murray
10, 48" high with tarp.
$3,000. Call 436-2777.
this 3 bedroom lakeview
year-around home in
successful
really'
Was
a
1477
call
toll
free
1-800-63
3shamp
ooer.
Vocational School.
Western
gelding. Three yearS
Call 753-1261.
year for you? Does your
home. . . family room,
woode
d setting. Ap8441.
Auto, home of "Wishing
Reward offered. Call
presort job offer all the opold, and gentle. Call 437SISSONS ZENITH May
large eat-in kitchen. . .
proximately 2700 square
tobacc
portunity
o
you
HOLLA
want
row
Well
^
ND
If
1
Gift Shop."
753-1887
14. Want To Buy
your
4691.
Sale,25" color T. V. with
many other features
feet of living area in the
Mower u no, you will be wsetter in good condition.
automatic color control
hinged in the opportunity we
1974 or 1975 VEGA or
make this the ideal
6 Help Wanted
impressive home with
WANT
435-4301
ED
.
8
H.
Call
P.
HORS
$300.
JOHN
ES to
DEERE
dkr. You may brave been
and electronic tuner for
similar. Call 759-1184.
home
for
walk-out
year
round
basement.
board
on 75 acres. For
illYW418 a Tr18815. Widlbg in a
riding lawn mower. Call
MATURE LADY TO keep
$499.95 with trade. One
living. . . Call 753-1492
Central heat and air, 2
-or eamore
CHAL
489-257
inform
MER
0 after 5 2.zo,
B ALLIS
ation call
6 modth old child in atty.,.
year free service. We misaalr.ior
GOOD USED MOBILE
and start that carefree --ftreplaces
with -71f
474-2754.
=
tractor with flow disc,
home, beginning Aug* .---.7
ol ar. 161111F
sell
MR&
the
best
homes.
for
life today. Loretta Jobs
Call
1-527-8
less.
322.
heatala
tor,
do bags a living -yet you
'extra
2-car
DEERE------cu
=La:lo
liivato
wer.
-.16. References required- -----ansdkiledisd with your
r
_14_11L_P. JOHN
Sissons Zenith, Highway
)ob,
Realtors, 753-1492.
garage with boat shed
Call 751-9571.
74111111raume.or the people
5:30.
489-222
Call
after
with
0
48"
mower. Like
-PI
94, 18 miles West of
- strawberries,
WANTED TO BUY on
and workshop, large
Feu west WM. We have an
new. Call 753-4389 or 75340 cents quart. 7 a. m.
Murray. Call 382-2174.
°pods
to..'line
contrac
land
screen
person
"
15
t
in
plus
ed back, porch
WEST KY.-• DANCE
_
,
IF -NEED iaf used tractor960 the best-waii.
daily, North 18th and
selltdion'
acres. Partially wooded
and quality construction
27.
Mobile
Home
Sales
Studio looking for
will be bused ilia -au umWe have over 40 used
THE NELSON SNROAT throughout. Priced in
Poor Farm Rd. Pick
preferred. Must be
ritual perused Stansismsest
1e72 TRAILER and or ot.
female
professional'
tractors in' stock. Used
BEAUTY
SALO
berries
N
,
'availa
will teU us Aid yea it psi Oa
ble
after
CO. REALTORS
• the 60's. and worth it!
within
minute
15
s of
-Call 753-8113.
dance coach and infarm equipment. Call
alltalis far or bugloss.
equipment for sale. 10
4:30 p. m. Bring own
Murray
Phone
Write
.
P.
Box
0.
KOPPERUD
759-1
yea
me askciud, yea ale be
707
structor
for
Inmonths old. Under full . Murray Ford Tractor; 12 x
containers.
thoroughly Warned aid Mug
.223, Mayfield,icy, 42066.
REALTY, 753-1222. for
64 ALL ELECTRIC
t•aler
SIN0•
1110
/offs
Wools
ternational Style danwarranty. Call after 6 • 420 South 4th, 759-4695----siso
41 Public Sale
all your real estate_
mobile home. Three
cing. Must have 10 years
,
per west Iltr-pursio8110until 9 p.m.
p.m. 1-522-3706.
GE SALE, WedFEAT
needs.
HER
bedro
BEDS
terview. cell 51124041111 aid
om,
..
Pi
baths,
ballroom
teaching •
ask for Dan Hannon.
LOCAT
ED ON A QUIET,
nesday
through
Paying top price. Call
underpinning, straps
training and theoryIs tgod Opporloolio C/0.00
MASSEY
FERGUSON
8' WALL fixtures,./2
tree-shaded street is this
Saturday. Antiques,
753-7462 from 5-8 p.m
and tie downy.
73
Extra
technique training in
hay baler. 10 Series. Call
counters, wood and
3 bedroom brick ranch
quilt, toys, glassware,
nice. Call
International Ballroom
glass. See behind Scotts
home just waiting for
FULL AND PART time, WANTED USED portable
baby
items,
and
lots
and Latin dancing.
Drug Store on Chestnut
20 Sports Equipment
your family. Fully
cooks and car hops.
more.
Priced
to
sell.
mixer.
1972
cement
474Call
12
X
65
2
bedroo
m, 2
Prefer to have 10 years
Street.
carpet
Days or nights. Apply in '8856.
ed
North
Highwa
throughoat,
MARK
y
16'
121 to
TWAIN with
bath, furnished, and air
experience. Guaranteed
person, Sonic Drive-In.
home
has
Airport
living
Road.
Mercur
room,
Turn
then
power
y
tilt
and
conditi
on.
Storm
straps,
20 hours a week at $4.00
COFFEE, SANDWICH,
dining room, large den
fourth blacktop to right.
underpinned. $5,100. See
WE BUY USED mobile
trim. $2,300 or best
an hour. Apply through
candy, cigarettes and
NEEDED for
MAN
and abundant storage.
watch for signs.
offer. Call 767-2355.
homes. Top prices paid.
at Riviera Cts. or call
Bureau for Manpower
popcorn vending
delivery truck work at
Priced
at only $31,900.
West
Mobile
End
753-3280 before 5.
Services, 319 South 7th
machine for sale. Cajl
furniture store. See
MUST SEIll 777 Apollo
Phone
PLANT
SALE
KOPPERUD
442-191
Homes
Cold.
8.
,
Street, Mayfield. Ky.
Professional Serb- ices
29 Mobile Home Rentals
753-0344.
Robert Wiggins, 753jet boat, e new, one
REALTY, 753-1222 or
water in front of
With The Friendly Touch"
42066.
15
Articles For Sale
BILE HOMES and
4566.
demonst :)r. One
come by our conMethodist Church,
mobile home spaces for
JUST RECEIVED 40 air
equipped/ 460 Ford
veniently located offic4
Friday, May 19th. 9-2.
OAKS COUNTRY Club
Country Living. 5
HOUSEKEEPER
part NEED SOMEONE
rent, at Riviera Courts.
conditioners, all difto do
'engine, one equipped 454
in the White House
Large
variety
membership for sate at
of
bedroom, 2 bath,
time. Must be able to
Call
753-328
ferent
0.
sizes
telephone work in their
and 10 side
Chevrolet engine. With
Building, 711 Main for
houseplants, bake sale,
a reduced rate. Call 502roomy
B. V. bome-11
assist- -with,- small
by stele i efi iger ators.- 2tr-----"Warrality. --EdViii
home. Muil -have a " 826-0107 or write 95
all your real estate
kis 12 X6. Three -bedroom, 2
acres located Hwy. 464
.6
children. References
arts and crafts, clothing,
refrig
erator
private line Apply at
s, priced
Motor Co.,E. 4th Street,
needs.
Frontier Drive, Henetc.
bath.
East
of
Furnished.
Bucy's
required. Call 753-0763.
- from $100 to $250.
Regal 8, 753-6706, ext. 30.
Benton, Ky.. 527-1436
derson, Ky. 42420.
Grocery. large living
Available now through
LAKE
Severa
LOTS
YARD
l
we
portabl
SALE
have
Ask for Mr. Dickerson,
e color
505 Beale
days,527-8814 nights.
-room, dining room,
August. 150 month. Call
,
lots
TVs, $100 to $200. Also
in
Street. Thursday and
Panorama
Thursday May 18, 1-5
family room with
1-443.7
Halm
7
H.
P.
366.
lawn
DRAFTSMAN
several used furniture
Shores, Blood River
Friday. Half
1973 AEROGLAAS bass
p.m.
bed,
fireplace. This new
mower. Call 753-1556.
Immeachate.opening
items, one sharp kitchen
Estates,
springs, mattress,
boat, 16' and trailer. TWO BEDROOM
Baywood
listing' is priced right
mobile
for a Draftsmangas stove with see
Vista, plus cabins quilts, pillows, drapes,
SOMEONE to babysit 2
Trolling mot, depth
at
$53,000. BoydGARA
g•9'
home.
8'
GE
DOOR
Shady Oaks
Detailer for residenthrough oven. 100 school
prices start at $2150.
finder. 85 h. p. Johnson.
children 1-2 days a week
Majors Real Estate,
•practically new. All
Trailer Ct. can 409.2m. bedspreads, clothing,
tial and commercial
desks, $2.00 a piece. 10
games, plants and
Nelson Shroat Co.,
105 N. 12th.
$2500. Call 436-5369.
in my home in Lynn
hardware. $49. Call 759building
projects.
31 Want 7o Rent
used
miscel
Realtor
laneou
s.
riding
Grove area. Call 489- _1117 after 4 p.m.
759-170
s.
7.
lawn
,
.
Experience
ROFESSOR and family YARD
mowers. Several black
2678.
TT' tRISCRAFT cabin
SALE, Thursday
required.
Submit
need
2 or 3 bedroom
and
white
TVs
Cruiser.
in
stock
Head,
kitchen
resume
,
morning 9 to 2. Fox
to
VP* BTU central air
Ted
house„in or near Murray
140 to $100. Two cash
HOMEMAKERS: Work a
depth finder, full _canBillington, ConsultinMeadows, South 16th,•
Exciting Real Estate Careers
conditioner. New. See
as
soon as possible. Call
g Erigr., P. 0. Box
registe
rs.
vas.
few evenings a week Other
items
Good
condit
ion.
Trailer 12A. Air conExcellent opportunity to join established real
Dill Electric, 753-9104 or
422, Murray, Ky.
753-7744.
too numerous to menCall 901-642-3428 after 5
Earn $200.00 weekly.
estate firm now opening in Murray. Come grow
ditioner, outboard
753-155E
42071. Atten: Jean.
tion. Can be seen at
Demonstrate -MERRIwith Gallery Of Homes. Prefer person ivith real
P.m. .
motor, car battery, milk
NEEDED BEFORE July
Murray Ford Tractor,
' MAC toys and gifts. No 55 GALLON DRUMS,
estate experience in this area, but will conside
can, kettle, brier hook,
r
1, 3 bedroom house in
420 South 4th, 759-4895
FINISH
investment - delivering
Thornton Tile and
trainee if properly qualified otherwise.
CARPENTER
iron tools, and mower.
1975STRIKER bass boat.
eity-o
rogritr
until
r
9
y.
Must
p.m.
and carpenter helper - or collection. Supervisor
For
Marble, South 9th. Call
Confidential Interview Call
--Excellent- condition
have lot large enough
Do not apply on
positions available. Call
753-5719.
Loaded with extras,
John Smith, Realtor
AUCTION
for dog. Call 767-2553
Saturday. Custom Built,
Ann Baxter collect at
Custom trailer. Call 7531-502-442-9345
after 6 p.m.
KANITUCK WORT
753-0984.
(319) 556-8881 or write SMOKE DETECTORS,
•GERRANIUMS•
6345 nights, 753-6970
1880s
an
town-Ren
ton-Ky.
MERRI-MAC, 801
nationally
advertised
days.
THREE TO FOUR
Shirley's
SAT. MAY 20-10 AM
LADIES TO DO SURVEY
JACKSON, DUBUQUE.
brand. Battery operated
bedroom farm or city
22
Musical
DUE TO OUR EXGarden
Center
work 3-4 hours per day
IOWA 52001.
and included. Rowland
home to rent. Call 753PANSION FOR 1978
753 8944
from own home. This
UPRIGHT WHITNEY
Refrigeration, 110 South
1250 ext. 218.
SEASON,
can be a permanent
ASSISTANT manager
piano, $150 Call after 5
12th.
OPEN WEEKDAYS
we are selling an excess ac32 Aiartments For Rent
position for a mature
wanted for local store.
p. m. 436-2533.
cumulation of many antiques,
16 Home Furnishings
Mon.-Wed A-I
*Hou
se
FOR RENT one bedroom
pictures. toots, motors, pionperson. Write to: T. M.
Prefer some sales ex- WE BUY AND SELL used
COB ON THURSDAYS *Hospital
ps gift items. elect. supplies,
furnish
BEIGE
ed
apartm
Early
Americ
ent
an BALDWIN PIANOS and
Coils
Lancaster, 203 N. Lake
air conditioners. Dill
perience. Call 753-9885
furniture, like-new gas nyine,
Fri. Sat. 8-2:30 1414 Vine St.
Calls
couch, gold chair. Call
2-man post hole digger wIth 3
Electric, 753-9104 or 753Street, Paris, Tenn
for an appointment
organs, used pianos.
sizes of bits, shelving, plum*Hair
Cuts *Shaves
after
753-476
5,
3.
1551.
38242.
Lonardo Piano Co., WINCHESTER apartbing, fixtures k supplies,
209 Walnut Street.
photo & film equip , apacross from pod of'
ments I bedroom. 1628
pliances, traitors. restaurant
NEW OAK FRAME love
Cal/ this number after 5:00
equip.,
toys,
WANTED.-- HELP with
fice,Parts, Tn.
canoes,
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
to assure
cond.,
air
West Main. See Apart-,
seat with matching
mannequ, wooden barrels,
prompt service next day,
elderly gentlemen. Call
- typewriter and stand,
ment
No.
753-3
10
quanitity
ties,
RH
large
after
foam
5
685 p.
m.
chair and ottoman. End
and night appointments.
for information 753-1690.
two office desks, adrubber other misc. items
Call
753-034
4
after
5.
table and coffee table to
Private
dressograph two 30
match,.. Will
sell
PHONE
solicitors
drawer cabinets, adding
FURNISHED 1 or 2
Guitar
separate. .Also washer
needed. Call 753-7861
('ol RUBERT AINLEY invites you& your friends
machine, file cabinet,
bedroom,
to another
married
and dryer. Call 753-5258.
Lesson
s
and office chairs. Call
couples and singles only.
mi styles-Any Age
ALL AROUND TIRE
Has opening for a
753-9414, if no answer
18 Sewing
Zimmerman Apt. S.
work. Above average
swing a manager
Contact:
SATURDAY, MAY 20, 1978, IMOD
753-7316.
16th, 753-6609.
Selling on the Lewis & Nellie Rims Farm,
HOUSE
OF
THOUS
ANDS
located mimeos 2 miles east of Palmer.sville
pay, fringe benefits.
trainee. Must be 18 or
off
Palmersvi
lle-Cotta
ge
Monte
Grove
Fisher
Blacktop
Road Follow Auction Arrows as a MIS ems NOVI& mile north
Needleart Shoppe, Fox
older Must be able to
sato MHO MO
11101/010 /0 rowe TO WIC
hospitalization. If you
10 X 16 TENT, excellent
TWO
BEDR
OOM unAL
Meadows, South 16th
work weekends. No
1969
want to work, come see
Ford
Diesel
Tracto
4000
r
W2125
hrs.
power steering Ai hyd. control. 8'
furnished
condition. Carrying bag
apartment.
Street. Must sell my
phone calls. Apply in
Chuck's Music
Max Keel,801 Coldwater
Burch pickup Disc, 3 X 14" Ford Plow. 8' Cultipacker, 8' E-Z Flow
included. Call 753-8744
Carpeted. $165 month.
Distributor,
entire
stock
person only.
of
liii AMis, Norm
Rd. 7 a.m-5 pin
24' Grain elevator, 12' Section Harrow, 3 pt. Lift Pole, R.ubber
14
Call 753-7168.
tire wagon
Columbia-Minerva 4 ply
75336/1
w/tongue, Log Bunks, Blocks, Corrunet air tank, Steel Barrels, 5
HUFFY RIDING mower
Log chains.
worsted weight and
Wire stretchers, Stehl Chain Saw, Hog 'catcher, Hand spraye
TWO
eh. p., 32". Call 753-8036..
BEDROOM
We Spray Ycrur Lawn For Weeds
rs, Handy Man
sports weight yarns at.
And
PARTM
Jack,3
Original Owner.
0 Gal. W. Heater, Hyd. Jack, 1,umbard Ch. Saw, Wagon Spring
ENT,
kitchen,
WANTED RESPONprice„ to make room
Seat,
Fertilize At The Same Time
living
room • with
12' & 14' Gates, Feed box, Milker & Pail, Cross cut saws, Funnels & Cans,
SIBLE party to take
for my new line of
7a"
call Us Today
FREEZER BEEF Choice
firepla
ce,
large
,Power saw, Drills, Bits, 220 Gal. Fuel Tank on stand, Wash Vat, Electri
balcony
over small monthly
Brunswick Yarns in
c sheep
grain fed-aged beer
porch. In Lakeway
shears, Pond scoop, Hay needle, Treated post, Hay & Manure forks,
payment on 6 months old
AGRI PRODUCTS
both wool and acrylic, in
Wire
Front quarter,79 cents a
Shores
on
Ky. Lake. 10
brushes, Scoops, Used Tin roofing, 10 rolls wire, Cypress gate Lunabe
Wurlitzer piano. .1 and B
worsted weight and
753-3000
r,
Large
pound, whole or hall 89
miles from Murray. $130
tr,uck jack, 3 Gal. gas can, 22" power mower, Hand tools, Metal tool box,
Music,753-7575
sports weight. Now in
15"
cents a pound, hind
per month. Couples or
automobile tires. Tire Chains, Scales, Ford Hyd. & Diesel Oils, 4
stock - many new kits
Gal. Anquarter, 99 cents a
singles
only.
Call
Red
tifreeze, 2-40' Ropes, Leather Harness, Scissor jack, Hortie drawn farm
and pattern books in
tools,
pound hanging weightMcCormick at 759-4536.
crewel, and cotton
Screen doors, Nails, Steeples, Bons, Nuts, Washers, Snapper riding mower
-'
Food stamps accepted.
embroideries, latch
'Wheel Barrow. Electrie- Eleiter, Table, 2 chrome chairs, 1 old dresser
FREE
Vie also do custom
,
Old
_NI
CE
Aerkei
rpotst
THREE,
&elm.Fruiljar8, 2..140„Ircrock.e14-k,Rearo:sisa
141-ef o5444444efrIxtqWt6f,
i5ts1;
Isstitkiel nnd..rrochrt.
111
ittossrlf.etlie.3-Window Faiss,12(ham Hanwnerien Stilitguti,11
WW1104140Wace-..avallable.-birge'2r x 24'
XiinyTtisris too
-77);4
"
•rITTITIr
loLsaWi
etellm e
4 in-tKe
s targe altaded"
14TIL-642
'
.--STamped
or 14' x34'. 10'z 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
tablecloth.s,
numerous to mention.
_Ji201. off _NI- (km'
owattik
,
-€*11-7
93.
.
'avaextrferstmterliffy YfEf TreaTfor
rallg-^29110[2119-11111rTiCfr-31-71r* MIK:Cash or going personalized cheeks.
North of PArja
914._beby er-ftprptnurarn
--tanseerfwitof havilture.
Salo role or suns
. 6931'
• .ivitirrny*TiOad.
34 House For Rent
Full liar Of acce_sporiea
For Further Istarmation.Conlact
„...... ...
agoies

T

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

NOTICE
- - -

.

..-,..111-1.,•-•-•-

. !P. -

.......uppop, avg.,

--4.711.41.:1011kg:

6,wirmolmigirinsor7.

Cell Nights /63-7618

erritirrafirrig

r

-....T.
....4.11' -- 11610"'
,
--'111Ptidieertr"
.
"'

rolls, $1 00-111-511'- er
pound 7 to 5 daily Ky
Candy Co Alma.

Needlepoint lessons - ,
cost of materials only.
Information call 7533855.

HIS kerb I nil
Plisse 7534514
In BusinyVIOVer

Years
•rfifirilBy EPA

bedrooms, good well and
garden. Must have
references. call 345-2205
or 345-2783.

-4111LET-A1CTION & REALTY CO.
205 West Shiso Lbw

Col Oohs./ Aida,
A.S..« 11•00er

So. Felton, Too

901-479-29$6 or 479-3713

LIST WITH US, WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUS!NESS"
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43 Real Estate
COME SMELL THE
HONEYSUCKLE. . Sit
on the deck and drink ice
cold lemonade. . .
Wander through the
woods. . Enjoy a family
barbecue under the
trees. Call 753-1492 to
view this furnished
le rent near the take;;.
30's. . . Loretta Jobs
Realtors

Let
hale ray the
nice three U

airtime's.

ir
11011
Igroll saga.

▪ mkt for
Reuse alum
1,000. Aging

lot, Don't let

r•
Intim»

NG Near
tke. Large
I home in
1ting. Ap2700 square
area in the
home with
basement.
and air, 2
S
w
mtra 2-car
boat shed
rop, large
ick porch
ongtruction
Priced in
worth it!
IPPERUD
3-1222. for
al estate

.

527.1468 7539625
I.

COOf iao.ti

SEVERAL TRACTS OF,
land 17 to 31 acres,
located 6 to 15 miles
from Murray. $850 acre
by owner. Call 753-9773
after 4:30.

Al
;TATE
)80

dly Tooch"

ed real
e grow
ith real
minder

HAVE PROPERTY TO
SELL? if you've been
thinking of selling why
not give us a call? You'll
rereiV.a friendly,
courteous service and
professional
advice
from our five full-time
sales represeritiVes. We
have clients waiting to
purchase all types of
Real Estate so let us
match a buyer to your
property. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 anytime._ We
make buying and selling
real estate easy for you!

I

Guy Spann Realty

SerV Wel

iving. 5
2 bath,
tionia-3.7
I Hwy. 464
Bucy's
ge living
g room,
m with
'his new
ced right
BoydEstate,

Purism,I Thurman
Insurance I Real Estate
Southsidor Court Squore

Prtiesmonel Services
inth The Friendly Tamil" -

A House That's A Real
Investment. 211 South
12th St.-Newly listed 3
bedroom brick veneer.
house and lot 150' x
150'.
Exceptional
quality home, on lot
scheduled for B-4
listing soon. Chtck this
one today. Boyd-Major
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

.,,oer Key People
In Real Estate"

753-7724
901 Sycamore

Klerney, Ky.

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND Mt
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

AUCTION SALE

pital
Is
sure

,85

Friday, May 19th, 1 P. M. rain or shine at the
late Burnette Outland home, 210 South 10th Street•
Murray, Ky.
Will sell house of furniture, appliances, dishes,
pots, pans, some antique items, nice living room
suite, odd chairs, tables, drop leaf dining table
and chairs, color T. V., chest of drawers, large
chest type home freezer, refrigerator, gas stove,
automatic washer, lamps and small appliances,
linens, feather bed, large collection of dishes,
pots and pans, lots of odd items. This is a nice
sale. For Information call:

Chester and Miller
Auction Service
435-4128 or 435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.
le north

Stai FARII

ol. 8'
pitor,
ragon
mins,
Man
Seat,
71
/
2"
'beep
Wire
.arge
15"
. An1ooLs,
wer
,Old

Shoe 134:\zz
has

iMoved

i too •

buss

NNW

BIZZ
Court Square

RENTAL PROERTY - GOOD INVESTMENT
-Don't miss out on this
great rental property.
House is divided into 2 TWO LOTS 70 x 195 with
two bedroom house and
apartments with
furniture. New inanother garage apartsulation. Located -in
ment also. Gas heat is
Union City, Tenn. call
an economic feature;,
753-5154 or 4924111,
large 85 x 351 lot with
lots of nice trees. Phone
HOUSE AND FIVE acres
KOPPERUD REALY,
with or without 12 x 65,
753-1222 for more in3 bedroom mobile home
formation.
at New Providence. Call
492-8178.

n
Imm flOYD-MAJORS'm
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
• ProfesstonalSerytces
With The Friendly Touch"

1304 Sycamore St.Near Bel-Air Shopping, 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, frame house,
electric
carpeted,
heat, air conditioner,
draperies, dishwasher
included. Large lot 75'
x 210' with garden.
storage
Outside
bUildIng. Only $19,900.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
AMP

46. Homes For Sale
THREE_ BEDROOM
brick,2 baths,large den,
two miles out of Murray.
.
_C41_753-9580.
TWO STORY house on 5
acres. Seven miles
South on 121. 3500 sq.
ft. Call 436-2118.
THREE BEDROOM
home by owner. In
Canterbury Estates.
Call 753-7223.
TWO BEDROOM Brick
house, 11
/
2 baths. Half
basement. 10 ft. patio.
on 41
/
2 acres land. One
outbuilding 16 X16 with
shed on 2sides Call 4742248.

NEW LISTING
Three
HOME FOR SALE 4
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath brick
years old 3 bedroom, 2
ranch home built in 1976.
full baths, dishwasher,
Central electric heat
electric stove, part
pump, attached garage,
basement,on large lot in
lovely kitchen with all
Subdivision.
Keniaina
built-ins
and
atCall 436-2473.
tractively decorated.
throughout. Priced at NEW HOME FOR SALE
$35,000. Phone
KOPin Canterbury Estates.
PERUD REALTY 753Three bedroom, 2 bath,
1222 for all your Real
2 car garage with
Estate Needs.
storage area. Call after
5, 753-1358.

WALLIS DR1
---M-I'

46 Homes For Sale

THREE
BEDROOM
house, 1 bath. 1617
College Farm
Rd.
$30,000. Call 753-7909.

SIXTEEN ACRES
or
sale by owner, rolling
woodland near Kentucky Lake. Over 500 ft
frontage on county road.
Can be financed. 4362473.

Murray, Kentucky
Pleasure
You'll
753-4451
Treasure. . . Hideaway
cottage nestled on 3
1
2 ACRE LOTS for rent or
wooded lots in lake area. /
sale. $30 per month. City
Large living roomwater and sewage
kitchen combination
with fireplace plus loft - Roberts Estates, 3 miles
bedroom. Include this " East of Murray. Call
retreat In your summer -753-3745.
plans. Loretta Jobs
LOTS FOR SALE Lake
Realtors, 753-1492.
view lots in restricted
EIGHT ACRES with 400
subdivision at 1973
feet frontage on 641
prices. Central water
Call 436-2473.
South .has 14 trailer
hook-ups and choice
REALTORS
business and home sites,
only $35,000. ALSO good
two bedroom house on
good lot at 315 North 7th,
only $16,900. Call C. 0.
South 12th at Sycamore
Bondltrant Realty 7539954 or 7534460.
TELEPHONE 7511851

Cain Camp
bedrusses, 2
teem with
I mow, large
et calms.
▪ docareeed
camel heel
el for large

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

A

ealy miortos

/16.Acerkix -PteCIASS II

NEW DUPLEX near
completion. Luxurious
throughout, both sides
have cathedral ceiling in
and
room
living
bedrooms. Carpeted
through, Western cedar
on outside. Lowered
living room floors,
located on large corner
lot. Must be seen to
appreciate. Call 753-4449
after 5 p.m. for appointment.
HOUSE FOR SALE on 94
East about 2 miles out
on 3 acres. Also trailer
for sale. Call 753-2669
after 5 p.m.

TWO BEDROOM, den,
fully carpeted, dishwasher. Two air conditioners. Electric heat.
Quiet neighborhood.
Call after 4 p. m. 7594981.
COUNTRY HOME and 4
acres, outbuildings,
fenced. On black top.
One mile from Puryear.
Call days 901-642-3352,
nights 901-247-3986.
THREE BEDROOM, 2.
bath home. 1617 Miller
Ave. Remodeled interior. $25,500. Call
437-4618 _ for -appointment.
47. Motorcycles

49.

Used Cars & Trucks

1973 DATSUN 610,2 door,
vinyl top, tape player,
good condition. $1095.
Call 489-2595.
1975 OLDS CUTLASS
Hurst T-top. White with
white vinyl top. Air.
Radio and tape. Call 7532540.
1973 DODGE one ton flat
bed truck. Call 753-4707
1973 PINTO Squire
wagon.
-Air, 4 speed.
New tires. Can be seen
at Shell Station on 4th
Street. Call 753-0570.
196/ FORD new tires.
Call 437-4218 after 5.
1976 FORD Capri_ Good
condition, 4 speed, new
tires call 492-8890 after 5
p.m.
1973 CUTLASS Supreme,
good condition. $28013.
Call 436-2777.
1977 TOYOTA Celica.
Excellent condition. Call
759-4793.

FOR SALE- by owner, 3
bedroom, 2
bath,
fireplace, appliances,
hardwood, some carpet,
storage, shady lot, good
location. 217 South 15th.
Call 759-1768 for appointment.
- BY
OWNER - 3
bedroom', 11
/
2 bath,
garage, central air and
hest,-cerpetett- 14- r

to
Downtown
Murray
Come See
Us-__artd.
Airdur
stoned wall fireplace...Blown insulation.'
ew Styles fenced
backyard. 16 1
2Q raiser( fleck
inskte The • lot.141Vid drtvetraf:. /fff
on ki an acre in LynnSpecialty
wood Estates, 2 miles
South
of
Murray.
Shop
Possession in June Call
753-0717.

1974 AMC HORNET V-8, 2
door, air condition,
power brakes and
steering. One owner.
32,600 actual miles.
Extra sharp. $1975. Call
753-6596.

51 Services Offered
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.

GLITTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
1976 FORD F-150 FWD,
Call
specifications.
1200-15 tires white spoke - -Sears 753-2310 for free
wheels, headers. Ready
estimates.
to go. Call 489-2785 after
3 p.m.
WATCH AND - CLOCK
repair. Call 759-1231.
1978 CHEVY 10 van.
Driven 500 miles. All
extras. Sticker $7753, PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
sacrifice, $6650. Private.
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
Call 1-362-4315

MURRAY
C A BLXVIRIbN
is
receiving written bids
on 1972 Chevrolet step
side with side pack tool
bins,
8
cylinder,
automatic. Can be seen
at Cablevision office.
1973 MERCURY Montego, power, air, AMFM sterect, needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs work, $300. Call
753-2893 'after. 6 p.m.

WILL SPRAY barns, roof and thick throseal to _
rnasonary walls. Free
Estimates. Call 753-6878
or 49241866 after 5 p.m.
EXPERIENCED MAN
will do interior wood
working finish carpentry, and cabinet
finishing.- Call 4354150
evening.

BEAUTIFY your home
with lightweight easy-to
install Eldorado Stone.
No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
1977 CUSTOMIZED van,6
fiteproof
masonary
cylinder. Good' gas
product. Less than the
1976 HONDA 750 F good
mileage. Call 759=4982
cost of natural stone.
condition low mileage.
after.
5:30..
----Use for interior or -exCHEVROLET
dump
1971
Call 492-8890 after 5 p.m.
terior:4'Ni excellent dotruck,__good condition.
50 Campers
lt-yourself project or we
Call 474-2258.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
Western Ky. Travel
will install. Buy direct
than 1,000 miles. Call
.
Trailer Sales and Ser.,
from
our factory.
BUICK,
1970
$995. 1967_
436-2262 or 753-8078.
GMC pickup $795. 1973 _ vice, Route 66 and I-26;-- ------Timbei-Lodge Stone and
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-FirepIete, 706 N.
1975 HONDA 400 Super
Spring GMC, $2495. 1976
Market Street, Paris,
Sport. Perfect condition.
1.
507•
One ton with Omaha ‘
Tenn. 38242: Phone 9015700 miles. Call 753-0259.
bed, $4295. 1975 Ford 11
CAMPER for
642-1328.
ton, 6 cylinder, with TRUCK
long
bed truck.
or
short
1977 750 HONDA. Lots of
automatic, $1995. 1967
Stove, air condition,
extras. Call 753-5696.
Two ton International 18
icebox. Call 437-4573 FOR INSULATION
ft. bed, $1895. 1960 Inneeds. Call Jackson
after 4 p.m.
MUST SELL 1973 750
ternational 1 ton, $795.
Purchase • Insulation,
Yamaha with Fairing
1968 Oldsmobile, $595.
759-1820.
and saddle bags. Low
Murray Ford Tractor, WHITES CAMPER
SALES
- Your friendly
mileage. Call 753-8078
420 South 4th, 759-4895
Starcraft dealer. Travel WET BASEMENT? We
days.
until 9 p.m.
make, wet basements
trailers, pop ups, used
49 Used Cars & Trucks
dry,
work completely
campers and toppers.
1975 DATSUN pickup,
guaranteed.
Call or
All at discount prices.
1971 DATSUN 1200 Good
$2350.
1974
Pinto
write ..Morgan ConComplete
line
of
parts
work car. $550. Call 753automatic, $1250. Four
struction Co., Route 2,
and accessories. We
8963.
Keystone mag wheels
Box
409 A. Paducah.Kyr
service what we sell.
with tires for Chevrolet.
42001. Phone day or
1
2 ton
1965 FORD F-100 /
Open Monday-Saturday,
$100. Call 489-2595
night 442-7026.
truck, good mechanical
7 a.m. til ? Sunday, 12:30
-condition, new tires.
until 6 p. m. East 94
1974 491 OLDSMOBILE.
..Call 753-1540 after 5
Highway 4 miles from INSULATION BLOWN
AM-FM stereo tape.
IN by Sears save on
p.m. or 753-9935 after 8
Murray. Call 753-0605.
New tires. Low mileage.
these high heat and
a.m. Truck may be seen
Call 753-6030 after 5.
cooling bills. Call Sears
1965 SCOTTY Camper at 1709 Magnolia.
for
free
sleeps 4,
s stove, 753-2310
1961 FALCON straight
estimates.
itebo
1946 CHEVROLET
$600.
shift, clean. Looks good.
Ca
Fleetmaster 4 door.
. m. 492DO YOU need stumps
Mechanical condition,
Excellent
original
8359.
removed from your yard
engine
excellent,
tops.
condition. Sealed bids
land cleared of
or
Need
$395.
to
Call
sell
METAL POP up camper-.
only. Send to P. 0. Box
stumps? We can remove
53-8120.
Reasonably
priced.
Call
88, Murray. Can be seen
stumps up to 24"
753-1556.
at Ryan ST.
beneath ground. Leaves
1968 OLDSMOBILE,
sawdust and chips
only
sears,
bucket
console,
1971 CHEVY NOVA.
36" TOPPER for long
Call for free Estimate,
power steering, air,
Extra nice, stereo, radio
wheel base truck. Light,
'Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
excellent condition. $800
and tape player. Good
curtains, roll out winBob Kemp, 435-4343.
or best offer. Call 759tires and good gas
dows. Call 753-9382 after
1912.
mileage. New battery.
5 p. m.
MITCHELL
41250. Call 437-4719.
BLACKTOPPING
1969 FORD one ton with
VW CAMPER, 1976 with
sealing, patching
1977 DATSUN 280Z.
service bed and Hornet 4
extras. Like new. 38,000
striping. For free
$7,000. Can be seen at 412
cylinder air
miles. Call collect 615comestimates call 753-1537.
N. 7th. 759-4990.
pressor: 1977 Ford
431-3630 or locally 759Chateau, full power,
4650 or 436-2333.
1974 FORD RANCHERO
ANY KIND OF hauling in
double air, cruise
GT 351 automatitqlouble
city or county. Call 759control, tinted glass. 8' CABOVER
truck
power and air nice.
1247 or 753-9685.
Eight Passenger. 17,000
camper. Self contained
$2500. 1971 Ford Pick-up
miles. Call 345-2366.
Nice. Best reasonable
fourwheel drive 360 4
ESTIMATES.
offer. Call 753-1566 or FREE
speed. White spoke
1972 OLDS IS, full power
Built-up asphalt roofing,
153-4599.
wheels 15 x 12 tires all
and air, best offer. See
gutters and flashing.
51 Services Offered
new front end. $2250 Call _ Jimmy hicinan, 2471
Expert know how. Paris
1-354-6217.
0470.
Roofing Co. 642-8545.
1973 V.W. Super Beetle,
AM-FM, yellow-black
interior, new radial
tires. New Pioneer
Super Tuner, 8 track.
Call 759-460.5 after 5 p.m.

ROOFING

BEDROOM
THREE
brick home, 1 bath,
utility room, large
kitchen and living r
gas heat. Call days
5678, nights 753-2595.
THREE
BEDROOM
home with carport.
Ideal for young couples
first home. Priced in
mid 20's. Cell 753-3903.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
153-0984
Floored ead ready. Up to It 21. Also barn style. OK's c9
"
99ot•
mobile home ad-ons, sad potties, Of U BUltD, pre-ref ro"Plet.4'
'
1 847
to osserrelsio wirto 21 t 60 ley the best for loss.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

AUCTION SALE
evening, May 19th, 7 P. M. 1' 2 inileS East
of Murray, Ky. on Highway 94. East Side StaaS
Engine Repair Shop moving to new location Makin
it necessary to sell large inventory at auctionWill sell 5 new votary tillers, 5 and 6 h. p.
Briggs' .and Stratton engine, 10,or more new,*
Lawn mowers, new dgem riding -lava fnoW*II.toed-ismer- mowenr, aged mintilke
emeinea,new lawn moleertrwilee,numerous other items. All now merchandise
carries factory Warranty. For more information
c-14/'
Chithoi ail-Maier
-Friday

Auction Service

435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky:

435-4128 or

No job too small Excellent references.

759-4815
NEED
or
TREES
or
shrubbery
cut
trimmed? Call George
1.andolt, 753-4707.

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.
SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

BYARS BROTHERS &
SON - General home
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

EXPERIENCED interior
and exterior painters.
Call 759-1228.

SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms_ and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley,436-2563."
PROFESSIONAL window
cleaner, private homes,
offices, store fronts, etc.
20 years experience.
Call 901-782-5981.

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
awnings, carports and 't
roofs sealed. ('all Jack _Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
53. Feed And Seed
NEW GRASS hay in
square bales. Call 7533076.

t..% iv
r

;r1. 110

A

•

QUAUTY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern- sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

54 Free Column
FREE BEAUTIFUL 7
week old puppies. Solid
black. Part Labrador. ,
Have been wormed. Call
753-5923 or 753-0093.
FREE TWO lovely cats,
energetic and friendly.
Call 753-8761.

All Bulk Garden Seed 50% Off

AGRI PRODUCTS
Lawn & Garden
Nay. 121 North

Quality is the best word to describe this new home.
A 6 bedroom,Salt Box design, 21
/
2 baths,3 story with
central air and 2 heat pumps.

Neivly decorated 3 bedroom brick with one car
garage. On large corner lot, 1 block to university.

New listing, 8 bedrooms, 2 baths, close to university. Excellent neighborhood. This house will pay its
own way. .

Commercial property, on Coldwater Road at 5 points. Building is 40 x 40: 96 ft. frontage, will park
several cars. Has circle drive, 4 bedroom residence
all under same roof.

ELECI.ICENSED
TRICIAN and gas indo SERVICEMASTER OF
stallation
will
plumbing heating and
the
Murray
d irrgi . Call 753sewer clean!
professional
carpet
7203.
cleaners. Ftee Scotchguard with every
MASONRY
WE DO
carpet 46-dean. Free
-WORK. Anything in
estimates. Call today
brick or block. No job
753-0259.
too big or too small Call
Henry Tenn, 243-4651
FOR---VOHR, septic tsnitILO 7bitcichott --Lwork
needs,. Alma septic Lank..
cleaning. ('all John'
.. Lane. ilhope 753-8669 or
4364348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,.
est:crier, Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. ('all 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

Lawnmower
•Siles and Service
Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Nigher., What
7112-11M10

Real Estate - 153-5646
'WALDROPAfter Hours
H I Waldrop
153 1390

lobe Latin
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

Bel-Air Shopping Center
8 a.m. until 11 p.m.

Bryan
Bologna

S11(1 D
(OLD (US

BryanWieners

Great for a snack or
a mealtime break!

ed Ham
_

Delicious extra-teran
ess— no
waste, fully cooked and
ready to serve USDA
inspected

Bryan Premier
Fresh Picnic

HELP AI
ment, Ca
Sara Jens4
accident

PORK RIBS

mot 1% GC •• A •0110

Tv

KNOXVII
Effective
Authority et
percent, an i
keep the na
sting in the

Bryan
**
Smoky Hollow

Boneless Ham
• Its the Bacon with a
'Bite" . . . hickory smoked
the old-fashioned way. .
USDA inspected.

BACON

1K WI 1601 111.11

Bryan Premier
Center-Cut
Family Pack

Bryan Premier
% Loin

mi
Mi
Hot or mild,
"Pampering does make
.a difference. Vacuum
packed in one or two
t139
potinci--retls,--USDA - •
inspected. -

4- "

Lb,

411111miliNtai-,

--',.;;A:..........-rtrs-Auxyairrivehy

You an
Farrell, fi
edition.
Marten4
Mr. and N
A meml
particulai
ter of fact
Her. fa%
faverftee
Marlon
ha
-•
tour -,
.timm.She

AMWAY

to Amerlc
ham playet
Marlene
physical e
•

